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Editor's Foreword

The history of resear h into the emeteries of the So evka type of the Tripolye
ulture (from the village of So evka near Kiev) is about 50 years old. However, the
resear h has not provided yet any omprehensive report on the emeteries, nor a
full presentation of material nds or their thorough analysis. This an be justi ed
by the extraordinary hara ter of the said set of sour es and their pla e outside the
ivilizational standard of the late eneolithi in the Northern Ponti zone.
The aim of this volume is to present the So evka issues from a wider perspe tive of the border zone of the three ultural areas: ir umponti , ir um arpathian
and ir umbalti . The papers in luded in this volume show both a full array of sour es, as far as it is possible at present, and the analyti al do umentation of their
multidire tional geneti impli ations.
Therefore, this volume should en ourage wider dis ussion of Central European
onditioning of the development of the Tripolye ulture, or generally, of the me hanisms of ultural onta ts in the border zone between eastern and western Europe
in the rst half of the 3rd millennium BC.

Balti -Ponti

Studies

vol. 3: 1995, 3-14
PL ISSN 1231-0344

Mihailo Y. Videiko

CEMETERIES OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE. FIELD
RESEARCH, STATE OF PUBLICATION OF SOURCES AND
GENERAL POSITION IN THE SYSTEMATICS OF TRIPOLYE
CULTURE

In almost 50 years of resear h into So evka type emeteries (Fig.1) two aspe ts
an be distinguished. One of them onsists in pro urement of sour es and their
sele tive presentation (in luding preliminary lassi ation), the other involves the
appli ation of the data to advan e numerous transregional syntheti theories [ f.
among the earliest, e.g., Gimbutas 1956: 109-110; Cabalska 1967:53; Sulimirski
 ska 1972:145n℄. The present arti le provides an a ount of the rst
1970:186-188; Si
aspe t, being a general introdu tion into the materials part of the work.

1.

CEMETERIES. HISTORY OF RESEARCH

The history of the resear h shall be presented from three points of view: re ord
of eld work, methods of do umentation and interpretation, and publi ation of
materials.

1.1.

FIELD WORK

The rst eight graves of the So evka type were dis overed by Ivan Samoylovski
and L. Shalina in 1947 (Expedition ÿKiev the Great" of the Ukrainian Institute of
Ar haeology). They were situated on the dune near the village of So evka (Fig.1).
In an area of 56 sq.m I. Samoylovski ex avated 8 remation graves with pottery,
int tools and opper items. Many nds from the destroyed graves were on the
surfa e of the dune | broken pots, pottery, int blades, at axes, opper beads,
stone hammer-axes. In April 1948 the dire tor of Institute, Petro E menko, visited

4

F i g . 1. Range of the So evka type sites: a - settlements; b - emeteries (1 - Chernin; 2 - Krasny Khutor;
3 - So evka; 4 - Zavalovka; 5 - Chapayevka - single grave). Following V. Kruts with additions by the
author.
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So evka with Ivan Samoylovski and Yuriy Zakharuk. They gathered many nds in
the area of the destroyed emetery. Y. Zakharuk ontinued the investigations: from
April 25th till May 10th and from August 29th till September 26th, 1948. He opened
139 remation graves. In 1963 Y. Zakharuk and V. Kruts ontinued investigations
on the So evka emetery. In an area of 140 sq.m they found one remation, int
tools and a group of three small pots. Besides graves, on the territory of the dune
pottery from the Bronze and Early Iron Age and the Kiev Rus period were found.
Thus, during the years 1947-1948 and in 1963 there were found 148 (8+139+1)
graves belonging to the Tripolye ulture.
The se ond emetery near the village of Krasny Khutor (Fig.1) was dis overed
by Valentin Danilenko in the spring of 1950 (Expedition ÿKiev the Great"), when he
explored one remation (number 167 of our atalogue). During the 1951 expedition,
dire ted by Mikhail Makarevi h, there were re overed 168 remation graves in an
area of 195 sq.m. V. Danilenko, V. Rybalova, S. Odint ova, E. Gon harova, A.
Sav huk and post-graduate students Z. Baranovi h and V. Kanivets also took part
in this expedition. The emetery was partly destroyed during World War Two |
a ording to one report 20 graves su ered.
The next emetery was dis overed by Vladimir Kanivets on September 25th,
1950 and the ex avation took pla e betveen September 27 and O tober 4, 1950
(Expedition of the Ukrainian Institute of Ar haeology) near the village of Chernin
(Fig.1). G. Titenko and A. Furems (Kiev) took part in this expedition. In an area
of 40 sq.m they opened 94 remation graves.
The last, fourth emetery was dis overed and ex avated by Vladimir Kruts
(Ukrainian Institute of Ar haeology) near Zavalovka in 1962 (Fig.1). The ex avated
area omprised nearly 200 sq.m. V. Kruts opened 16 remation graves. The emetery
was partly destroyed by pits of a Bronze Age village, and partly during World War
Two. V. Kruts assumed that there were about 50 graves here.
In 1968 Vladimir Kruts and Anatoliy Kubyshev found a single remation near
Chapayevka (during investigations of the Tripolye settlement and the inhumation
emetery of the B-II period). They assumed that here there was a remation emetery belonging to the C-II period, whi h was destroyed by ploughing (Fig.1).
Thus, during the period between 1947 and 1968 there were opened four emeteries and one single grave, in all 428 remation graves (this number was on rmed
after the revision of reports and publi ations).
The a tual number of burials is a matter whi h needs to be resolved and we
shall return to this problem in the latter parts of this book.
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F i g . 2. So evka emetery: A - general plan of the ex avations 1947-1948 (a - range of bones from
destroyed graves; b - ex avations from 1947); B - example of do umentation of the smallest exploration
unit (2x2) - resear h of I. Samoylovski. Following I. Samoylovski, Y. Zakharuk.

1.2. METHODOLOGY OF THE EXCAVATIONS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE
REMAINS

All of the emeteries were divided into areas 2x2 sq.m (Chernin, So evka,
Zavalovka) or 1x1m (Krasny Khutor) with the numbering done by letters and gures
(Fig.2:A). Surfa e and nds levelled from onventional zero (in So evka: NW side
of sq.9-z), and sometimes nds levelled from the surfa e (Krasny Khutor). All nds
were tra ed in the general drawings (Fig.2:B) and the daybooks of the ex avations
(Fig.3). Stratigraphy of the dune was xed on a general ross-se tion (Fig.2:B), lo al
stratigraphy of the remations was entered in daybooks, only in written form. All
nds were re orded in lists (see ar hival materials). Every pot with ashes or a pile
of burnt bones and every plot of s attered bones and ashes re eived a number as a
seperate remation grave, be ause it was impossible to establish the extent of every
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grave in the sand [Zakharuk 1952; Kanivets 1956; Danilenko, Makarevi h 1956;
Kruts 1968℄, Fig.4, 5.
Only I. Samoylovski des ribed pots and ashes, whi h were as near ea h other as
one remation grave. This methodology is lose to the views expressed in this work
[ f. in this volume: Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . and Ko±ko, Videiko, Origins. . . ℄.

1.3.

LITERATURE ON THE MATERIALS (PUBLICATIONS AND ARCHIVAL REPORTS)

a.

Publi ations

The rst arti les about the ex avations of So evka emetery appeared in 1952.
I. Samoylovski published a des ription of eight remations, whi h were opened in
1947. He published the situation plan of the emetery and des riptions of some
obje ts from the graves and other gathered items [Samoylovski 1952:121-123, Fig.1-3℄.
In the same journal Y. Zakharuk presented a short report on the ex avations
of So evka emetery in 1948. Information in luded des riptions of the dune, ex avations, a funeral eremony and ategories of the grave goods. Illustrations were
provided of the general plan, the ross-se tion of the dune and 31 obje ts from the
emetery su h as, for example, weapons, beads, int tools, and erami s [Zakharuk
1952:112-120,Fig.1-4℄.
Publi ations on Krasny Khutor and Chernin appeared in 1956. V. Danilenko
and M. Makarevi h gave information about the emetery and the 44 graves. The
illustrations depi ted the following: the plan of the emetery, a general view of the
emetery, remations (photographs), sele ted erami s, hammer-axes, and opper
and int arti les [Danilenko, Makarevi h 1956:92-98, Fig.1-3, Tab.1℄. V. Kanivets
published on ise information about the ex avations of Chernin emetery, with
a des ription of 39 remations and ategories of grave goods. The illustrations
depi ted the following: the plan of the emetery, a view of the entral part of the
emetery, and nds [Kanivets 1956:99-110, Fig.1-4, Tab.I-II℄.
V. Kruts published full information about the Zavalovka emetery in 1968 |
with a table of the main parameters of graves and an analysis of grave goods. In the
illustrations were the plan of the emetery and some goods from remations: opper
and amber beads, int arrowheads, and a lay gurine [Kruts 1968:126-130,Tab.1,
Fig.1-3℄.
Some general information about the So evka type is ontained in the rst
volume of the ÿAr haeology of the Ukraine" [Arkheologiya 1971:201-204, 1985:246-248℄, and in a monograph by V. Kruts devoted to the late Tripolye monuments on
the Middle Dnieper [Kruts 1977℄.

8

F i g . 3. So evka emetery - 1948, drawings from the daybook of Y. Zakharuk: A - sq. 13-P, grave 135
(138) - "burnt bones in grey, ashy soil"; sq. 13-0, graves 137 (139), 138 (140), 139 (141) - "September 5,
view from the north-west".

9

F i g . 4. Krasny Khutor emetery. An example of horizontal mapping of the range of graves. Based on
eld do umentation of V. Danilenko and M. Makarevi h.

10

F i g . 5. So evka emetry - 1947 (1), 1948 (2-6). Examples of horizontal mapping of the range of graves.
Based on the do umentation of I. Samoylovski and Y. Zakharuk.
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The rst attempt at a full publi ation on the emeteries appeared in 1991, in
a monograph by V. Derga hev and I. Manzura, whi h was the rst attempt in the
historiography of all burial omplexes, onne ted with the nal (C-II) Tripolye in the
territories of Romania, Moldova and Ukraine [Derga hev, Manzura 1991:143-191,
Fig.90-112℄. Publi ation of the So evka emeteries used the ar hival reports and
olle tions, with illustrations of most of the omplexes and plans of the emeteries.
It was very hard work to prepare su h a work 30-40 years after the last ex avations.
This was parti ularly the ase with regard to the So evka and Krasny Khutor sites;
there are some mistakes in the text and illustrations of this monograph, whi h
are also un omplete. Later V. Derga hev published a translation of this book in
Germany [Derga hev 1991℄.

b.

Ar hival reports

All the ar hival materials onne ted with the ex avations of the So evka type
emeteries are in the S ienti Ar hive of the Institute of Ar haeology (National
A ademy of S ien es of Ukraine) in Kiev.
Chernin. Kanivets V.I., Ot het o raskopkakh mogilnika u s. Chernin Vyshne
Dube hanskogo rayona Kievskoy oblasti v sentiabre-oktiabre 1950 goda, 39 pp.,
21 illus., 2 drawings, daybook of ex avations, list of nds, negatives (F.E. n.1091-1950/13).
Krasny Khutor. Danilenko V.N., Makarevi h M.L., Ot het o rabote Borispolskogo otriada ekspeditsii ÿBolshoy Kiev" v 1951 godu (Krasnokhutorskiy mogilnik),
34 pp., 26 illus., 1 drawing, 3 daybooks of ex avations, list of nds, negatives (F.E.
n.1199-1951/8b).
So evka. 1. Samoylovski I.M., Tilopalny nekropol epokhi midi bila s.So evka
v okolitsakh Kieva. Korotkiye povidomlennia pro rozvidkovi rozkopki 1947 g., 17
pp., 24 illus. (F.E.n.755-1947/27).
2. Zakharuk J.M., Ot het o rabote So evskoy arkheologi heskoy ekspeditsii Instituta Arkheologii AN Uk. SSR 1948 goda, 103 pp., 3 drawings, daybook of ex avations, negatives of photographs, list of nds (F.E.n.885-1948/9). All previous publiations on So evka were prepeared using only these two reports.
3. Zakharuk J.M., So evskiy mogilnik kak isto hnik k izu heniyu epokhi bronzy v
Sredniem Podniprovyu | Ph.D. dissertation in history (F.12.N.319-177p.).
4. Zakharuk J.M., Kruts V.A., Raskopki pozdnetripolskogo poselenya u s. So evka
Borispolskogo rayona Kievskoy oblasti, 21 pp., 16 illus., 13 drawings, 2 daybooks of
ex avations, negatives, list of nds (F.E.n.4410-4414-1963/8a).
Zavalovka. Telegin D.Y., Mitrofanova V.I., Berezanskaya S.S., Kruts V.A.,
Ot het ob arkheologi heskikh issledovaniyakh v zone Kievskogo vodokhranilishha v 1962 godu, 84 pp., 40 illus., 58 drawings, daybooks, list of nds, negatives
(F.E. n.3996-3999-1962/1).
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Table

1

Cemeteries of So evka type. History of eld investigations and publi ations

emetery

year

ex . area

graves

ex . by

publi ations

So evka

1947
1948
1963

56 sq.m
500 sq.m
140 sq.m

8
139
1

I. Samoylovski
Y. Zakharuk
Y. Zakharuk
V. Kruts

Samoylovski 1952
Zakharuk 1952
Zakharuk, Kruts 1963

Krasny
Khutor

1950

{

1

V. Danilenko

1951

195 sq.m

168

Danilenko,
Makarevi h 1956

Chernin
Zavalovka

1950
1962

40 sq.m
200 sq.m

94
16

V. Kanivets
V. Kruts

Kanivets 1956
Kruts 1968

Chapayevka

1968

*

1

V. Kruts
A. Kubyshev

Kruts, Kubyshev 1971

In all

1947
{
1968

1131 sq.m

M. Makarevi h
V. Danilenko

428

Derga hev,
Manzura 1991

* Single grave, may be from destroyed emetery.

The nds from the ex avations are now in the Institute of Ar haeology (National A ademy of S ien es of Ukraine) in Kiev. They are lo ated in two pla es:
S ienti Funds and the Ar haeologi al Museum. There are four olle tions:
1. Chernin, N II/190, ex avations of V. Kanivets in 1950 of the late Tripolye emetery near v. Chernin, Vysshaya Dube hnya distri t, Kiev region. In the olle tion:
pottery, int, opper items, ashes from remations.
2. Krasny Khutor, N II/197, ex avations of V. Danilenko and M. Makarevi h in 1951
of the late Tripolye emetery near Krasny Khutor (Kiev). In the olle tion: pottery,
int, some stone hammer-axes, opper beads, ashes and ra ked bones from graves.
3. So evka, N II/102, ex avations of I. Samoylovski and Y. Zakharuk (1947, 1948,
1963) on the late Tripolye emetery near So evka, Baryshev distri t, Kiev region. In
the olle tion: pottery, opper obje ts, beads, some stone hammer-axes, int, some
burnt bones and ashes from remations, nds from following periods.
4. Zavalovka, N II/518, ex avations of V. Kruts in 1962 near v. Zavalovka of Vysshaya Dube hnya distri t, Kiev region. In the olle tion: pottery, int, stone tools
and beads, ashes from remations, pottery of the Early Bronze Age period.
In the exposition of the Museum are the best nds from all four emeteries:
a olle tion of stone hammer-axes, opper knives and daggers, large int blades,
at axes, arrowheads, opper beads, one opper bra elet, pottery, and one pot with
ashes.
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F i g . 6. Ranges of types (groups) of the late Tripolye ulture: A - Vykhvatintsy; B - Usatovo; C Brynzeny; D - Gordineshty; E - Troyanov; F - Gorodsk; G - Lukashi; H - So evka; I - boards of types;
J - boards of lo al variants; K - boards of regional zones. Following V. Derga hev, I. Manzura.
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2.

DEFINITION OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE

The problem of de nition on erns, in parti ular, (a) the question of identi ation of unique geneti features of the ÿtype", and (b) the nature of the diÆ ulties
that have been experien ed in the identi ation of its sepul hral version that is
essential to its identi ation.
The rst monuments of the So evka type were dis overed at the end of the
nineteenth entury (Kirillovskie Vysoty, et .), but until the emetery ex avations
they were related to the Gorodsk-Usatovo type [Passek 1949℄.
De nition of the So evka type be ame possible only after the ex avations of
1947-1951. In 1953 Y. Zakharuk reated the on eption of So evka type [Zakharuk
1953:78-80℄, as a spe ial type of the late Tripolye (Fig.6).
a. We have three versions of the origin of the So evka type:
1. The So evka type was the out ome of the development of the Tripolye ulture
on the Middle Dnieper, from period B I/II, from types of Kolomiysh hina-Chapayevka-Lukashi [Zakharuk 1953, 1971; Kruts 1977℄.
2. Kievo-Tripolye ulture (or the So evka type) appeared not as the result of an
evolution of the Tripolye ulture, but after an assimilation of the Tripolye elements
by the lo al Neolithi population, and transformed later to the Dnieper-Desna ulture [Danilenko 1953:81℄.
3. The So evka type appeared as a result of the intera tion between the lo al Tripolye omponent (type Lukashi) and Tripolye types from the Dniester-Prut region,
but the last in uen e ame over the Troyanov type of Volhynia region [Derga hev
1980:142℄, or from the Zhvanets type from Dniester as well [Movsha 1985:249℄.
It seems to us that V. Derga hev is right, be ause he took into onsideration
materials from the Dniester area, whi h were unknown to V. Kruts or Y. Zakharuk.
b. The rst problem is that there is absent a full publi ation of all materials
from the ex avations. Then there are the problems of interpretation of this materials: What was a remation grave? Grave goods? Funeral ustoms? Next are the
problems of study by spe ialists: typologi al identi ation of int tools, te hnology
and typology of pottery, petrographi al studies of stone and int raw materials, metallurgy of the So evka type, weapons and absolute hronology. The study of these
re ords will give us the possibility to reate a new view of the problems of the origin and the dissapearen e of the So evka type emeteries, origins of the remation
ustom in the Copper Age, and inter- ultural relations in this period.
We understand that it is not possible to solve all these problems. Our main
aim is to make available to all s holars the brilliant ar haeologi al omplexes from
Ukraine whi h awaited full publi ation for 40 years.
Translated by Mihailo Y. Videiko and Piotr T. ebrowski
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
SOFIEVKA TYPE CEMETERIES
This publi ation was prepared using ar hival materials - not only reports, but
daybooks, drawings, lists, photographs. We tried to present fuller and more orre t
information than in a previous publi ation [Derga hev, Manzura 1991℄. At rst it
was ne essary to present all des riptions and illustrations of omplexes a ording to
the existing interpretation ( remation grave = ultural point). This does not mean,
however, that we fully a ept it, be ause ÿgraves" identi ed during eld exploration
are in most ases fragments of larger ritual areas, whi h means that they are exlusively features. A full determination of ranges of these a tual graves-tombs has
not been, however, possible at present [ f. in this volume: Videiko, ÿCemeteries. . . ",
Ko±ko, Videiko, ÿOrigins. . . "℄. Therefore, the term ÿgrave" is used in this text in
a ordan e with the nomen lature onvention justi ed by ÿtradition".
Corre tions of grave inventory stru tures on ern mainly int artefa ts, whi h
were omprehensively analysed for the rst time by J. Budziszewski [see in this
volume: Budziszewski, ÿFlint. . . "℄. This led him to examine the orresponden e
between the data in luded in the eld daybook, drawings and inventories (obje t
all numbers). An out ome of the examination has been omments on ÿinformation
asyn hronisms" or stressing in the text ertain doubts on erning the onne tion
of a parti ular artefa t with a given grave. Su h doubts are signalled by ÿ?" or
ÿ ommenting footnotes" marked with an asterisk.
The numbering of the graves in this part is as follows:
Chernin: a ording to the report of V. Kanivets.
Krasny Khutor: our new numbering resulted in putting in bra kets the numbers used
in the report and the publi ations of V. Danilenko and M. Makarevi h, and V. Derga hev in the following way: 1) report number, 2) present publi ation number. In
their report, V. Danilenko and M. Makarevi h at rst des ribed remations in urns
under numbers 1-101, but some of them were empty vessels. Then they des ribed
remations - from 1 to 94, reserving some numbers for destroyed ÿgraves". Then,
when the rst publi ation was prepared, V. Danilenko and M. Makarevi h numbered all remations (in vessels and without) from 1 to 165. This numbering was used
by V. Derga hev [Derga hev, Manzura 1991℄. For example: grave 162(75C-158):
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162 - our numbering, 75C - from the report, means ÿ remation 75", 158 - number
of present publi ations.
So evka: the enumeration of 1947 ex avations - following I. Samoylovski; of 1948 following Y. Zakharuk - a ording to the text of his dissertation, not of his report
in whi h under number 94 is listed an empty pot. The numbering in the publi ation
of V. Derga hev is from the text of the report, and we give it in bra kets, after our
numbers.
Zavalovka: a ording to reported publi ations [Kruts 1968; Derga hev, Manzura
1991℄.
Illustrations. Most of the illustrations are new, but in the ase of obje ts whi h did not
survive, the original illustrations from reports and daybooks are used. Consequently,
both forms and s ope of do umentation di er, e.g. there have been diÆ ulties in
determining the s ale of drawings.

1.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE CEMETERIES

The So evka emetery was situated on a sand dune on the left bank of the
Dnieper. The emetery o upied a part of the top and slope of the dune. The
emetery at Krasny Khutor was situated on the top of a sand dune on the left bank
of the Dnieper. The length of the dune was 75m, the width 50m, and the height
12,5m. The Chernin emetery o upied the top of a narrow sand dune (length 380
m, width 40-90m). The height of the dune was 5m over the Dnieper valley. This
dune was a part of the sand hills whi h divided the left river of Dnieper from the
old riverbed. The Zavalovka emetery was situated on a sand dune on the left bank
of the Dnieper. The height of the dune was nearly 9m over the level of riverbed.
The top of the hill was 50m x 30m size. So all the emeteries were situated on the
sand dune on the left bank of the Dnieper with a height 5-12m over the riverbed,
not far from the water. Only one grave of the So evka type was on the right, high,
bank of Dnieper (near Tripolye settlement and inhumation emetery of B-ll period
at Chapayevka) [see in this volume: Videiko, ÿCemeteries...", Fig.1℄.
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2.

STRATIGRAPHY

All emeteries have similar stratigraphy, be ause they are situated on sand
dunes.
Chernin
Layer 1, 0 -0,03m - grass soil.
Layer 2, 0,03-0,34m - yellow sand.
Layer 3, 0,34-0,48 (or 0,66) m - buried soil.
Layer 4, from 0,48 (0,66) m - yellow sand, then - white sand.
All graves were in yellow sand (level 4), at a depth of 0,36-0,59m. Level 3
(buried soil) was not destroyed by graves, so it appeared after the emetery.
Krasny Khutor
Layer 1, 0 - 0,2m - dark soil.
Layer 2, 0,2-0,6m - yellow sand with remains of emetery.
Layer 3, from 0,6m - white sand.
All remation graves were opened in yellow sand (level 2) at a depth of 0,5m.
So evka
Layer 1, 0-0,2m - grey-yellow sand.
Layer 2, 0,2-0,4m - grey sand.
Layer 3, 0,4-0,5m - buried soil.
Layer 4, 0,5-0,85m - yellow sand with remation graves.
Layer 5, from 0,85m - white sand.
Some nds were opened in levels 1-3 (a result of ontemporary ploughing).
Also on the dune were ex avated inhumation graves of Kiev Rus (tenth-twelvth
entury AD), among surfa e nds was in luded pottery of the Middle Dnieper
ulture and the Early Iron Age.
Zavalovka
Layer 1, 0-0,2m - grey sand.
Layer 2, 0,2-0,6m - yellow sand.
Layer 3, from 0,6m - white sand.
All remations were opened in yellow sand (level 2), at a depth of 0,4-0,6m.
Some graves were destroyed by pits of the Early Bronze Age (Middle Dnieper
ulture).
Results of the ex avations of four emeteries show us that all the graves were
in yellow sand, under the buried soil. The upper soil horizon was not destroyed by
graves. Buried soil appeared later than emeteries.
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3.

CEMETERIES, GRAVE DESCRIPTIONS

In grave inventory des riptions, typologi al identi ations of the following authors have been used: J. Budziszewski - int artefa ts [Budziszewski, ÿFlint. . . ",
in this volume℄; V.I. Klo hko, A. Ko±ko - stone axes-hammers [Klo hko, Ko±ko,
ÿWeapons. . . ", in this volume℄; V.I. Klo hko - opper artefa ts [Klo hko,
ÿCopper. . . ", in this volume℄; R.F. Mazurowski - amber artefa ts [Mazurowski
1983℄.
In the ase of pottery, in the absen e of appropriate lassi ations of pottery
for the Tripolye ulture, general assumptions have been used of systemati typology
of the pottery of the Funnel Beaker ulture [Ko±ko 1981:23-42℄. In respe t to the
ma romorphology, the following typologi al groups (hereafter: ÿt.g.") have been
distinguished: ÿbasi " t.g. - I = platter, II = vase, III = pot, and ÿspe ial" t.g. - IV
= amphora, V = beaker, VI = jug, VII = up, VIII = over. While de orations
have been lassi ed by de oration zone (a - edge, b - external under-edge, - belly)
and by de oration te hnique (a - pressing/in ising with a die, b - pressing/in ising
with a ord, - engrave, d - painting, e - relief- onvex, 0 - no de orations). Thus, a
re ord reading t.g.I-b-e stands for platter, externally de orated under the edge with
a relief ornament. The purpose of this lassi ation is to adapt the data published
now to future interregional and inter ultural omparative studies .
Anthropologi al analyses attempted in this study have not broadened the hara teristi s of the ÿSo evka" populations .
1

2

3.1.

CHERNIN CEMETERY (FIG.1)

To determine the lo ations of individual graves (referen es to squares), two
kinds of all numbers have been used. One orresponds to the atta hed plan of the
emetery (Fig.1) [foll. Derga hev, Manzura 1991:311 - with the editor's adaptations℄
and the other one to the author of the study.
Grave 1
Sq.A-3 [D-IV-1/D-IV-2℄, depth 36-42 m. Pile of ashes, oval in plan, 25x25x6 m.
Above the remation is the horizon of sand (10 m), on whi h grave 2 was found.
Grave 2
Sq.A-3 [D-IV-2℄, depth 23-31 m. Pile of ashes, oval in plan, 23x32x8 m.
1
2

Typologi al data have been in luded at the editor's request.
In the opinion of Dr S. Segeda

(National A ademy of S ien es of Ukraine, Institute

of Ar haeology)

who

analysed the osteologi al sour es, their state of preservation and type of storage make it impossible to broaden our
knowledge of the subje t.
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F i g . 1. Chernin emetery: the general plan (after V. Kanivets). 1 - vessels with burnt bones and ashes;
2 - pile of burnt bones; 3 - spot of ashes and s attered burnt bones; 4 - empty vessels; 5 - destroyed part
of site .
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Grave 3
Sq.A-3 [D-IV-2℄, depth 42 m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) and burnt bones. 3 m to the
west of vessel, in the sand is an ordinary int arrowhead with straight base (Fig.2:2).
Grave 4
Sq.B-3 [C-IV-3℄, depth ? Large vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. On the bones
was a small vessel with ashes (t.g.II-b-a), Fig.2:1.
Grave 5
Sq.A/B-3 [C-IV-4/D-IV-2℄, depth 25-40 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan,
30x30x15 m. In the enter of pile is a fragment of vessel (t.g.?), Fig.2:3.
Grave 6
Sq.B-3 [C-IV-3℄, depth 30-39 m. Pile of burnt bones, pear-like in plan, 40x-35x-9 m. In the entral part are bones mixed with ashes.
Grave 7
Sq.B-3 [C-IV-3℄, depth 45 m. Spot with burnt bones, pear-like in plan, 36x32 m.
Grave 8
Sq.B-3 [C-IV-4℄, depth 18-32 m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x23x14 m, under the
west part of grave 9. In the entral part are bones mixed with ashes. The NW part
of the remation is divided from grave 5 by a 7 m sand horizon.
Grave 9
Sq.B-3 [C-IV-4℄, depth 18-37 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 28x28x19 m.
Grave 10
Sq.B-3 [C-IV-4℄, depth 18-28 m. Pile of burt bones, oval in plan, 22x16x10 m.
In the entral part are bones mixed with ashes. Under the pile is a broken vessel
(t.g.?). Among the bones is a int ake (lost).
Grave 11
Sq.B-3 [C-IV- entre℄, depth 30-45 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan,
20x20x15 m, overed by spot of burnt bones, oval in plan, 35x28 m. In the entral
part of the pile are bones mixed with ashes. Between the bones is a ylindri al
opper bead (type IIBe2). To E of pile is part of an ordinary int blade knife
re tted from 2 burnt fragments - variant B (Fig.2:4). It is re tted with an artefa t
from grave 52.
Grave 12
Sq.B-3 [C-IV-1/C-IV-2℄, depth 60 m. Vessel (t.g.IV-?) with burnt bones of adult
man. Among bones - 4 opper beads (types 3x IIBe2, 1x IIBe3) and 3 int tools
(ordinary blade knife - variant B, ake side-s raper and re tted from 5 burnt fragments two parts of unde ned blade tool used as striker), Fig.3:1. Bones and goods
with tra es of red o hra paint.
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Grave 13
Sq.B/C-3 [B-IV-3/4,C-IV-1/2℄ depth 38 m. Spot of burnt bones, oval in plan,
34x30 m.
Grave 14
Sq.C-3 [B-IV-1/3℄, depth 29-54 m. Northern part of the spot burnt bones, in
entral part mixed with ashes, diam. 18 m. To W from spot - small vessel (t.g.III-0),
Fig.3:2.
Grave 15
Sq.C-3 [B-IV-1/3℄, depth 29-54 m. Southern part of spot of burnt bones, in
entral part (7x5 m) mixed with ashes.
Grave 16
Sq.C-3 [B-IV-4℄, depth 49 m. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 17
Sq.C-3 [B-IV-4℄, depth 35-43 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 42x23x8 m.
Grave 18
Sq.C-3 [B-IV-4℄, depth ?. Vessel (t.g.IV-?) with burnt bones and ashes (Fig.3:3).
Grave 19
Sq.C-3 [B-IV-4℄, depth ?. Vessel (t.g.IV-0) with burnt bones (Fig.3:4).
Grave 20
Sq.C-3/4 [B-IV-4,B-I-3℄, depth 33-50 m. Pile of burnt bones, pear-like in plan,
29x34x17 m. In entral part bones mixed with ashes (diam.13 m, thi kness 3 m).
Grave 21
Sq.A-3/4 [D-I-3/D-I-1℄, depth 41 m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan,
24x34 m. To NE of pile - low part of broken (?) vessel (t.g.?).
Grave 22
Sq.A-4 [D-I-1℄, depth 43 m. Vessel (t.g.IV-?) with burnt bones and ashes (Fig.
4:1).
Grave 23
Sq.A-4 [D-I-1℄, depth 41-54 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 17x27x13
m,

overed by spot of burnt bones 25x32 m. On surfa e of spot - spiral

opper

bead (type IIBe3).
Grave 24
Sq.A/B-3/4; [C-I-3/C-IV-4/D-I-1/D-IV-2℄, depth 32-43 m. Pile of burnt bones,
oval in plan, 30x22x11 m.
Grave 25
Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 24-30 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 18x24x6 m,
overed by spot of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 25x40 m.
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Grave 26
Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 34. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones (Fig.4:2)
Grave 27
Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 20-31 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 18x19x11
m, overed by spot of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 28x28 m.
Grave 28
Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 34-42 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan,18x18x8 m.
In entral part bones mixed with ashes. NE part of pile overed of burnt bones.
Grave 29
Sq.B-4/5 [C-I-4/C-II-3℄, depth 23-36 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, overed by spot of s attered burnt bones.
Grave 30
Sq.B-5 [C-II-3℄, depth 23 m. Pile burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 20x20 m. Covered by spot of burnt bones. Among bones - ordinary blade striker made from
fragment of int knife. Near the pile broken vessel (t.g.II-0?), Fig.4:3.
Grave 31
Sq.B-5 [C-II-3℄, depth 23 m. Pile of burnt bones under the SW part of large
spot of burnt bones. Cir ular plan, 10x10 m.

4:4).

Grave 32
Sq.B-4/5 [C-I-4/C-II-3℄, depth 44 m. Vessel (t.g.V-0?) with burnt bones (Fig.

Grave 33
Sq.B-5 [C-II-3℄, depth 44 m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones. Among bones 5 opper beads (type IIBe1). Near the vessel - int ordinary arrowhead with straight
base (Fig.5:1).
Grave 34
Sq.B-4/5; [C-II-3/C-I-4℄, depth 44 m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 35
Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 34-41 m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 28x18x7 m,
overed by spot of burnt bones.
Grave 36
Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 34-47 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 30x28x13
m, partly overed by spot of burnt bones. Among bones - re tted from 3 burnt
fragments part of ordinary blade knife - variant B (Fig.4:5).
Grave 37
Sq.B-4 [C-I-4/C-I-2℄, depth 34-41 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 16x-20x7 m, overed by spot of burnt bones, irregular plan, 32x20 m. In enter bones mixed
with ashes. To S and NW from the pile - 2 small vessels (t.g.III- - ; III-0), Fig.5:2.
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Grave 38
Sq.B-4 [C-I-2℄, depth 34-44. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 25x14x10 m. In
entral part bones mixed with ashes, overed by spot of burnt bones.
Grave 39
Sq.B-4 [C-I-2℄, depth 54 m. Vessel (t.g.IV-?) with burnt bones of man 16-18
years old and ashes. Low part of the vessel was broken in past (Fig.5:3).
Grave 40
Sq.B-5 [C-II-1℄, depth 32-53. Pile of burnt bones, in entral part mixed with
ashes, 37-26 m, overed by spot of burnt bones, 40x50 m. Among bones - 10 burnt
int arrowheads (5 ordinary pie es with straight base - Fig.5:4a-e, 3 slim pie es with
straight base - Fig.5:4g-i, 1 big pie e with on ave base - Fig.5:4f, 1 unde ned lost).
Grave 41
Sq.B-5 [C-II-1℄, depth 37-47 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x20x10 m under the S
part of spot of burnt bones 30x42 m. In entral part, bones mixed with ashes.
Grave 42
Sq.B-5 [C-II-3℄, depth 37-52 m. Pile of burnt bones, 14x14x15 m, under the
N part of spot of burnt bones. Among bones - 5 int tools: asymmetri blade
perforator made from knife and used as striker, burnt bifa ial ake knife and 3
burnt arrowheads (2 ordinary pie es with straight base and fragment of slim atypi al
pie e), Fig.6:1.
Grave 43
Sq.B-5 [C-II-3/C-II-1℄, depth 41 m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones. Among
bones - 2 small opper sha kles (type IISH) and burnt arrowhead (slim with straight
base). Near the NE side of pot was vessel (t.g.II-0) without remains of remation
(Fig.6:2).
Grave 44
Sq.B-5 [C-II-2℄, depth 41. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.6:3).
Grave 45
Sq.B-5 [C-II-1℄, depth 41 m. Vessel (t.g.III- -a) with burnt bones adult man and
adoles ent 13-15 years old, whi h was on the remains of remation 46 (Fig.6:4).
Grave 46
Sq.B-5 [C-II-1℄, depth 30-62 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 40x25x32 m,
overed by the spot of burnt bones, 70x50 m. In entral part of pile bones mixed
with ashes (diam. 13 m.) Spot surrounded by the ir le of horse teeths, thrusted in
sand. Among bones int ake (lost), to the S - broken vessel. On remains of grave
46 - vessel with bones of grave 45.
Grave 47
Sq.B-5 [C-II-2℄, depth 60 m. Low part of the vessel (t.g.IV-0?) with burnt bones
(Fig.7:1).
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Grave 48
Sq.B-5 [C-II-2℄, depth 47 m. Pile of burnt bones, 15x11x12 m, overed by
ir ular spot of burnt bones, 30x28 m. Among bones - 2 int artefa ts: side-s raper
with bifa ial retou h and ordinary hip. Near the pile 3 vessels (t.g.I-0; III-0; IV-0),
Fig.7:2.
Grave 49
Sq.B-5/6 [C-II-2/C-III-1℄, depth 46-60 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan,
17x17x14 m, overed by ir ular spot of burnt bones, 30x30 m. In entral part of pile
bones mixed with ashes (diam.14 m). Among bones - 2 fragments of int artefa ts:
s aled pie e made from ake and ordinary hip (Fig.8:1).
Grave 50
Sq.B/C-6 [C-III-1/B-III-3℄, depth 40-44 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x11x4 m.
Among bones int ake (Fig.8:5).
Grave 51
Sq.B-4 [C-I-1℄, depth 40 m. Part of vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of the hild.
In 10 m to NW - vessel (t.g.I-0), Fig.8:2.
Grave 52
Sq.B/C-4 [C-1-2/B-1-4℄, depth 43-54. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan,
20x20x11 m, overed by spot of s attered burnt bones, irregular in plan, 60x20 m.
Among bones - 2 opper beads (type IIBe?) and re tted from 15 burnt fragments
(between them singular pie es from graves 11 and 63) 2 int ordinary blade knives
- variant B. In 10 m to N - broken vessel (t.g.?), Fig.8:3.
Grave 53
Sq.C-4 [B-I-3℄, depth 52 m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.8:4).
Grave 54
Sq.C-4 [B-I-3℄, depth 55 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 55
Sq.C-4 [B-I-3℄, depth 63 m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones and ashes (Fig.8:6).
Grave 56
Sq.C-4 [B-I-4℄, depth 43-50. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 18x18x m. In
entral part bones mixed with ashes. Among bones burnt fragment of int ordinary
blade knife - variant B (?).To NW from pile on depth 43 m - burnt int arrowhead
(ordinary with straight base), Fig.9:1.
Grave 57
Sq.C-4 [B-I-4℄, depth 47 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval plan, 25x20x7 m. In entral
part bones mixed ashes. Partly overed by spot of s attered burnt bones, ir ular in
plan, 27x28 m.
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Grave 58
Sq.C-4 [B-I-4℄, depth 45 m. Vessel (t.g.IV-0) with burnt bones. In low part of
vessel - two holes (5x4 and 3,8x5 m), Fig.9:2.
Grave 59
Sq.C-4 [B-I-3℄, depth 36-41 m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 32x36x5 m.
Among bones - lay spin-wheel (Fig.9:3).
Grave 60
Sq.C-4 [B-I-1℄, depth 51-59 m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 30x15x8 m,
overed by sand (11 m). On sand - s attered burnt bones of remation 61.
Grave 61
Sq.C-4 [B-I-1℄, depth 40-57 m. Pile of burnt bones, re tangular in plan, 32x-21x-17 m. To SW ontinued by spot of s attered bones, 50x25 m.
Grave 62
Sq.C-5 [B-II-3℄, depth 49 m. Vessel (t.g.II-0) with burnt bones. To N from vessel
- in sand - unde ned int arrowhead (lost), Fig.9:4.
Grave 63
Sq.C-5 [B-II-3℄, depth 49-75 m. Pile of burnt bones oval in plan, 40x28x26 m.
Near the pile is part of a opper tool (type ?) and 17 int artefa ts: 8 ordinary hips
(Fig.9:5l-s) and 9 hunks. Among the bones lie fragments of a vessel (t.g.?) and 14
int artefa ts: 3 burnt ordinary arrowheads with straight base (Fig.9:5a- ), a ake
perforator (Fig.9:5d), an ordinary ake (Fig.9:5e), 5 burnt fragments of blade tools
- Fig.9:5f-h (between them 2 pie es re tted - Fig.9:5f, and 1 pie e re tted with a
knife from grave 52), 2 burnt fragments of an unde ned ake tool (Fig.9:5i-j) and
1 fragment of burnt hip (Fig.9:5k) and hip - lost.
Grave 64
Sq.C-4/5 [B-I-4/B-II-3℄, depth 44 m. Vessel (t.g.III-a,b-a, near t.g.II-?) with
burnt bones of adult man. Among the bones are 4 int artefa ts: a fragment of
plunging ake and 3 hips from s aled pie es (Fig.10:1). The vessel of grave 64 was
on the bones of grave 65.
Grave 65
Sq.C-4/5 [B-I-4/B-II-3℄, depth 44-66 m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x35x22 m. Under
the pot of grave 64 is an asymmetri perforator, re tted from 4 red fragments and
made from a blade knife and used as a striker. Among the bones are 3 int artefa ts:
the red fragment of an unde ned blade tool, an amorphous ake presser and a
fragment of a mi ro-s aled pie e (Fig.10:2).
Grave 66
Sq.C-4 [B-I-2℄, depth 70 m. Vessel (t.g.IV?-?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Among the bones are 5 int artefa ts (an ordinary blade knife - variant C, re tted
from 5 red fragments two parts of an ordinary blade knife - variant C, a slim
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arrowhead with straight base, a ake spike-ended presser and a fragment of an
unde ned blade tool and 10 small oval-round stones (Fig.11).
Grave 67
Sq.C-4/5 [B-I-2/B-II-1℄, depth 35 m. Spot with burnt bones, irregular-oval in
plan, 30x42 m. In the entral part lie bones mixed with ashes.
Grave 68
Sq.C-5 [B-II-1/B-II-3℄, depth 37-60 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan,
25x2x3 m. In the entral part (diam. 15 m) are bones mixed with ashes. Among the
bones is part of an ordinary int ake re tted from 3 burnt fragments (Fig.12:1).
Grave 69
Sq.C-5 [B-II-1/B-II-3℄, depth 53-60 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan,
40x42x7 m, overed by sand. On the sand, in W part are remains of remation
68, in E part are s attered bones of remation 71. In the sand is an ordinary int
arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.12:2).
Grave 70
Sq.C-5 [B-II-3/B-II-4℄, depth 40-55 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan,
20x22x15 m, partly overed by spot of s attered burnt bones. 45x58 m. To NW
from pile (depth 40 m) - fragment of vessel (t.g.?).
Grave 71
Sq.C-5 [B-II-3/4℄, depth 40-54 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 20x-20x-14 m, partly overed by spot of s attered burnt bones. Among bones - burnt int
side-s raper (Fig.12:3).
Grave 72
Sq.C-5 [B-II-1℄, depth 40-67 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 22x22x27
m, partly overed by spot of s attered burnt bones, 30x25 m.
Grave 73
Sq.C-5 [B-II-2/B-II-4℄, depth 30. Spot of s attered burnt bones, irkular in plan,
38-36 m. To S of spot - part of broken vessel (t.g.?).
Grave 74
Sq.C-5 [B-II-2℄, depth 39 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones, irregular in plan,
38-36 m. May be the part of remation 75(?).
Grave 75
Sq.C-5 [B-II-2℄, depth 39-73 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 34x28x34 m.
Grave 76
Sq.C-5 [B-II-4℄, depth 39 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones, 14-26 m.
Grave 77
Sq.C-5/6 [B-II-4/B-III-3℄, depth 39 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones, irregular
in plan, 70x22 m. Among bones - int mi ro - s aled pie e. Near the spot - small
vessel (t.g.II-0), Fig.12:5.
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Grave 78
Sq.C-6 [B-III-3℄, depth 39-50 m. Pile of burnt bones, 24x20x11 m, partly overed by spot of s attered burnt bones. Among bones - int ordinary ake (Fig.12:4).
Grave 79
Sq.C-6 [B-III-1℄, depth 39 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones, ir ular in plan,
40x42 m. Near the spot - vessel (t.g.III- 0), depth 54 m; in 10 m to S - int ordinary
arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.12:6).
Grave 80
Sq.C-6 [B-III-1℄, depth 45-57 m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 30x-38x-12 m. Among bones - part of burnt horn hammer-axe (Fig.12:7).
Grave 81
Sq.C-6 [B-III-4/B-III-3℄, depth 62 m. Low part of vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones
of adult woman (?) and ashes. On bones - tra es of red paint.
Grave 82
Sq.C-6 [B-III-1/B-III-2℄, depth 53 m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 83
Sq.C-4 [B-I-1℄, depth 37 m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 84
Sq.C/D-4 [B-I-1/A-I-3℄, depth 36 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones, pear-like
in plan, 35x35 m. Among bones - 3 burnt int artefa ts: ordinary arrowhead ÿwith
straight base", ordinary blade striker and re tted from 2 fragments part of ake.
Near in 18 m - broken vessel (t.g.?), Fig.12:8.
Grave 85
Sq.D-4 [A-I-3℄, depth 37 m. Small vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 86
Sq.C-5 [B-II-1℄, depth 39-70 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 20x20x31
m. Southern part of pile overed by spot of s attered burnt bones.
Grave 87
Sq.C/D-5 [A-II-3/A-II-4/B-II-1/B-II-2℄, depth 39-70 m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 20-20-31 m. In sand, over the pile - ordinary int arrowheads with
on ave base (Fig.12:9).
Grave 88
Sq.C/D-5 [A-II-4/B-II-2℄, depth 39-47 m. Pile of burnt bones, 32x22x8 m.
Among bones - int s aled pie e (Fig.12:10).
Grave 89
Sq.D-5 [A-II-4℄, depth 39 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones, oval in plan,
32x26 m.
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Grave 90
Sq.D-6 [A-III-3℄, depth 50-66 m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 35x-20x-16 m. To NW in sand - part of broken vessel (t.g.). Among bones part of burnt
stone axe (type ?), 2 stones and 2 int tools: burnt double spike-ended presser on
blade and side-s raper with bifa ial retou h (Fig.13:1).
Grave 91
Sq.D-6 [A-III-3℄, depth 50-70 m. Pile of burnt bones, mixed with ashes, 7x-7x-20 m, partly overed by spot of s attered burnt bones, oval in plan, 36x22 m. In
10 m to W - large vessel (t.g.?).
Grave 92
Sq.D-6 [A-III-4℄, depth 50-61 m. Pile of burnt bones, mixed with ashes, 13x-13x-11 m.
Grave 93
Sq.D-6 [A-III-4℄, depth 63-75 m. Pile of burnt bones, mixed with ashes, 20x-20x-12 m. In entral part of pile - low part of small vessel (t.g.?), Fig.13:2.
Grave 94
Sq.C-5 [B-II-2℄, depth 39 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones, irregular in plan,
25x30 m. To E from spot - broken vessel (t.g.?).
Destroyed graves
Some materials that were obtained at the emetery do not have suÆ ient do umentation to onne t them to the inventories des ribed above. They in lude opper
arti les of IIBe1 x2 and IIBe3 types (Fig.13:3) and ve int artefa ts: 2 burnt ordinary arrowheads with straight base, an initial s aled-pie e made from a natural
pie e, a fragment of an unde ned tool on a pseudo-blade and an imitation of a
bifa ial ake knife (Fig.13:3).
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F i g . 2. Chernin. 1 - grave 4; 2 - grave 3; 3 - grave 5; 4 - grave 11.

30

F i g . 3. Chernin. 1 - grave 12; 2 - grave 14; 3 - grave 18; 4 - grave 19.
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F i g . 4. Chernin. 1 - grave 22; 2 - grave 26; 3 - grave 30; 4 - grave 32; 5 - grave 36.
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F i g . 5. Chernin. 1 - grave 33; 2 - grave 37; 3 - grave 39; 4 - grave 40.
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F i g . 6. Chernin. 1 - grave 42; 2 - grave 43; 3 - grave 44; 4 - grave 45.

34

F i g . 7. Chernin. 1 - grave 47; 2 - grave 48.

35

F i g . 8. Chernin. 1 - grave 49; 2 - grave 51; 3 - grave 52; 4 - grave 53; 5 - grave 50; 6 - grave 55.

36

F i g . 9. Chernin. 1 - grave 56; 2 - grave 58; 3 - grave 59; 4 - grave 62; 5 - grave 63.

37

F i g . 10. Chernin. 1 - grave 64; 2 - grave 65.

38

F i g . 11. Chernin. Grave 66.
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F i g . 12. Chernin. 1 - grave 68; 2 - grave 69; 3 - grave 71; 4 - grave 78; 5 - grave 77; 6 - grave 79; 7 grave 80; 8 - grave 84; 9 - grave 87; 10 - grave 88.

40

F i g . 13. Chernin. 1 - grave 90; 2 - grave 93; 3 - from the destroyed graves.
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3.2.

KRASNY KHUTOR CEMETERY (FIG.14)

In the text, besides the grave all numbers adopted here, also ÿhistori al all
numbers", whi h were used in earlier studies are given in bra kets. The reasons for
this have already been given in the introdu tory remarks to Chapter 3. When determining the lo ation of features, square metre all numbers a ording to the eld
daybook have been taken into a ount (in Derga hev and Manzura's publi ation of
1991, the numbering is moved by 1 metre to N).
All graves were registered 50 m below the surfa e.
Grave 1(1)
Sq.H/I-4. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.15:1).
Grave 2(2)
Sq.H/I-4. Broken vessel (t.g.III?-0?) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.15:2).
Grave 3(3)
Sq.G-4. Low part of vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Among the bones are 3 int
artefa ts: two parts of blade spike-ended presser used as striker and re tted from
6 red fragments, a s aled-pie e made from the ake of an axe and an amorphous
striker made from a ake tool (Fig.15:3).
Sq.G-4: [i.e. near graves 3(3), 9(9) and 168(81C-164)℄. Initial s aled-pie e made
from fragment of blade tool (Fig.15:5)
Grave 4(4)
Sq.E-4/5. Vessel (t.g.III?- -a) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.15:4).
Grave 5(5)
Sq.D-4. Vessel (t.g.III?-0?) with burnt bones of young man. Under the bones,
in pot - int unde ned blade tool (lost) with tra es of brown substan e (may be
remains of skin ase), Fig.15:6.
Grave 6(6)
Sq.I-5. Large vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (in the anatomi al order). To
SE from vessel (30 m), among pile of burnt bones - opper bead (type IIBe?),
Fig.16:1.
Grave 7(7)
Sq.H-4/5. Vessel (t.g.III-a-a) with burnt bones (Fig.16:2).
Grave 8(8)
Sq.H-5. Vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.16:3).
Grave 9(9)
Sq.G-5. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man.
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F i g . 14. Krasny Khutor emetery: the general plan (after V. Danilenko and M. Makarevi h). 1 - vessels
with ashes; 2 - empty vessels; 3 - spot of ashes and s attered burnt bones; 4 - destroyed part of site. Plan
with our new numeration, the rst numbers in text.
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Grave 10(10)
Sq.E/F-5/6. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of young man (Fig.16:4).
Grave 11(11)
Sq.D-5. Vessel (t.g.III?-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.16:5).
Grave 12(12)
Sq.D-4/5. Broken vessel (t.g.III?-0) with burnt bones of adult man. To SE near
pot - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.17:1.
Grave 13(13)
Sq.C-5. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 14(14)
Sq.I-6. High vessel (t.g.III- -b,e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones
- opper bead (type IIBe?), Fig.17:4.
Grave 15(15)
Sq.H-6. Vessel (t.g.III- -a,e) with burnt bones of adult man. Near the pot small vessel (t.g.?), Fig.17:2.
Grave 16(17)
Sq.F-6. Vessel (t.g.III- -b,e) with burnt bones of adult man. Near pot - int
spike-ended presser on blade used as striker (Fig.17:3).
Grave 17(18)
Sq.J-7. Vessel (t.g.III- -b,e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.17:5).
Grave 18(19)
Sq.J-7. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.18:1a). Near empty vessel (t.g.III-0) - Fig.18:1b.
Grave 19(20)
Sq.J-7. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 20(22)
Sq.H-7. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 21(23)
Sq.H-7. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.18:2b). Near* empty broken vessel (t.g.III-0), Fig.18:2a.
[* The onne tion between the vessel and the obje t is not ertain. It may be vessel
16-sq. H-6, near grave 91 (6C-98)℄.
Grave 22(24)
Sq.G/H-7. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 23(25)
Sq.G/H-7. Vessel (t.g.III-0, near t.g.II. . . ) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.
18:3).
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Grave 24(26)
Sq.G-7. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - two pie es
of skull with tra es of trepanation.
Grave 25(27)
Sq.F-7. Vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones (Fig.18:4).
Grave 26(28)
Sq.L-8. Vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.19:1).
Grave 27(29)
Sq.K-8. Broken vessel (t.g.IV-0?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones
- opper bead (type IIBe2) and re tted from 3 burnt int fragments two parts of
tanged blade dagger (Fig.19:2 ).
Grave 28(30)
Sq.J-8. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 29(31)
Sq.J-8. Broken large vessel (t.g.III?- -e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among
bones - opper bead (type IIBe2) and int double perforator on ake (Fig.19:3).
Grave 30(32)
Sq.J-7. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.20:1).
Grave 31(37)
Sq.I-8. Vessel (t.g.III- -b) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.20:2).
Grave 32(37a)
Sq.I-8. Broken vessel (t.g.II-III-0?) with burnt bones. On the pile - small vessel
(t.g.?) and spiral opper bead (type IIBe3). Among bones - 3 int artefa ts: re tted
from 2 burnt fragments ordinary blade striker, blade blunt-ended presser made from
striker andordinary hip (Fig.21:1).
Grave 33(38)
Sq.H/I-8. Low part of the vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man.
Among bones - 2 int artefa ts: re tted from 2 fragments double end-s raper made
from blade knife and burnt fragment of unde ned blade tool used as striker. To W
from vessel - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.21:2.
Grave 34(39)
Sq.L-8. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of young man (Fig.22:1).
Grave 35(40)
Sq.L-9. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.22:2).
Grave 36(41)
Sq.L-9. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
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Grave 37(42)
Sq.K/L-9. Vessel (t.g.IV- -b) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.22:3).
Grave 38(43)
Sq.K-9. Large vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.22:4).
Grave 39(44)
Sq.K-9/10. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 40(45)
Sq.J-10. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Under the bones - 4
int artefa ts: re tted from 2 burnt fragments part of blade dagger or asymmetri
knife, burnt fragment of se ond similar tool, burnt fragment of ordinary arrowhead
with straight base and ordinary blade striker (Fig.23:1).
Grave 41(46)
Sq.I/J-9. Vessel (t.g.III- -b,e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.23:2).
Grave 42(48)
Sq.H-9. Vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.23:3).
Grave 43(49)
Sq.H/I-9/10. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 44(51)
Sq.G-9. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 45(52)
Sq.G-9. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones broken bone bead and 5 int artefa ts: two ordinary arrowheads with on ave base
(lost) and 3 strikers ( rst made from ake perforator, se ond - from ordinary ake,
third - from s aled-pie e), Fig.23:4.
Grave 46(54)
Sq.G-9. Part of vessel (t.g.III-0?) with burnt bones of adult man. Near - low
part of empty vessel pot (t.g?), Fig.24:1.
Grave 47(55)
Sq.L-10. Vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones of adult man. Near - empty vessel
(t.g.IV-0), Fig.24:2.
Grave 48(55a)
Sq.E-10. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 49(57)
Sq.K-10. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 50(58,58a)
Sq.J-10. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - opper
bra elet (type IIBr) and 2 int artefa ts: tanged blade dagger and blade end-s raper
(Fig.25:1).
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Sq.J-10. NE from vessel 50(58,58a) - opper bead (type IIBe3), Fig.25:2
Grave 51(59)
Sq.I/J-10. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 52(60)
Sq.I-10. Vessel (t.g.III?- -e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - 2
fragmentary spiral beads (type IIBe3). Near - empty vessel (t.g.IV-0), Fig.25:3.
Grave 53(61)
Sq.I-10. Vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones amber (?) bead (type a 1EII) and 2 int tools: blade blunt-ended presser used as
striker and amorphous ake presser (Fig.26:1).
Grave 54(63)
Sq.H-10. Vessel (III-IV-?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - opper bead ? (type IIBe?) and 2 blade amorphous strikers made from red fragments
of tool whi h an be re tted (Fig.26:2).
Grave 55(64)
Sg.L-11. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with same burnt bones of adult man.
Sq.L-11. 50 m to SE from grave 55(64) - opper bead (type IIBe2), Fig.26:3.
Grave 56(65)
Sq.K-11. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 57(66)
Sq.J/K-10/11. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.26:4).
Grave 58(66a)
Sq.H-11. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - 2 opper
beads (type IIBe1-2).
Grave 59(67)
Sq.G-11. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Between bones - 4 m level of sand.
May be remains of two remations (?). Under the bone - pie e of sandstone.
Grave 60(68)
Sq.G-11. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with same burnt bones. Near (to W) - fragment
of int unde ned blade knife (Fig.26:5).
Grave 61(69)
Sq.K-12. Low part of the large vessel (t.g.III?- -e) with burnt bones of adult
man (Fig.26:6).
Grave 62(70)
Sq.J-12. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 63(71)
Sq.I-12. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - int
amorphous striker made from axe fragment (Fig.26:7).
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Grave 64(72)
Sq.I-12. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 65(73)
Sq.I-12. Vessel (t.g.III- -b) with burnt bones of adult man. In the pot - opper bead (type IIBe1) and 9 int artefa ts: amorphous striker/hammer made from
natural pie e and 8 ordinary hips (Fig.27:1).
Grave 66(74a)
Sq.H-12. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man. Near - the low
part of empty vessel (t.g.?).
Grave 67(75)
Sq.H-12. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.27:2).
Grave 68(76)
Sq.G-12. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with some burnt bones. Near - empty vessel (t.g.?),
Fig.27:3.
(?).

Grave 69(77)
Sq.G-12. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Near - vessel (t.g.?) with animal bones
Grave 70(79)
Sq.G-12. Broken vessel (t.g.III?) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.27:4).
Grave 71(80)
Sq.J-13. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man.

Grave 72(81)
Sq.I/J-13. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - part of
bone awl (Fig.27:5).
Grave 73(82)
Sq.H/I-12/13. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.28:1).
Grave 74(83)
Sq.H-13. Vessel (t.g.III-b, -a,e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones
- int arrowhead made from tip of bigger spe imen, amorphous striker made from
int ake and 4 burnt fragments from at least 3 blade tools (one of them - unde ned
knife), Fig.28:2.
Grave 75(84)
Sq.H/I-13. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - 7
burnt int artefa ts: 4 ordinary arrowheads with on ave base, 1 ordinary arrowhead
with straight base, 1 amorphous arrowhead and small hunk. To S from grave 75 broken empty vessel (t.g.?), Fig.28:3.
Grave 76(85)
Sq.H-14. Vessel (t.g.III- -b,e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.29:2)
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Grave 77(86)
Sq.G/H-13. Low part of the broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man
(was overed by low part of another vessel), Fig.29:1.
Grave 78(87)
Sq.G-13. Low part of the broken vessel (t.g.III?- -a,e) with burnt bones of adult
man (Fig.29:3).
Grave 79(88)
Sq.H-14. Broken vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.29:4).
Grave 80(89a)
Sq.H-14/15. Low part of vessel (t.g.III?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among
bones - small vessel (t.g.VI-0), tooth of animal and 9 int artefa ts: double blunt-ended presser on blade, 6 burnt arrowheads (2 big spe imens with on ave base, 2
ordinary spe imens with on ave base, 1 slim spe imen with straight base, 1 ordinary
spe imen with straight base), fragment of unde ned tool and small hunk (Fig.30:1).
Sq.H-14 - burnt fragment of int big arrowhead (Fig.30:2).
Grave 81(89b)*
Sq.H-15. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man. Among bones - large
opper bead (type IIBe2) and burnt int big arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.
30:3).
[* The rationale for isolating this feature raises ertain doubts. This is most probably
the lower part of grave 80(89a).℄
Grave 82(89 )
Sq.H-15/16. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones opper bead ? (type IIBe?), bird bone ? and 4 int artefa ts: amorphous arrowhead,
burnt ordinary blade striker and 2 burnt fragments maybe the same ordinary blade
knife - variant B (Fig.30:4).
Grave 83(90)
Sq.I-14/15. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 84(91)
Sq.F-15. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man. Among bones
- part of int blade. Near, on sq.F-15 - re tted from 3 red int fragments part
of ordinary blade knife variant A and re tted from 2 fragments part of unde ned
blade tool used as striker (Fig.30:5).
Sq.F-16. South from grave 84(91) - re tted from 2 fragments part of stone axe
(type 1A/B) and 4 burt int artefa ts: ordinary arrowhead with on ave base, hip
from blade tool and 2 fragments of ordinary blade knife - variant B (Fig.41:1)
Grave 85(92)
Sq.C-15. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.
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Sq.D-15 - burnt fragment of int ordinary blade knife (variant C) or tanged
dagger (Fig.31:1).
Grave 86(1C-93)
Sq.G-1. Pile of the burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 26x10x10 m. Among
bones - 2 burnt ordinary arrowheads ( rst with on ave base, se ond with straight
base) and 15 pie es of bone beads (Fig.31:2).
Grave 87(2C-94)
Sq.F-1. Pile of the burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x6 m.
Among bones - int s rapper (lost).
Grave 88(3C-95)
Sq.I-6. Small spot of s attered burnt bones of young man.
Grave 89(4C-96)
Sq.I-6. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x7 m. Among
bones - opper bead (type IIBe2) and int ordinary dagger made from blade knife
and used as striker (Fig.31:3).
Grave 90(5C-97)
Sq.H/I-6. Pile of burnt bones of young man, oval in plan, 20x28x8 m. Among
bones - opper bead (type IIBe?) and int s rapper *.
[* The onne tion of the artefa ts with the feature raises parti ular doubts. The
existing do umentation la ks positive veri ation℄.
Grave 91(6C-98)
Sq.H-6. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x9 m. Among
bones* - empty broken vessel (t.g.III- 0),Fig.31:4.
[* The identi ation with the obje t is not ertain.℄
Grave 92(7C-99)
Sq.K-7/8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 30x30x10 m.
Grave 93(7aC-99a)
Sq.L-7. Pile of burnt bones.
Grave 94(8C-100)
Sq.J-7. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 20x20x12 m. Among the bones int double spike-ended presser on blade (Fig.31:5).
Grave 95(9C-101)
Sq.I/J-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20 m.
Grave 96(10C-102)
Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of young man, ir ular in plan, 18x18x9 m.
Grave 97(11C-103)
Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Cir ular in plan, 20x20x7 m. Among
bones - opper bead (type IIBe2), Fig.31:6.
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Grave 98(12C-104)
Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 21x21x8 m.
Grave 99(13C-105)
Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 19x19x5 m.
Grave 100(14C-106)
Sq.E-6/7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 25x35 m.
Grave 101(15C-107)
Sq.J-8/9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x7 m. Near
the pile - 3 small vessels (t.g.: II-0 + VIII-0; III-0; III-0). Among bones - opper
bead (type IIBe2) and re tted from 4 fragments ordinary blade knife - variant B
(Fig.31:7).
Grave 102(16C-108)
Sq.J-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 23x15 m. Near - empty
vessel (t.g.III-0), Fig.32:1.
Grave 103(17C-109)
Sq.I-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 23x23x6 m. Among
bones - opper bead (type IIBe1) and part of opper knife (type IK?), Fig.32:2.
Grave 104(18C-110)
Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x14 m. Among
bones - broken vessel (t.g.III- -b,e) and 2 int artefa ts: asymmetri blade perforator
used as striker and re tted from 3 burnt fragments part of ordinary blade knife
(variant B) used as striker (Fig.32:3).
Grave 105(19C-111)
Sq.H/I-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x14 m. Among
bones - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.32:4.
Grave 106(19aC-111a)
Sq.H-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 30x20 m.
Grave 107(20C-112)
Sq.G/H-7/8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 35x20 m.
Grave 108(21C-113)
Sq.G-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20 m.
Grave 109(22C-114)
Sq.M-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 25x20 m. Among bones
- opper bead (type IIBe1), Fig.32:5.
Grave 110(23C-115)
Sq.L/M-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 26x19 m.
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Grave 111(24C-116)
Sq.K-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20 m.
Grave 112(25C-117)
Sq.K-9/10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 23x23 m.
Grave 113(26C-118)
Sq.J-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 18x18 m. Among
bones - int tanged blade dagger (Fig.33:1).
Grave 114(27C-119)
Sq.J-8/9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 27x21x16 m. Among
bones - 6 opper beads (types 4x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2) and 2 int artefa ts: re tted from
3 red fragments ordinary blade dagger used as striker and hip from square axe
(Fig.33:2).
Grave 115(28C-120)
Sq.I/J-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 22x22 m. Among
the bones are lo ated 2 int artefa ts: a double spike-ended presser on a blade
(lost) and an amorphous striker made from a square axe fragment (Fig.33:3).
Grave 116(29aC-121)
Sq.I-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 26x26x19 m. Among
the bones are 2 opper beads (type IIBe2) and 9 burnt fragments of int blade tools
(probably from 2 tools, one of them a tanged dagger or asymmetri knife). Above
the pile is an ordinary blade striker (Fig.34:1).
Grave 117(29C-121a)
Sq.I-8/9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 22x22x17 m. On
the pile is a small vessel (t.g.VIII-0), a opper bead (type IIBe1) and 11 burnt int
artefa ts: 4 arrowheads (a large spe imen with a on ave base, an ordinary one
with a on ave base, an ordinary spe imen with straight base and an arrowhead
made from the tip of a bigger one), a ake (lost) and four parts of, probably, one
unde ned blade tool, re tted from 6 fragments (Fig.33:4).
Grave 118(30C-122)
Sq.I-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among the bones are
2 opper beads ? (type IIBe?). Under the pile is a fragment of a stone axe (type
1B), whi h is re tted with an artefa t from grave 119(31C-123); see Fig.34:2.
Grave 119(31C-123)
Sq.I-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 24x24x16 m. Among
the bones lie 4 opper beads (types 1x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2, 1x IIBe3), part of a stone axe
(type 1B) re tted with fragments found under grave 118(30C-122) and above grave
120(32C-124), 13 int artefa ts: 8 burnt arrowheads (1 large spe imen with on ave
base, 3 ordinary spe imens with on ave base, 1 slim spe imen with straight base, 1
ordinary spe imen with straight base and 2 arrowheads made from the tips of larger
spe imens), re tted from 2 burnt fragments of a large asymmetri blade knife, a
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spike-ended presser made from the fragment of a blade knife, a side-s raper, a hip
from an axe and a small fragment of an unde ned tool (lost), Fig.34:2.
Grave 120(32C-124)
Sq.H/I-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 25x25x18 m (under
the vessel of remation 42(48)). Among bones - stone axe (type 2) and 2 int tools:
tanged dagger and ordinary blade striker (Fig.35). Above pile - fragment of stone
axe, whi h is re tted with artefa t from grave 119(31C-123) - see Fig.34:2.
Grave 121(33C-125)
Sq.G-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x13 m.
Grave 122(34C-126)
Sq.G-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones - 2
int tools: ordinary blade striker and amorphous striker made from ake (Fig 36:1).
Grave 123(34aC-126a)
Sq.F/G-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. NE from pile
(depth 25 m) - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.36:2.
Grave124(35C-127)
Sq.F-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 18x18x16 m.
Grave 125(36C-128)
Sq.K-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 23x23x16 m. Among
bones - 4 opper beads (types 3x IIBe1, 1x IIBe2), Fig.36:3.
Grave 126(37C-129)
Sq.K-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones - 6
int artefa ts: atypi al large arrowhead with not h in base, striker made from ake
tool and 4 akes (Fig.36:4).
Grave 127(38C-130)
Sq.J-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 21x21x17 m. Among
bones - opper bead (type IIBe2), opper dagger (type ID1), opper awl (type
IAw2), whetstone shale, 2 stone axes (types 1A/B, 1B) and 5 int artefa ts: re tted
from 3 red fragments big asymmetri blade knife used as striker, small asymmetri
blade knife, 2 fragments of unde ned blade tools ( 1 lost) and amorphous ake
striker (lost), Fig.37.
Grave 128(38aC-130a)
Sq.K-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 19x19x14 m. Among
bones - burnt int ordinary arrowhead with on ave base and hammer made from
int square axe (Fig.38:1).
Grave 129(39C-131)
Sq.J-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x18 m. In 15 m
to N (on sq.J-9) - ordinary blade knife - variant C (lost), Fig.33:5.
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Grave 130(40C-132)
Sq.J-10. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 22x22 m. Among bones - 2 burnt
int big arrowheads with on ave base (Fig.38:2).
Grave 131(50C-133)
Sq.J-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 132(51C-134)
Sq.I-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones opper bead (type IIBe?).
Grave 133(51aC-134a)
Sg.I-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - big asymmetri blade
knife (Fig.38:3).
Grave 134(52C-135)
Sq.I-10/11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20x18 m.
Among bones - opper dagger (type ID2) with bone rivet, 4 opper beads (types 2x
IIBe1, 2x IIBe2), fragment of bone bead and 3 int artefa ts: fragment of unde ned
blade tool and 2 ordinary arrowheads with on ave base (Fig.38:4).
Sq.I-11. 25 m to E from pile 134(52C-135) - ordinary int arrowhead with
on ave base (Fig.38:5).
Grave 135(53C-136)
Sq.H-10. Pile of burnt bones, of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among them opper bead (type IIBe2), Fig.39:1.
Grave 136(54C-137)
Sq.H-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 22x22 m. Among
bones - 2 opper beads ? (type IIBe2), Fig.39:3.
Grave 137(55C-138)
Sq.H-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 20x20 m. Among
bones - opper bead (type IIBe2) and 4 int artefa ts: ordinary blade knife - variant
B, blade spike-ended presser used as striker, striker made from ake from axe and
hammer made from fragment of axe (Fig.39:2).
Grave 138(56C-139)
Sq.G/H-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 139(57C-140)
Sq.E-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 140(58C-141)
Sq.K-10/11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones 4 opper beads (type IIBe2), Fig.39:4.
Grave 141(59C-142)
Sq.K-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
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Grave 142(60C-143)
Sq.K-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 143(61C-144)
Sq.J-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - part of int tool*.
[* The atta hment of the artefa t to the feature raises parti ular doubts℄.
Grave 144(61aC-144a)*
Sq.I-13. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones - 3
opper beads (types 1x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2), Fig.40:1.
[* Taking the omplex of artefa ts to be a feature is highly debatable. There is no
suÆ ient justi ation in the daybook℄
Grave 145(62C-145)
Sq.J-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 19x19x16 m. Among
bones - 2 opper beads (types 1x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2) and opper at arrowhead (type
IAr), Fig.40:2.
Grave 146(63C-146)
Sq.H-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones re tted from 2 red fragments ordinary blade striker (Fig.40:3).
Grave 147(64C-147)
Sq.H-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones pie e of opper bead ? (type IIBe?).
Sq.G-11. Between graves 60(68) and 147(64C-147) - burnt fragment of big
arrowhead (Fig.40:4)
Grave 148(65C-148)
Sq.F-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones - 4
opper beads (types 3x IIBe1, 1x IIBe2), Fig.40:5.
Grave 149(66C-149)
Sq.F-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Near the pile - 2 int tools: atypial, small ordinary blade knife - variant A and striker made from ake from axe
(Fig.40:6).
Grave 150(66aC-149a)
Sq.E-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 151(67C-150)
Sq.H-11/12. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 152(68C-151)
Sq.H-11/12. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 153(69C-152)
Sq.F-12. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
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Grave 154(70C-153)
Sq.I-13. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones opper bead (type IIBe2), Fig.40:7.
Grave 155(70aC-153a)
Sq.H-13. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones - 3
opper beads ? (type IIBe?).
Grave 156(70bC-153b)
Sq.G-13. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. North from pile red int ordinary arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.40:8).
Grave 157(71C-154)
Sq.I-13/14. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 158(72C-155)
Sq.I-14. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 159(73C-156)
Sq.I-14. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 160(73aC-156a)
Sq.I-14. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 161(74C-157)
Sq.G-13/14. Small pile of burnt bones of adult man.
Grave 162(75C-158)
Sq.J-15. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan. Among bones fragments of vessel (t.g.?).
Grave 163(76C-159)
Sq.J-15. Destroyed pile of burnt bones.
Grave 164(77C-160)
Sq.I-15. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Sq.I-15. Flint end-s raper on ake (Fig.40:9).
Grave 165(78C-161)
Sq.H-15. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 166(79C-162)
Sq.H-15. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan.
Grave 167(80C-163)
Sq.G-12. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, ir ular in plan, 30x30x12 m. Among
bones - opper dagger (type ID1) and stone axe (type 1A), Fig.41:2.
Grave 168(81C-164)
Sq.G-4/5. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Near the bones - int double
blunt-ended presser made from blade knife used as striker (Fig.40:10).
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Grave 169(165)*
Sq.G-6. Destroyed pile of burnt bones. Among the bones are 3 int artefa ts:
part of ordinary blade knife re tted from 2 red fragments - variant A; a striker
made from a s aled-pie e of ake from an axe and an ordinary burnt arrowhead
with straight base (Fig.41:3).
[* The omplex of artefa ts is not dire tly do umented; it is an e e t of an ÿoÆ e
re onstru tion"℄.
Grave 170(28a)?
Sq.M-8. Vessel with burnt bones. Among the bones are 2 opper beads (type
IIBe1) and 2 amber beads (type 1AIb), in luding one semi- nished produ t (Fig.
41:4).
Destroyed graves
At the emetery, some materials were olle ted without methodi al do umentation (Fig.42-43). This applies to opper goods: beads (type IIBe1, Fig.42:a- ); stone:
axes (types 1B and 2, Fig.42:d-e); and 20 int artefa ts: burnt fragment of a large
blade (Fig.43:a); part of an ordinary blade knife re tted from 3 burnt fragments variant A (Fig.43:b); fragments of 2 ordinary blade knives - variant B (Fig.43: -d);
2 burnt fragments of blade daggers or knives (Fig.43:e-f); a burnt fragment of a
blade spike-ended presser used as striker (Fig.43:g); 5 burnt fragments of unde ned
blade tools used as strikers (Fig.43:h-l); 3 burnt fragments of unde ned blade tools
(Fig.43:m-o), fragment of ordinary hip (Fig.43:p), red hip from axe (Fig.43:q),
amorphous ake striker (Fig.43:r) and 2 burnt arrowheads (large and ordinary speimens with on ave base, Fig.43:s-t).
Among materials from the emetery at Krasny Khutor are three int artefa ts
without ÿtags", whi h annot be identi ed today with any artefa ts missing from
the inventories des ribed above. These are: a burnt fragment of a large asymmetri
blade knife and 2 big arrowheads with on ave base (Fig.42:f-h).
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F i g . 15. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 1; 2 - grave 2; 3 - grave 3; 4 - grave 4; 5 - near graves 3,9,168(81C-164);
6 - grave 5.
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F i g . 16. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 6; 2 - grave 7; 3 - grave 8; 4 - grave 10; 5 - grave 11.
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F i g . 17. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 12; 2 - grave 15; 3 - grave 16; 4 - grave 14; 5 - grave 17.
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F i g . 18. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 18(19); 2 - grave 21(23); 3 - grave 23(25); 4 - grave 25(27).
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F i g . 19. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 26(28); 2 - grave 27(29); 3 - grave 29(31).
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F i g . 20. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 30(32); 2 - grave 31(37).
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F i g . 21. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 32(37a); 2 - grave 33(38).
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F i g . 22. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 34(39); 2 - grave 35(40); 3 - grave 37(42); 4 - grave 38(43).
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F i g . 23. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 40(45); 2 - grave 41(46); 3 - grave 42(48); 4 - grave 45(52).
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F i g . 24. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 46(54); 2 - grave 47(55).
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F i g . 25. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 50(58,58a); 2 - near grave 50(58,58a), sq.J-10; 3 - grave 52(60).
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F i g . 26. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 53(61); 2 - grave 54(63); 3 - near grave 55(64), sq.L-11; 4 - grave
57(66); 5 - grave 60(68); 6 - grave 61(69); 7 - grave 63(71).
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F i g . 27. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 65(73); 2 - grave 67(75); 3 - grave 68(76); 4 - grave 70(79); 5 - grave
72(81).
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F i g . 28. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 73(82); 2 - grave 74(83); 3 - grave 75(84).
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F i g . 29. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 77(86); 2 - grave 76(85); 3 - grave 78(87); 4 - grave 79(88).
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F i g . 30. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 80(89a); 2 - near grave 80(89a), sq.H-14; 3 - grave 81(89b); 4 - grave
82(89 ); 5 - grave 84(91).
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F i g . 31. Krasny Khutor. 1 - Sq.D-15; 2 - grave 86(1C-93); 3 - grave 89(4C-96); 4 - grave 91(6C-98)?; 5
- grave 94(8C-100); 6 - grave 97(11C-103); 7 - grave 101(15C-107).
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F i g . 32. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 102(16C-108); 2 - grave 103(17C-109); 3 - grave 104(18C-110); 4 grave 105(19C-111); 5 - grave 109(22C-114).
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F i g . 33. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 113(26C-118); 2 - grave 114(27C-119); 3 - grave 115(28C-120); 4 grave 117(29aC-121a).
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F i g . 34. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 116(29C-121); 2 - grave 119(31C-123).
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F i g . 35. Krasny Khutor. Grave 120(32C-124).
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F i g . 36. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 122(34C-126); 2 - grave 123(34aC-126a); 3 - grave 125(36C-128); 4
- grave 126(37C-129).
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F i g . 37. Krasny Khutor. Grave 127(38C-130).
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F i g . 38. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 128(38aC-130a); 2 - grave 129(39 -131); 3 - grave 130(40C-132); 4 grave 133(51aC-134a); 5 - grave 134(52C-135); 6 - near grave 134(52C-135), sq.I-11.
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F i g . 39. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 135(53C-136); 2 - grave 137(54C-138); 3 - grave 136(55C-137); 4 grave 140(58C-141).
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F i g . 40. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 144(61aC-144a); 2 - grave 145(62 -145); 3 - grave 146(63C-146);
4 - near grave 147(64C- 147), sq.G-11; 5 - grave 148(65C-148); 6 - grave 149(66C-149); 7 - grave
154(70C-153); 8 - grave 156(70bC-153b); 9 - near grave 164(77C-160), sq.I-15; 10 - grave 168(81C-164).
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F i g . 41. Krasny Khutor. 1 - near grave 84(91), sq.F-16; 2 - grave 167(80C-168); 3 - grave 169(165); 4 grave 170(28a)? Copper, stone and int nds from the destroyed graves.
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F i g . 42. Krasny Khutor. Copper, stone and int nds from the destroyed graves.
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F i g . 43. Krasny Khutor. Flint nds from the destroyed graves.
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3.3.

SOFIEVKA CEMETERY (FIG.44)

A omplex, also methodologi ally, history of ex avations at the emetery, justi es emphasising the three stages of its exploration.

3.3.1.

EXCAVATIONS OF 1947 (BY I. SAMOYLOVSKI)

Grave 1
Ex .IV, depth 3-18 m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. 80 m from the pot to
SWW was a fragment of int from an ordinary blade knife - variant B. In the same
distan e, but to the other dire tion from the pot was a broken vessel (t.g.?) and
a lower part of the vessel (t.g.?), whi h may have been the remains of another
remation (?). The se ond half of a int tool from this grave was found on the
surfa e in an unde ned part of the site in 1948 (Fig.45:3).
Grave 2
Ex .V, depth ?. Pile of burnt bones. On the bones was a opper hisel (type
IC) and 3 opper beads (types 1x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2). Nearby were two broken vessels
(t.g.?), Fig.45:1).
Grave 3
Ex .V, depth 3-20 m. Vessel (t.g.III-a, -a,e) with burnt bones. Among bones int big asymmetri blade knife. Near - small vessel (t.g.?) and two broken vessels
(t.g.?), Fig.45:2.
Grave 3A
Ex .V, depth ?. Vessel (t.g.?) with ashes in 40 m from grave 3.
Grave 3B
Ex .V, depth ?. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 4
Ex .V, depth 3-20 m. Broken vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.45:4).
Grave 4A
Ex .V, depth 18 m. Broken vessel (t.g.III- -a,e) with burnt bones in 65 m from
grave 4 (Fig.45:5).
Grave 4B
Ex .V, depth ?. Vessel (t.g.III- -b) with burnt bones, Fig.46:1.
Grave 5
Ex . - . Large vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones. Among bones - fragment of
unde ned blade tool (lost). Near - broken vessel (t.g.?), Fig.46:2.
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F i g . 44. So evka emetery: the general plan (after Y.Zakharuk). 1 - pile of burnt bones; 2 - vessels
with burnt bones and ashes; 3 - empty vessels; 4 - "isolated" int artefa t; 5 - remains of destroyed
graves. Plan with our new numeration, the rst number in text.
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Grave 6
Ex . - . Large vessel (t.g.) with burnt bones. Among bones - red slim arrowhead with straight base (?) made from hip from int axe (Fig.46:3).
Destroyed graves
At the emetery, some materials were olle ted ÿfrom the surfa e", e.g. 2 vessels
(t.g.III-0), stone axe (type 1A) and burnt fragment of int unde ned blade tool
(Fig.47:1).

3.3.2.

EXCAVATIONS OF 1948 (BY Y. ZAKHARUK)

On the surfa e of ompletely destroyed, NW part of the site were found several
int artefa ts:
Sq.A-2 - red fragment of unde ned blade tool used as striker (Fig.47:2a);
Sq.F-2 - hip from axe (Fig.47:2b);
Sq.A-3 - ordinary arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.47:2 );
Sq.G-4 - ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.47:2d) and ordinary arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.47:2e);
Sq.H-4 - amorphous striker made from natural pie e (Fig.47:2f).
Grave 1
Sq.K-5, depth 36 m. Spot of burnt bones, triangular in plan. Among bones part of 3 broken vessels (t.g.?), stone with tra es of red paint.
Grave 2
Sq.K-5, depth ?. Spot of burnt bones. Among bones - 8 fragments of 3 vessels
(t.g.?). Near the spot - triangular int arrowhead.
Sq.G-6. On the surfa e - int ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.48:5).
Grave 3
Sq.H-6, depth ?. Small pile of burnt bones, 8x8x5 m. Near the pile - opper
at square axe (type IAx), Fig.48:1.
Grave 4
Sq.I-6, depth 39 m. Pile of burnt bones of hilde (?), 21x10x6 m. Among bones
- 9 opper beads (types 2x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2, 3x IIBe3, 2x ?), 4 opper rings (type
IIR), 2 ylindri al grey-green stone beads (all nds without tra es of re), Fig.48:2.
Grave 5
Sq.J-6, depth 34 m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 6
Sq.J-6, depth 30 m. Burnt bones and small broken vessel.
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Grave 7
Sq.J-6, depth 36 m. Pile of burnt bones. Among bones - two small stones.
Sq.J-6. On the surfa e, not far from the graves 5,6,7 - two burnt int arrowheads: slim spe imen with straight base and big one with on ave base (Fig.48:3).
Grave 8
Sq.F-7, depth 21 m. Low part of the Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Among
bones - 2 small opper nails (type IIN). Near the vessel - small stone axe (type 1A),
Fig.48:4.
Grave 9
Sq.G-7, depth 17 m. Pile of burnt bones,12x9x5 m. Near the pile - broken
vessel (t.g.?).
Grave 10
Sq.G-7, depth 16 m. Pile of burnt bones, 14x14x12 m.
Grave 11
Sq.H-7, depth 29 m. Pile of burnt bones, 26x15x12 m (see Fig.49:1).
Grave 12
Sq.H-7, depth 27 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. To S (between
graves 11-12) on depth 28 m in sand - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.49:1.
Sq.I-7, depth 70 m. Fragment of int ordinary blade knife - variant B. It is
re tted with artefa t from grave 44 (Fig.55).
Grave 13
Sq.J-7, depth 39 m. Vessel (t.g.III-b, -d,e; red painting) with burnt bones (Fig.49:2).
Grave 14
Sq.J-7, depth 36 m. Pile of burnt bones, 4x3x3 m. On bones - opper awl (type
IAw1). Near the pile - miniature vessel (t.g.IV- 0). NW of the grave s boundary,
another vessel was re orded (t.g. IV-0), Fig.49:3.
Grave 15
Sq.J-7, depth 35 m. Small vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.49:4).
Grave 16
Sq.J-7, depth 35 m. Pile of burnt bones.
Grave 17
Sq.J-7, depth 38 m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.50:1).
Grave 18
Sq.J-7, depth 33 m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x14x5 m.
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Grave 19
Sq.J-7, depth 33 m. Pile of burnt bones. On the pile stone axe (type 2), int
square axe and opper awl (type IAw?). Among bones - two pie es of opper at
axe (type IAx) and opper knife (type IK1), Fig.50:2.
Grave 20
Sq.K-6/7, depth 20 m. Pile of burnt bones. Among bones - tooth of animal.
Grave 21
Sq.K-7, depth 35 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 22
Sq.K-7, depth 33 m. Vessel (t.g.III?-b-a) with burnt bones. Among bones opper bead (type IIBe3) and int ordinary blade knife - variant B (Fig.51:1).
Grave 23
Sq.K-7/8, depth 30 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x14x6 m.
Sq.L-7. On surfa e - int ordinary arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.51:2).
Grave 24.
Sq.M-7, depth 39 m. Pile of burnt bones, 24x20x4 m.
Sq.F-8. On surfa e - int amorphous striker made from axe (?) fragment
(Fig.51:3).
Grave 25
Sq.G-8, depth 15 m. Broken pot with burnt bones.
Grave 26
Sq.G-8, depth 28 m. Broken vessel (t.g.III- -a) with burnt bones (Fig.51:4).
Sq. G-8, depth ? A single vessel (t.g.?)
Sq.G-8. On surfa e - 2 int artefa ts: hip from square axe (Fig.51:5) and
fragment of small, probably palaeolithi blade.
Grave 27
Sq.H-8, depth 32 m. Large broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. On the vessel
- tra es of opper oxide.
Grave 28
Sq.H-8, depth 9 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x19x5 m.
Grave 29
Sq.H-8, depth 11 m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x22x8 m. Among bones - pie e of
belemnite.
Sq.I-8. On surfa e - red int ordinary striker on blade (Fig.52:2).
Grave 30
Sq.J-7/8, depth 31 m. Pile of burnt bones, 17x15x6 m. On the bones - opper
shakle - holder (type IISH), Fig.52:1.
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Grave 31
Sq.J-8, depth 26 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 32
Sq.K-8, depth 32 m. Large vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones. Among bones
- tooth of animal. Near the pot - small vessel (t.g.VIII-0), Fig.52:3.
Grave 33
Sq.K-8, depth 40 m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x8x4 m.
Grave 34
Sq.K-8, depth 45 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x16x6 m. Near the pile vessel
(t.g.III-a,b, -d,e; red painting), stone axe (type 1B) and 3 int artefa ts: damaged
square axe, massive amorphous striker made from ake tool and re tted from 2
fragments ordinary blade knife - variant A (Fig.53).
Grave 35
Sq.K-8, depth 22 m. Pile of burnt bones,14x12x4 m.
Grave 36
Sq.K/L-8, depth 24 m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x10x4 m.
Grave 37
Sq.L-8, depth 31 m. Small broken vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones. Among
bones - int ordinary blade striker. Near the pot - small vessel (t.g.?-?-d; red painting), Fig.54:1.
Grave 38
Sq.H-9, depth 22 m. Vessel (t.g.II-0) with burnt bones. Among bones - opper
bead (type IIBe1-2), Fig.54:2.
Sq.I-9, on depth 21-23 m two small vessels (t.g.?), maybe from grave 38 or 39.
Grave 39
Sq.J-9, depth 30 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x16x9 m, partly oloured by red
paint. Among bones - int amorphous striker on ake Fig.54:3.
Grave 40
Sq.J-9, depth 38 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x11x3 m. Among bones - int nodule
(probably amorphous striker made from natural pie e), Fig.54:4.
Grave 41
Sq.J-9, depth 41 m. Broken pot with burnt bones.
Grave 42
Sq.J-9, depth 26 m. Pile of burnt bones, 13x9x4 m.
Grave 43
Sq.K-9, depth 25 m. Pile of burnt bones,13x10x7 m. In 5 m from the pile, on
depth 34 m - int amorphous striker made from natural pie e, on other hand small int blade (Fig.54:5).
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Sq.K-9, depth 32 m. Flint square axe probably from grave 43 (Fig.54:6).
Grave 44
Sq.L-9, depth 75 m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x20x10 m. Near the pile - broken
vessel (t.g.III- -a,e), vessel (t.g.?) and stone axe (type 1A/B). To NE from pile, depth
66 m - 2 int artefa ts: damaged square axe and fragment of ordinary blade knife
- variant B, whi h is re tted with pie e from sq.I-7 (Fig.55).
Grave 45
Sq.M-9, depth 48 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x16x5 m. Among bones - fragment
of int unde ned tool on blade with low angle retou h on end-s raper front. Near
the pile - int amorphous striker made from square axe fragment (Fig.56:1).
Grave 46
Sq.M-9, depth 70 m. Vessel (t.g.III-b, -d; red painting) with burnt bones (Fig.-56:2).
Grave 47
Sq.F/G-10, depth 1 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Near - next vessel
and int fragment of unde ned blade tool used as striker (Fig.56:3).
Grave 48
Sq.G-10, depth 2 m. Pile of burnt bones 30x24 m. Among bones - 4 broken
vessels (t.g.?).
Grave 49
Sq.G-10, depth 2 m. S attered burnt bones.
Grave 50
Sq.G-10, depth 7 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?-?-d; red painting) with burnt bones.
Grave 51
Sq.H-10, depth 16 m. Pile of burnt bones, 22x15x5 m.
Grave 52
Sq.H-10, depth 15 m. Pile of burnt bones, 30x23x5 m.
Grave 53
Sq.H-10, depth 15 m. Pile of burnt bones, 16x12x9 m.
Grave 54
Sq.H-10, depth 18 m. Pile of burnt bones, 14x9x8 m.
Grave 55
Sq.H-10, depth 11 m. Pile of burnt bones, 7x7x4 m.
Grave 56
Sq.H-10, depth 19 m. Pile of burnt bones, 34x12x5 m.
Grave 57
Sq.H-10, depth 18 m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x15x6 m.
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Grave 58
Sq.I-10, depth 26 m. Pile of burnt bones, 24x16x3 m.
Grave 59
Sq.I-10, depth ?. Small pile of burnt bones.
Grave 60
Sq.J-10, depth 26 m. Pile of burnt bones, 8x4x3,5 m.
Sq.J-10. On surfa e - int hip and 2 mi ro- hunks. Depth 51 m - int spike-ended presser on blade maybe from grave 60 (Fig.56:4)
Grave 61
Sq.J-10, depth 19 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones, 20x25 m.
Grave 62
Sq.K-10, depth 47 m. Pile of burnt bones, 16x14x4 m.
Grave 63
Sq.K-10, depth 49 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) bones. Near the grave - int fragment of unde ned blade tool used as striker (Fig.57:1; see also Fig.57:2).
Grave 64
Sq.L-10, depth 52 m. Pile of burnt bones, 23x15x5 m. Among bones - burnt
int fragment of unde ned blade tool. Near the pile broken vessel (t.g.III-b, -d;
red painting) and stone axe (type 1B), Fig.57:2. Above the pile, on depth 35-52 m
- 4 int tools: ordinary blade dagger, small asymmetri blade knife, ordinary blade
striker and amorphous presser made from hunk (probably from axe), Fig.57:3.
Sq.L-10. On surfa e - 2 int ordinary arrowheads ( rst with on ave base,
se ond with straight base). Depth 32 m - int amorphous (pseudo-tanged) arrowhead. Depth 68 m - int ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.57:4). Probably
all these tools are onne ted with grave 64.
Grave 65
Sq.L-10, depth 50 m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones. Near the pot - stone
hammer (type 3), Fig.58.
Grave 66
Sq.M-10, depth 61 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. North of the
grave another vessel was re orded. (t.g.?).
Grave 67
Sq.N-10, depth 71 m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x10x5 m. Among bones - int
ake. Near the pile - int square axe, Fig.59:1.
Grave 68
Sq.G/H-11, depth 2 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x16x5 m. Among bones - 12 small
pie es of opper things (type ?) and 2 burnt int arrowheads (ordinary spe imen
with straight base and tip fragment of big spe imen), Fig.59:2.
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Sq.I-11. On surfa e - int arrowhead (lost).
Grave 69
Sq.J-10/11, depth 32 m. Pile of burnt bones,20x17x12 m. In 12 m to E, on
depth 32 m - int ake (Fig.59:3).
Grave 70
Sq.K-11, depth 34 m. Pile of burnt bones, 16x14x6 m. Among bones - int
spike-ended presser made from pseudo-blade knapped from square axe (Fig.59:4).
Grave 71
Sq.K-11, depth 42 m. Pile of burnt bones, 27x24x8 m. Among bones - int
big asymmetri blade knife. On the pile - opper awl (type IIAw1) with tra es of
wooden handle on one side. Near the pile - red int amorphous blade striker and
2 broken vessels (t.g.III-0; ?), Fig.60:1.
Grave 72
Sq.K-11, depth 62 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x15x4 m. Near the pile - int
amorphous striker made from natural pie e (Fig.60:2).
Grave 73
Sq.K-11, depth 62 m. Pile of burnt bones, 24x18x6 m.
Grave 74
Sq.K/L-11, depth 20 m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x15x14 m. Near the pile - 2
vessels (t.g.III- -e), Fig.60:3. One of the vessels - partly overed by remation 75.
Grave 75
Sq.K/L-11, depth 56 m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x24x12 m.
Grave 76
Sq.L-11, depth 67 m Small vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.61:1).
Grave 77
Sq.L-11, depth 68 m. Vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones (Fig.61:2).
Grave 78
Sq.J-11, depth 25 m. Spot of s attered burnt bones,14x3 m.
Grave 79
Sq.J-11, depth 21 m. Pile of burnt bones, 19x14x9 m. To N from the pile - pie e
of sandstone.
Sq.J-11, depth 65 m - Flint big arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.59:5).
Grave 80
Sq.K-11, depth 30 m. Pile of burnt bones 16x4x8 m.
Grave 81
Sq.J/K-11, depth 24 m. Pile of burnt bones, 22x20x9 m. Among bones - animal
tooth.
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Grave 82
Sq.L-11, depth 70 m. Vessel (t.g.?-?, -d; red painting) with burnt bones.
Grave 83
Sq.L-11, depth 86 m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x22x9 m. Among bones - two burnt
int fragments of unde ned blade tool. Near the pile - broken stone axe (type 2),
Fig.61:3.
Sq.L-11, depth 19 m - int amorphous blade striker; depth 85 m - int ordinary
blade striker (Fig.61:4). Maybe both of these tools are onne ted with grave 83.
Grave 84
Sq.L-11, depth 77 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x12x8 m. To W from the pile,
between graves 83 and 84 - opper ring (type IIR), Fig.61:5.
Grave 85
Sq.M-11, depth 80 m. Small pile of burnt bones, 7x6x3 m.
Grave 86
Sq.M-11, depth 84 m. Burnt bones and 4 broken vessels (t.g.?) in one pile. On
the pile - large vessel (t.g.I-0), Fig.62:1.
Grave 87
Sq.I-12, depth 22 m. Pile of burnt bones.
Grave 88
Sq.I-12, depth 24 m. Pile of burnt bones,13x6x3 m. In 25 m to E - fragments
of the broken vessel (t.g.III-0), Fig.62:2. Near the pile of grave 88, on surfa e (depth
2 m) of sq.H-12 - small vessel (t.g.II-b-a), stone hammer (type 3) and fragment of
int square axe (maybe striker?), Fig.62:3.
Grave 89
Sq.J-12, depth 35 m. Small pile of burnt bones, 11x7x3 m.
Grave 90
Sq.J-12, depth 37 m. Burnt bones.
Grave 91
Sq.J-11/12, depth 34 m. Pile of burnt bones, 22x20x7 m.
Grave 92
Sq.J-12, depth 60 m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x11x4 m. On the pile - stone with
tra es of red paint. There are some red paint also on the burnt bones.
Grave 93
Sq.J-12, depth 42 m. Pile of burnt bones. To W from the pile (on depth 50 m)
- lay spin-wheel (Fig.63:1).
Grave 94(94,95)
Sq.K-12, depth 61 m. Small vessel with burnt bones (t.g.III-b-a). In 50 m to
SW - vessel (t.g.II-0) with lay spin-wheel in him (Fig.63:2).
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Sq.K-12, depth 39 m - int fragment of ordinary blade knife - variant C, probably from the grave 94(94,95), Fig.63:3.
Grave 95(96)
Sq.L-12, depth 82 m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x6x3 m. Near the grave 95(96) 2 vessels (t.g.III-0, Fig.63:4a; III-?-d; red painting, Fig.63:4b)*.
[* The identi ation of the vessels with the obje t is not ertain.℄
Grave 96(97)
Sq.L-12, depth 71 m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. In 20 m to S, on
depth 75 m - broken vessel (t.g.?).
Grave 97(98)
Sq.L-12, depth 56 m. Pile of burnt bones, 30x20x12 m.
Grave 98(99)
Sq.L-12, depth 69 m. Small vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Grave 99(100)
Sq.L-12, depth 70 m. Low part of broken vessel (t.g.III- -e) with burnt bones.
Among bones - animal tooth. Near the grave - vessel (t.g.III-b-a), Fig.64:1.
Grave 100(101)
Sq.L-12/13, depth 77 m. Large vessel (t.g.III- -b,e) with burnt bones (Fig.64:2).
Grave 101(102)
Sq.L-13, depth 77 m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.64:3)
Grave 102(103)
Sq.M-12, depth 32 m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.64:4).
Grave 103(104)
Sq.M-12, depth 78 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 16x4x6 m.
Grave 104(105)
Sq.M-12, depth 84 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 14x12x6 m.
Grave 105(106)
Sq.M-12, depth 85 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 18x12x6 m.
Grave 106(107)
Sq.M-12, depth 40 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 26x18x6 m.
Grave 107(108)
Sq.J-13, depth 31 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 25x20x5 m.
Grave 108(109)
Sq.I/J-13, depth 38 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 16x14x4 m.
Grave 109(110)
Sq.J-13, depth 48 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 26x22x7 m. Among
bones - two oni lay spin-wheels.
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Grave 110(111)
Sq.L-13, depth 60 m. Pile of burnt bones. Near the pile - broken vessel (t.g.I-0),
Fig.65:1.
Grave 111(112)
Sq.L-13, depth 76 m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x18 m. In 15 m to NE, on depth
83 m - stone axe (type 1A/B), Fig.65:2a.
Between grave 111-112, on depth 69 m - stone axe (type 1A/B), Fig.65:2b.
Grave 112(113)
Sq.M-13, depth 86 m. Pile of burnt bones, 30x15x5 m. To S from the pile vessel (t.g.IV-0), Fig.65:3; see also Fig.65:2b.
Grave 113(114)
Sq.M-13, depth 86 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 40x30x9 m. Not far
from the pile - vessel (t.g.I-b-a), Fig.65:4.
Sq.E-15. On surfa e - 5 int hips from square axe, four of them are re tted
(Fig.65:5).
Grave 114(115)
Sq.H-15, depth 90 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 32x16x7 m. To N from
pile, depth 15 m - re tted from 2 burnt int fragments part of ordinary blade knife
- variant B (Fig.66:1).
Between graves 114(115), 115(116) and 116(117) - broken stone axe (type 1B),
Fig.66:3.
Grave 115(116)
Sq.H-15, depth 90 m. Pile of burnt bones, 12x12x5 m. To NE from grave 115
- 2 small vessels (t.g.II or III-0 and t.g.?), near them 2 int arrowheads (ordinary
spe imen with straight base and unde ned one - lost), Fig.66:2; see also Fig.66:3.
Grave 116(117)
Sq.H-15, depth 90 m. Pile of burnt bones, 14x10x3 m, see Fig.66:3.
Grave 117(119)
Sq.H-15, depth 19 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 20x11x5 m.
Grave 118(120)
Sq.H-16, depth 25 m. Low part of vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Sq.N-8, depth 50 m - int ordinary arrowhead ÿwith straight base" (Fig.66:4).
Grave 119(121)
Sq.N-9, depth 31 m. Pile of burnt bones.
Grave 120(122)
Sq.O-9, depth 23 m. Spot of burnt bones, 40x40 m, ir ular in plan.
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Grave 121(123)
Sq.O-9, depth 3O m. Pile of burnt bones, 35x26x20 m.
Sq.O-9. On surfa e - int hip (Fig.66:5).
Grave 122(124)
Sq.N-10, depth 28 m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x25x5 m.
Sq.N-10, depth 53 m. Flint ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.66:6).
Grave 123(125)
Sq.O-10, depth 23 m. Pile of burnt bones, 38x20 m. Among bones - 3 opper
rings (type IIR), Fig.66:7.
Grave 124(126)
Sq.O-10, depth 33 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 27x21x8 m. Among
bones - opper tetrahedral awl (type IAw1), Fig.66:8.
Grave 125(127)
Sq.O-10/11, depth 26 m. Pile of burnt bones,oval in plan, 23x18x6 m. Among
bones - 2 glass beads (destroyed during the analysis).
Grave 126(128)
Sq.O-11, depth 25 m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x15x5 m.
Grave 127(129)
Sq.N-11, depth 26 m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.
Sq.N-11, depth 22 m - re tted from 2 burnt int fragments part of unde ned
blade tool (Fig.66:9); depth 12 m - int ake (lost).
Grave 128(130)
Sq.O-11, depth 30 m. Pile of burnt bones, 12x10x3 m.
Grave 129(131)
Sq.O-11, depth 24 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 20x15x4 m.
Grave 130(132)
Sq.N-11/12, depth 24 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 50x30x15 m.
Grave 131(133)
Sq.N-11/12, depth 31 m. Pile of burnt bones, 15x13x3 m.
Grave 132(134)
Sq.O-12, depth 42 m. Pile of burnt bones, 19x11x5 m.
Grave 133(135)
Sq.N-12, depth 32 m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x8x5 m.
Grave 134(136)
Sq.O-12, depth 28 m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x10x5 m.
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Grave 135(137)
Sq.O-12, depth 22 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 28x26x6 m.
Sq.P-12, depth 25 m - int ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.67:1).
Grave 136(138)
Sq.O-13, depth 32 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 32x23x6 m.
Grave 137(139)
Sq.N-13, depth 22 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan,28x16x5 m.
Grave 138(140)
Sq.N-13, depth 23 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 20x14x8 m.
Grave 139(141)
Sq.N-13, depth 22 m. Vessel (t.g.IV-0) with burnt bones (Fig.67:2).
Sq.O-14, depth 35-70 m - a fragment of a int mi ro-blade, probably un onne ted to the emetery.
Destroyed graves
At the emetery, some materials were olle ted without methodi al do umentation. This applies to lay goods: vessels (t.g.II-0; V-0), spin-wheels (Fig.68); to glass
goods: beads (destroyed during analysis); to opper goods: awls (type IAw1), knives
(types IK1-2), rings (type IIR), and beads (types IIBe1, IIBe2, IIBe3), Fig.69; to
stone goods: axes (types 1A, 1B), beads, and re stone (Fig.70); and to int: 13 small
hunks, an ordinary blade knife re tted from 2 fragments - variant A (Fig.71:1f),
part of tanged blade dagger re tted from 2 burnt fragments (Fig.71:1b), a burnt
fragment of an unde ned blade tool (Fig.71:1h), a burnt fragment of an unde ned blade tool used as striker (Fig.71:1a), a spike-ended presser made from the
s aled fragment of a blade tool (Fig.71:1g), 4 arrowheads (2 ordinary spe imens
with on ave base and 2 unde ned - lost - spe imens)[Fig.71:1 -d℄, an amorphous
arrowhead or small fragment of an unde ned blade tool (Fig.71:1e).
Among the artefa ts from the So evka emetery there are also 7 int arrowheads without tags: 3 ordinary spe imens with on ave base (Fig.71:2d-f), 1 slim
spe imen with straight base (Fig.71:1a), 2 ordinary spe imens with straight base
(Fig.71:2b- ), 1 spe imen made from the tip of a larger arrowhead (Fig.71:2g).
Four small arrowheads la king from the above inventories must be among them.
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3.3.3.

EXCAVATIONS OF 1963 (BY Y. ZAKHARUK AND V. KRUTS)

Grave 1
Sq.5, depth 1,25-1,35m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 20x18x10 m.
Other nds
Sq.6, depth 1,58m.On square 20x20 m - small vessels (t.g.III-0; III-b-a; VIII- -a), Fig.72:1.
Sq.6, depth ?. 3 int blades.
Sq.14, depth 47 m. Vessel (t.g.?).
From surfa e. Pottery, spin-wheel and stone tool (Fig.72:2).
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F i g . 45. So evka - 1947. 1- grave 2; 2 - grave 3; 3 - near grave 1-2; 4 - grave 4; 5 - grave 4A.
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F i g . 46. So evka - 1947. 1 - grave 4B; 2 - grave 5; 3 - grave 6.
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F i g . 47. So evka - 1947/1948. 1 - nds from destroyed graves (1947); 2 - nds from surfa e of the
emetery (1948).
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F i g . 48. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 3; 2 - grave 4; 3 - near the graves 5,6,7, sq.J-6; 4 - grave 8; 5 - sq.G-6.
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F i g . 49. So evka - 1948. 1 - between the graves 11-12; 2 - grave 13; 3 - grave 14; 4 - grave 15.
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F i g . 50. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 17; 2 - grave 19.
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F i g . 51. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 22; 2 - near grave 23, sq.L-7; 3 - near grave 24, sq. F-8; 4 - grave
26; 5 - near grave 26, sq.G-8.
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F i g . 52. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 30; 2 - near grave 29, sq.I-8; 3 - grave 32.
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F i g . 53. So evka - 1948. Grave 34.
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F i g . 54. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 37; 2 - grave 38; 3 - grave 39; 4 - grave 40; 5 - grave 43; 6 - probably
from grave 43, sq.K- 9.
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F i g . 55. So evka - 1948. Grave 44.
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F i g . 56. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 45; 2 - grave 46; 3 - grave 47; 4 - near grave 60, sq.J-10.
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F i g . 57. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 63; 2 - grave 64 and between graves 63-64; 3 - above grave 64; 4 near grave 64, sq.L-10.
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F i g . 58. So evka - 1948. Grave 65.
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F i g . 59. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 67; 2 - grave 68; 3 - grave 69; 4 - grave 70; 5 - near grave 79, sq.J-11.
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F i g . 60. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 71; 2 - grave 72; 3 - grave 74.
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F i g . 61. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 76; 2 - grave 77; 3 - grave 83; 4 - near grave 83, sq.L-11; 5 - grave
84.
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F i g . 62. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 86; 2 - grave 88; 3 - near grave 88, sq.H-12.
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F i g . 63. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 93; 2 - grave 94(94,95); 3 - near grave 94(94,95), sq.K-12; 4 - grave
95(96)?
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F i g . 64. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 99(100); 2 - grave 100(101); 3 - grave 101(102); 4 - grave 102(103).
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F i g . 65. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 110(111); 2 - grave 111(112) and between graves 111-112(112-113);
3 - grave 112(113); 4 - grave 113(114); 5 - near grave 113(114), sq.E-15.
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F i g . 66. So evka - 1948. 1 - grave 114(115); 2 - grave 115(116); 3 - near graves 114-116(115-117); 4
- near grave 118(120), sq.N- 8; 5 - near grave 121(123), sq.O-9; 6 - grave 122(124), sq.N-10; 7 - grave
123(125); 8 - grave 124(126); 9 - near grave 127(129), sq.N-11.
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F i g . 67. So evka - 1948. 1 - near grave 135(137), sq.P-12; 2 - grave 139(141).
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F i g . 68. So evka - 1948. Vessels and lay spin-wheels from surfa e of the emetery.
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F i g . 69. So evka - 1948. Copper nds from surfa e of the emetery.
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F i g . 70. So evka - 1947/1948. Stone axes and beads from surfa e of the emetery.
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F i g . 71. So evka - 1948. Flint tools from surfa e of the emetery. 1 - from surfa e; 2 - unlabelled.
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F i g . 72. So evka - 1963. 1 - group of nds, sq.6; 2 - nds from surfa e.
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3.4.

ZAVALOVKA CEMETERY (FIG.73)

Grave 1.
Sq.C-5, depth 60 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 30x12 m. Among the
bones is a broken vessel (t.g.?), two amber beads (type a 1AIa - spindle - shaped),
5 opper beads (type 3x IIBe1, 1x IIBe2), and a pebble (Fig.74:1).
Grave 2.
Sq.C-5, depth 55 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 20x18 m. Among
the bones are two int ordinary arrowheads with straight base, one of them burnt
(Fig.74:2).
Grave 3.
Sq.C-5, depth 60 m. Pile of burnt bones, 40x40x18 m. Among the bones are
4 burnt int artefa ts: fragment of an unde ned blade tool (lost), ordinary arrowhead with on ave base, fragment of a large atypi al tanged arrowhead, part of
an amorphous ake presser re tted from 3 fragments (Fig.74:3).
Grave 4.
Sq.C-5, depth 45 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 40x40x15 m. Among
the bones are 2 burnt int artefa ts: 2 fragments of a blade spike-ended presser
and a fragment of ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.74:4).
Grave 5.
Sq.D-6, depth 60 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 20x20 m. Among the
bones lies part of a broken vessel (t.g.?), Fig.74:5.
Grave 6
Sq.D-5, depth 50 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 25x25x10 m.
Grave 7
Sq.D-5/6 ,depth 58 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 0x20x20 m. Among
the bones are 4 burnt int artefa ts: a small fragment of an unde ned blade tool,
a fragment of an unde ned ake tool, a fragment of a mi ro-s aled-pie e and a
hunk (Fig.75:1).
Grave 8.
Sq.D/E-5/6, depth 40 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 18x18x10 m.
Grave 9.
Sq.E-5, depth 48 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 20x20x15 m.
Grave 10.
Sq.E-5/6, depth 42 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 20x20x15 m.
Grave 11.
Sq.D/E-6, depth 38 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 8x28x14 m. On the
bones is an ordinary int blade striker (?) [Fig.75:2℄.
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F i g . 73. Zavalovka

emetery: the general plan (after V. Derga hev, I. Manzura). 1 - vessels (?) with

burnt bones; 2 - piles of burnt bones; 3 - pits of the Bronze Age, Middle Dnieper
part of site.

ulture; 4 - destroyed
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Grave 12.
Sq.E-6, depth 40 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 23x23x15 m.
Grave 13.
Sq.C/D-6, depth 40 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 16x16x10 m.
Among the bones is a burnt fragment of an unde ned int blade tool (Fig.75:3).
Grave 14.
Sq.B-4, depth 34 m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 40x25x11 m.
Grave 15.
Sq.B-4, depth 39 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 24x24x15 m. On the
N part of the pile is a s hemati lay gurine, among the bones is the red fragment
of a int ake (Fig.75:4).
Grave 16.
Sq.A-4, depth 40 m. Pile of burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 30x30 m, overed by
a spot of s attered burnt bones, ir ular in plan, 60x60 m. Among the bones is a
pebble and 4 int artefa ts: 3 parts of blade big asymmetri knife or tanged dagger
re tted from 5 burnt fragments, a spike-ended presser on a blade re tted from 3
burnt fragments, a burnt blade spike-ended presser, a side-s raper with a bifa ial
retou h and ordinary hip (Fig.75:5).
Destroyed graves
Besides the des ribed obje ts, 7 int artefa ts were found in the explored area:
3 fragments of unde ned burnt blade tools (Fig.76:1a- ), 1 burnt fragment of an
unde ned blade tool used as a striker (Fig.76:1d), a burnt amorphous arrowhead
made from a hip (Fig.76:1e), and 2 amorphous ake pressers (one of them burnt;
Fig.76:1f-g.
At the emetery, some materials were olle ted without methodi al do umentation. These olle tion in lude pottery and 6 int artefa ts: the burnt fragment
of an unde ned blade tool (Fig.76:2a), an ordinary arrowhead with straight base
(Fig.76:2b), a burnt ordinary arrowhead with on ave base (Fig.76:2 ), a burnt
s aled-pie e made from the fragment of an unde ned blade tool (Fig.76:2d), and
parts of two akes re tted from 3 burnt fragments (Fig.76:2e-f).
In the publi ation of materials from the Zavalovka emetery [Derga hev, Manzura 1991℄, there were mentioned 3 fragments of pottery (Fig.76:3a-d) and 8 int
artefa ts whi h today are missing: 1 unde ned blade tool, probably an ordinary
striker (Fig.76:3e); 1 fragment of an unde ned blade tool ( g.76:3f); 5 arrowheads
(Fig.76:3g-k); and 1 axe ? (Fig.76:3l).
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F i g . 74. Zavalovka. 1 - grave 1; 2 - grave 2; 3 - grave 3; 4 - grave 4; 5 - grave 5.
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F i g . 75. Zavalovka. 1 - grave 7; 2 - grave 11; 3 - grave 13; 4 - grave 15; 5 - grave 16.
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F i g . 76. Zavalovka. Finds from destroyed graves. 1 - from a layer; 2 - from surfa e; 3 - unlabelled [lost
- foll. Derga hev, Manzura 1991℄
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CHRONOLOGY OF SOFIEVKA TYPE CEMETERIES:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ISOTOPIC ONE

Chronology is an important omponent of all histori al - ar haeologi al reonstru tions. The age of any ulture an be established, in many ases, from: the
indire t features ( erami s, instruments, typologi al analogies, et .) or isotope (here:
14 C) data.
Implementation of the radio arbon method has not only extended the range
of expedients and approa hes in ar haeology, but also has permitted resear hers to
obtain ÿindependent", or using the previously adopted terminology, ÿabsolute" data.
The interest in the problems of radio arbon dating has onsiderably in reased in
the past few years. This is explained by the latest a hievements in this eld onne ted with the transfer of radio arbon data onto alendar temporal s ale. At present,
the alibration urves, the so- alled ten-year and twenty-year period urves, up to
8000 BP have been worked out by di erent radio arbon laboratories by radio arbon measurements of dendrosamples ontaining 10-20 tree rings and generalized by
Stuiver, Be ker, Pearson and others [Stuiver and Be ker 1986; Stuiver and Pearson
1993℄. A omputer program permitting the resear her to obtain plausible intervals
of the alendar time with a various degree of probability was worked out based
on the obtained urves [e.g. van der Pli ht 1993℄. Sin e the hronologi al re onstru tions, as a rule, are made in the alendar temporal s ale, appli ation of the
radio arbon method for dating of ar haeologi al sites has gained a new impulse. In
this onne tion, the hronologi al dependen e obtained earlier by the radio arbon
method is oming entering the stage of re nement, as illustrated in the present
arti le.
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1.

RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY

Chronology of the So evka type emeteries was based on the indire t data for
a long period of time. A ording to some estimations, the So evka type belonged
to an earlier time than the sites of Usatovo (Northern Bla k Sea littoral) type. T.G.
Movsha onsidered them to belong to the earlier type be ause there are no erami s
with ord ornamentation in the So evka graves, though some types of erami s are
similar to those found in Zhvanets (Dniester area), and the dagger from Krasny
Khutor is similar to the one found in Verteba ave, simultaneous to Zhvanets. The
Dniester area monuments are onsidered to pre ede the Usatovo ones [Movsha
1985:254-255℄. V.G. Zbenovi h looked upon So evka and Usatovo emeteries as
simultaneous based on a orrelation of the opper daggers [Zbenovi h 1966:44;
1972:20- 21℄. V.A. Kruts wrote in his arti le that the So evka type is simultaneous
to the Tripolye ulture from Volhynia (Troyanov type) dated earlier than the Usatovo type [Kruts 1977:148-149℄. A ording to V.A. Derga hev, the So evka type
is simultaneous to the Usatovo type (similar daggers) and Dniester area Tripolye
types ( erami s, plasti arts) and also the Gorodsk type ( erami s, similar types of
dishes) [Derga hev 1980:141℄. Thus, all resear hers dated the So evka emeteries
ba k to late Tripolye - C-II, though pla ing it in the end or in the beginning of this
period, or in the middle of it.

2.

RADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGY

A ording to isotope dating obtained in the end of the 1960s and in the beginning of the 1970s, Usatovo type monuments were dated ba k to 2600-2300 onv
BC, Gorodsk type - to 2700-2600 onv BC. For a long time isotope hronology of
Tripolye was based only upon non- alibrated 14C data and C-II stage was dated
between 2800/2750-2400/2350 onv BC [Arkheologiya 1985:254-255; Telegin 1985℄.
The alendar age of Tripolye C-II was dated 3580-3245 (3530-3175) BC by V.G.
Petrenko [Patokova et al. 1989:4℄.
Tables 1 presents radio arbon data for late Tripolye C-II ultures, obtained
by di erent radio arbon laboratories and may serve as the basis for relative hronology, on rming and adjusting the data obtained by other methods. Table 1 also
shows the values of the alendar intervals, orresponding to the obtained dating (for
probability 68,2% - 1 sigma and 95,4% - 2 sigma). As we an see, some alendar
intervals, in the majority of ases, orrespond to one datum. This may be explained
by an ambiguous onne tion: radio arbon data - alendar age, due to di erent onentrations of radio arbon in the atmosphere of the past. Graphi ally the obtained
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Table 1
14

C Chronology of the late Tripolye types

Sites

Etape

Lab. No.

14

C age, BP

Intervals of
1

Evminka

C-I

U la{1466B

±

4790

100

δ

3690{3680

alibrated ages,

al BC
2

δ

3780{3350

3660{3500,
3450{3440,
3430{3380
Evminka

C-II

U la{1671B

±

4890

60

3764{3736,

3894{3888

3716{3634

3796{3620,
3590{3526

Mayaki

C-II

KIGN{280

±

4475

30

3340{3030,

3610{3600,

2980{2930

3520{2870,
2800{2790

Mayaki

C-II

KIGN{282

±

4580

120

3500{3420,

3630{3570,

3380{3090

3540{3020,
3000{2920

Mayaki

C-II

Bln{609

±

4340

65

3032{2942,

3296{3272,

2936{2886

3270{3238
3172{3170,
3106{2870,
2806{2772,
2720{2702

Mayaki

C-II

Le{645

±

4340

65

3032{2942,

3296{3272,

2936{2886

3270{3238
3172{3170,
3106{2870,
2806{2772,
2720{2702

Mayaki

Mayaki

C-II

C-II

Ki{870

U la{1642B

±

4670

110

±

4375

110

3630{3340

3660{3090,

3150{3140

3060{3040

3300{3230,

3360{2860,

3180{3170,

2820{2690

3110{2880
Usatovo

C-II

U la{1642

±

4333

60

3032{2964,

3260{3244,

2958{2950,

3100{2872,

2932{2884

2804{2776,
2716{2706

Gorodsk

C-II

Grn{5099

±

4651

35

3500{3452

3510{3404

3440{3426,

3388{3350

3380{3364
Danku

C-II

Le{1054

±

4600

80

3500{3456,

3608{3604,

3378{3306,

3512{3402,

3230{3186,

3388{3256,

3160{3116

3246{3098
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Sites

Etape Lab. No.

14

Krasny
Khutor ( )
grave 2

C-II

Ki{5038

4280±110

3040{2860,
2820{2670

3310{3230,
3190{3160,
3120{2570,
2520{2500

Krasny
Khutor (b)
grave 6

C-II

Ki{5016

4140±110

2876{2794,
2784{2582

3014{3000
2926{2450,
2438{2402,
2372{2368

Krasny
Khutor ( )
grave 98

C-II

Ki-5039

4160±90

2876{2842,
2832{2796,
2784{2616

2912{2550,
2542{2490

So evka ( )
grave 1

C-II

Ki{5012

4320±70

3032{2946,
2936{2874,
2798{2782

3262{3244,
3100-2860,
2816{2690,
2680{2664,
2634{2628

So evka
1963 ( )
sq.m. 11

C-II

Ki{5013

4270±90

3028{2980,
2928{2860,
2816{2692,
2680{2666,
2632{2630

3254{3248,
3096{2580

So evka (a)
from
the emetery

C-II

Ki{5029

4300±45

3016{2998,
2926{2876,
2790{2788

3034{2870
2804{2772,
2716{2704

Zavalovka ( ) C-II
grave 6

Ki{5015

4290±90

3034{2866,
2810{2748,
2726{2698

3296{3276,
3268{3238,
3104{2608,
2600{2588

Zavalovka ( ) C-II
grave 10

Ki{5014

4230±80

2914{2860,
2816{2690,
2680{2664,
2634{2628

3030{2972,
2932{2574,
2512{2510

C age, BP

Intervals of alibrated ages, al BC
1δ
2δ

Material for datings from So evka type emetaries: a - har oal, b - organi material from the inside of the pot,
burnt bones.

-

results are shown in Fig.1. The most an ient of the studied monuments is Evminka,
whi h dates ba k to the beginning of the fourth entury BC. The next two groups
of simultaneous monuments - Mayaki, Danku, Gorodsk and, to an extent, Usatovo
may be noted. The earlier phase of existen e of Mayaki settlement is simultaneous to the late phase of Evminka. The next group of later simultaneous emeteries
in ludes Krasny Khutor, So evka and Zavalovka.
It may be on luded that these emeteries existed somewhat longer than the
Usatovo ones. The only datum of Gorodsk settlement is not quite orre t and does
not orrelate with the So evka ones. All materials from the emeteries show that
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F i g . 1. Radio arbon hronology of the late Tripolye ulture (1σ ). 1 - Evminka, 2 - Mayaki, 3 - Usatovo,
4 - Gorodsk, 5 - Danku, 6 - Krasny Khutor, 7 - So evka, 8 - Zavalovka.
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they existed for a relatively short period, as indi ated by isotope data, within 200-250
years.
So evka type monuments may be onsidered, based on isotope data, as the
latest ones of the Tripolye stage C-II. It is on eivable that they existed when other
ultural alternatives of Tripolye had already stopped existen e. Their alendar age
may be between 3300-2900 BC. Thus, the latest Tripolye monuments existed until
the beginning of the third millennia BC - the Early Bronze Age.

3.

COMMENT ON METHODS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF THE FOSSIL
BONES FOR RADIOCARBON ANALYSIS

Burned bones from So evka type emeteries were used as the main material
for radio arbon data. It is known that the organi part of the bones, omprising
10-20% of the body mass, onsists of thin ollagen bers, losely onne ted with
non-organi hydroxyapatite rystals. The large surfa e area and porous stru ture
of bones make them an ex ellent medium for sorption of humi a ids transferred
by ground waters. The removal of strange 14C from the material to be dated is
important for dating burned bones. In results of the resear h, it was found that the
ontent of young arbon may rea h several per ent of total arbon in the ollagen
of bones. We worked out the method of sele tive distribution of arbon fra tions
of organi matter by treating the ollagen with uori -hydrogenous a id.
This method is based on the fa t that the introdu ed arbon pre ipitates on the
bones with sili ates and other mineral omponents, be ause humi a ids hemi ally
are organi analogues of sili on a id.
Fluori -hydrogenous a id easily dissolves the sili ate basis and sele tively transfers the introdu ed organi into a olloid state. In this ase, the main organi matter
of the burned bones - ollagen - pra ti ally does not dissolve. It permits one to preserve the dating fra tion of the arbon and to a hieve pra ti ally total removal of
organi ontamination.
A sample of fossil bones was redu ed to fragments of 3-5 mm in size and
treated with 0,5-1 N solution of uori -hydrogenous a id for 24 hours at room
temperature. The ollagen was washed with water and treated with 2 N solution of
uori -hydrogenous a id at room temperature for 24 hours. After washing, when
Ph+7, the ollagen was dried and used for re eiving a ounting form of radio arbon.
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ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE
IN THE LIGHT OF ÿWIGGLE MATCHING" ANALYSIS
All radio arbon dating alibrations presented in this paper have been arried
out with a omputer program Radio arbon Calibration < alKN> April 1993, Dendro
and Ar haeologi al Wiggle Mat hing by Bernhard Weninger of Cologne University
(Germany). Calibrations arried out with programs based only on probabilisti interpretation of measurements (e.g. Probabilisti Calibration of Radio arbon Time
S ale, Silesian Te hni al University, Gliwi e, Poland, ver. 4.0, 1989, or Radio arbon
Calibration Program, 1993 ver. 3.03, Quaternary Isotope Lab, University of Washing-

) do not yield the a tual age of the sample. This is so be ause ea h dated sample
an be usually mat hed to a number of more or less probable readings of its alendar age ( f. in this volume: Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . , Table
1). Weninger's program (details in Weninger 1986), thanks to a built-in statisti al
test, gives for ea h sample a single, most probable alendar age with a respe tive
standard error. An important novelty of this program is, however, the possibility of
ÿ tting" a series of dates from a spe i ar haeologi al ontext into the appropriate
wiggles of the alibration urve ( f. Manning 1995: 126-133). Thus, it is possible with
this program to determine the alendar age of spe imens with signi antly greater
pre ision (Tables 1-5).
The alibration of individual dates from So evka type emeteries (Table 1,
Fig.1) sets their duration at 2950-2740 BC. High values of standard errors of measurements, however, make us admit the possibility of extending this period by a
hundred years ÿup" or ÿdown". The ar haeologi al assessment of the length of existen e of the ultural phenomenon known as the So evka type makes us assume
that it was a short-lived phenomenon ( f. Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . , in
this volume). A radi al version of this assumption, namely that the dated sets were
exa tly ontemporary and short-lived, thanks to wiggle mat hing, permits us to set
their age at a 2890 BC with a proper allowan e for standard error (Fig.2). A more
realisti assumption about the transien e (as far as ar haeologi al resear h permits)
of the So evka type, admitting the possibility that it existed for 100-130 years, allows
to set the absolute hronology bra kets of the type under dis ussion at 2920-2790
BC (Fig.3). At the same time the result of the ÿwiggle mat hing" analysis suggeton
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Table
List of dated samples from emeteries of the So evka type (a
this volume)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

to Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin in

Lab. Number

Date BP

Std. dev

al BC

Ki{5038
Ki{5039
Ki{5012
Ki{5013
Ki{5014
Ki{5015
Ki{5016
Ki{5029

4280
4160
4310
4270
4230
4290
4140
4300

110
90
70
90
80
90
110
45

2859±170
2742±123
2953±96
2830±144
2790±110
2877±146
2720±144
2928±59

Table
List of dated samples from emeteries of the Bodrogkereszt
ur ulture (a

Site
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tiszal
u
Tiszal
u
Tiszal
u
Tiszal
u
Tiszapolgar-Basatanya
Tiszapolgar-Basatanya

Lab. Number

Date BP

Std. dev

al BC

GrN{1612(?)
GrN{1613
GrN{1612(?)
GrN{1612(?)
Deb{5
Deb{4

5100
5085
5020
4920
4960
4820

40
40
40
60
130
140

3876±63
3870±60
3834±74
3703±55
3783±138
3545±166

List of dated samples obtained from sites of the Cotofeni ulture (a

Site
Ostrovul Corbului
Ostrovul Corbului
Ostrovul Corbului
Baile Her ulane
Baile Her ulane
Baile Her ulane
Baile Her ulane

2

to Forenbaher 1993)

Table

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1

to Forenbaher 1993)

Lab. Number

Date BP

Std. dev

al BC

LJ{3797
LJ{3799
LJ{3798
LJ{3533
LJ{3534
LJ{3535
LJ{3536

4520
4360
4360
4460
4360
4350
4300

60
60
50
80
100
60
60

3217±105
2965±70
2965±60
3172±142
3024±161
2965±68
2944±84

3
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F i g . 1 Test { results for

alibration of single dates
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F i g . 2 Test { ar haeologi al + dendro wiggle mat hing
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F i g . 3 Test { ar haeologi al + dendro wiggle mat hing
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F i g . 4 Comparison of the hronologi al position of the So evka type with the datings of the sele ted
ultures (a-e { see Tables 1-5)

sts a possibility of isolating older sets (dates: Ki-5013, Ki-5038, Ki-5015, Ki- 5029,
Ki-5012) and younger (Ki-5039, Ki-5014, Ki-5016), whi h does not ne essarily ontradi t the transien e of the So evka type. The relevan e of these results is lessened
by signi ant standard errors of absolute age measurements of all spe imens (from
±45 to ±110). Unfortunately, none of these datings an be alled high pre ision,
however.
A omparison of the hronologi al position of the So evka type with the datings of the ulture groups (Tables 2-4; Fig.4) whi h in the light of the analysis
( f. Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . , in this volume) ould have inspired its
formation and development, and with the western se tion of the Yamnaya ulture
(Tab. 5) allows to draw ertain on lusions. Data that we have at our disposal today
learly indi ate that the So evka type ould have been a e ted by the Cotofeni
and Kostola ultures in their rather late phases and by the Cernavoda II ulture,
whi h is not analyzed here due to the la k of radio arbon datings. This must have
happened ontemporaneously with the beginnings of the expansion of the Yamnaya
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T a b l e
List of dated samples obtained from sites of the Kostola

Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Vuedol
Vuedol
Pivni a
Pivni a
Pivni a
Gomolava
Gomolava
Gomolava
Gomolava

Lab. Number
z{1821
z{1820
KN{232
GrN{8010
KN{145
GrN{7372
GrN{7371
GrN{15681
GrN{13167

ulture (a

to Forenbaher 1993)

Date BP

Std. dev

al BC

4500
4370
4500
4290
4180
4450
4360
4310
4210

100
90
55
60
70
70
60
35
60

3192±148
2999±132
3217±106
2929±107
2762±104
3156±143
2965±70
2907±38
2785±90

T a b l e
List of dated samples obtained from sites of the Yamnaya (west)

Site
1
2
3
4

Baia Hamangia
Baia Hamangia
Cernavoda
Varna

Lab. Number
Bln{0029
KN{038
Bln{0062
Ki{89

4

ulture (a

5

to Forenbaher 1993)

Date BP

Std. dev

al BC

4090
4060
4260
4210

160
160
100
60

2662±210
2640±222
2821±154
2785±90

ulture to the lower Danube. There is an about 500-year di eren e in datings of
the de line of the Bodrogkeresztur ulture and the hronologi ally proximate horizon of Hunyadihalom-Laznany and late phase of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture, on
the one hand, and the So evka type, on the other. Therefore, evident late Polgar
traditions in the last mentioned type should be treated as a result of the indire t,
multistage and protra ted inheritan e pro ess.

Translated by Piotr T. ebrowski
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FLINT MATERIALS FROM CEMETERIES OF THE
SOFIEVKA TYPE
1.

1.1.

METHOD OF ANALYSING MATERIALS

ASSESSMENT OF INVENTORY HOMOGENEITY

Cemeteries of the So evka type were lo ated on sandy dunes in geologi al
onditions favoring verti al displa ements of artefa ts, if only as a result of natural phenomena [Kempisty, Wi kowska 1983: Tables 8 and 9℄. All sites were partly
destroyed by human a tivity and also by eolian pro esses already before ex avations were undertaken. Ex avators failed to observe tra es of grave pits on any
of the sites. This prevents a reliable distin tion of individual grave assemblages,
and ea h in lusion of a parti ular artefa t in some spe i assemblage is burdened
with a onsiderable risk of error. These diÆ ulties notwithstanding, one annot forego attempts to eliminate te hnologi ally foreign intrusions from the investigated
assemblages and to distinguish inventories from the various graves, however tentative these results might be. The homogeneity of inventories from emeteries of the
So evka type was assessed basing on formal and te hnologi al links between the
artefa ts lasses distinguished in them as well as on planigraphy and re ttings.
The analyses of formal and te hnologi al onne tions between the various lasses of artefa ts are unfortunately variously e e tive in the ase of di erent groups
of nds. Predominant in the studied assemblages are artefa ts representing the
ma rolithi blade te hnology. In this ase tool produ tion onsisted largely in transforming su essive forms, this linking the artefa t lasses that were distinguished in
an unequivo al manner. Sin e there are is no eviden e that other blade te hniques
were used, the several fragments of small bladelets that were found s attered on
the surfa e of sites in So evka and Krasny Khutor an be interpreted as foreign
admixtures. A similarly homogeneous and well do umented tool group is that of
large ore implements, namely square axes and bifa ial knives. The Strzy»ów-type
bifa ial si kle-shaped knife re overed from the ground surfa e in Krasny Khutor
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has to be regarded as a foreign admixture. The fairly small and not very diversi ed
group of retou hed ake tools also appears to be homogeneous, although interpretations in this ase annot be viewed as absolutely ertain. The situation gets mu h
more omplex when we ome to arrowheads whi h were found in great numbers
in the various inventories. Isolated spe imens thereof are among the most ommon
nds in dune areas [Kozªowski 1923: 107-8℄. Studies in diverse parts of Europe have
shown that various ommunities are apable of produ ing arrowheads of a single
and well de ned form [Borkowski 1987℄ but that they an also use arrowheads highly diversi ed as regards morphology [Uerpmann 1976: Abb. 22℄. Regrettably, the
morphometry of arrowheads of di erent ommunities of the Late Neolithi and
Early Bronze Age has not been analyzed in the area with So evka type emeteries. Given this, there are no grounds for eliminating any of these artefa ts, even
when fa ts established elsewhere suggest that their retou h or shape show them
to belong to a di erent ontext. It is thus ertain that the analyzed olle tions will
feature arrowheads that are foreign intrusions. This fa t must be kept in mind when
lassifying the various nds and drawing inferen es from analyses thereof.
Maps of the various emeteries show that ar haeologi al materials there form
on entrations of various sizes. Although int artefa ts were often dis overed some
distan e away from the remated body remains, they are usually asso iated with
them in an obvious manner. The resultant on entrations may be treated as remains
of individual grave assemblages.
This approa h was veri ed by re tting of the re overed materials. In more
than 70 ases the attempts were su essful, and in many others it was possible to
determine that ill- tting fragments nevertheless do ome from the same spe imen.
In a vast majority of ases it was possible to re t fragments re overed from distin t
on entrations of artefa ts. In ex eptional ases the pi ture was more omplex. A
blade knife fragment from grave 44 in So evka tted an isolated artefa t dis overed
more than ve meters away (70 m below ground surfa e). In Chernin a fragment of
a blade knife from grave 52 tted an artefa t re overed lose to grave 11, more than
two meters away. Su h ases may be seen as due to site erosion or as tra es of rituals
pre eding interment. Materials re overed from adja ent features lent themselves to
re tting equally rarely, and this may be interpreted as eviden e of disturban e of
older graves during a new burial. Situations of this kind are do umented by re tted
fragments of blade knives re overed from graves 52 and 63 in the emetery in
Chernin, as well as by fragments of a stone adze from around grave 119 in Krasny
Khutor.
Analysis results on rm the statisti al validity of the adopted interpretation
of the on entrations of materials, at the same time supporting the theoreti al
reservation that the available pro edures annot rule out errors. In ea h individual
ase we may have to do with foreign material admixtures and also with a depletion
of the assemblage subsequent to its deposition. One must always bear this in mind
when analyzing the distinguished ÿgrave inventories".
The limitations outlined above as well as gaps in do umentation preventing
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the exa t lo alization of some of the nds prompted the division of the analyzed
materials into the following four groups:
1. ÿgrave inventories" whose more or less pre isely lo alized artefa ts ombine
with remated body remains to form distin t on entrations;
21. ÿisolated" artefa ts from outside the features, that is to say nds pre isely
lo ated but un onne table to any spe i
on entration of artefa ts;
22. ÿisolated" artefa ts from the ground surfa e, olle ted without re ording
their pre ise position; and
23. unlabelled ÿisolated" artefa ts stored together with all the others but without any indi ation of their origins.

1.2.

RAW MATERIAL ANALYSIS

A onsiderable per entage of the analyzed artefa ts are ompletely harred,
white in olor, whi h usually makes raw material identi ation impossible. There
are also many red spe imens, dis olored to an extent whi h greatly hinders proper
identi ation. The mention of these fa ts is meant not only to underline the diÆulties in raw material analysis. The quantities of re-damaged spe imens and the
nature of this damage may provide insights into interesting aspe ts of burial rituals.
Raw material analyses of large samples of materials from the onsidered emeteries were performed by V.F. Petrougne ( f. his ontribution in this volume).
His ndings provided the basis for most of the on lusions on erning raw material e onomy presented in this paper. My experien e allowed me only to identify
Volhynian int ma ros opi ally and to distinguish it from the other int varieties.

1.3.

MORPHOLOGICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF FLINT MATERIALS

The analysis of int artefa ts is traditionally based on interpretations of the
ways in whi h they were made [e.g. the de nitions of ÿtool" or burin; f. Ginter,
Kozªowski 1990: 35, 79, 83℄, on their morphology [e.g. the de nition of ÿpoint"; f.
Ginter, Kozªowski 1990: 83℄ and tra es of use [e.g. the de nition of s aled pie e pie e esquillee in Fren h; f. Migal 1987℄. To satisfy formal requirements it would
be ne essary to perform separate lassi ations of materials for ea h of the above
aspe ts and formulate nal on lusions only on the basis of these lassi ations.
However, this does not seem to be a pra ti al possibility. The need for a separate
lassi ation with regard to use tra es is usually insisted upon with spe ial emphasis
[Ginter, Kozªowski 1990: 79-80℄. Even this, seemingly obvious, requirement annot
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be ful lled. To ignore the presen e in inventories of s aled pie es or hammers will always make the lassi ations in omplete and often render the omprehension of the
investigated assemblages altogether impossible [Szym zak 1987; Maªe ka-Kukawka
1992℄.
Studies of the int inventory annot be treated as a one-time proje t whose
su ess an be gauged by its depth of detail the number of distinguished artefa ts
lasses. Rather, these studies should be seen as a pro ess involving many phases,
ea h geared to a hieving a di erent goal. The rst step is the ompilation of a
general list of artefa t lasses o urring in the given assemblage. The distinguished
ategories should enable the dis ernment of the basi prin iples underlying int
produ tion in the studied assemblage. Although the proposed de nitions should
aim to des ribe the morphologi al anons of the distinguished ategories, all the
three kinds of features (in luding ma ro-tra es of use!) are helpful in their reation.
Experien e tells us that in the pro ess it is impossible to ome up with a universally
valid hierar hy of signi an e of the various features: one feature may re eive an
entirely di erent rank in various ontexts, to mention but the shaping of the trun ation in trun ated blades and trapezes. Resear hers must thus rely on intuition here,
and the investigative pro ess ertainly annot be formalized.
It is only in the next stage of analyses that the ndings arrived at an be veri ed
by detailed morphometri de nition of the various tool ategories [Saªa i«ski 1987:
117-137) or of di eren es between their varieties [Borkowski 1987℄, as well as by
re onstru ting the te hniques used in making the various forms [Migal, Saªa i«ski
1996℄ or ways in whi h they were used [Korobkova 1981℄. Ea h of these kinds of
study requires its own unique methods, and meaningful results are possible only
when the materials meet ertain quality standards. All this means that a thorough
des ription and understanding of spe i int industries must be arrived at in stages,
a pro ess usually taking up many years of study.
The analysis of int inventories from emeteries of the So evka group was
deliberately limited to the rst stage of the investigation pro ess. The study was
omplemented with an o asional look at te hniques of making the ma rolithi
blades o urring in large numbers in the inventories in question.
Studies of Palaeolithi int assemblages suggest that the ultural tradition governing this parti ular produ tion domain is best des ribed by the quantitative stru ture of the major tool lasses o urring in them [Kozªowski 1980: 40-47℄. A ordingly, it was assumed that the most important step in the analysis of int inventories
is the making of a standard list of major tool lasses and statisti al analysis of the
frequen y of their o urren e [Le h 1988℄. Regardless of what we mean by ÿ ultural
tradition" de ning the hronologi al-territorial units thus revealed, we an be sure
that di eren es in the frequen y of o urren e of the basi tool types annot be
interpreted in the way proposed above in the ase of materials:
{ from settlement points displaying a markedly di erent hara ter (not just workshop or grave assemblages but also assemblages from the diverse settlement
points), and
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{ materials in whi h the basi tool types are not the nal forms of the produ tion
pro ess but represent the various stages of reshaping artefa ts.
It appears that both the above fa tors albeit independently of one another, to
a various degree and in di erent times determined the hara ter of Neolithi int
assemblages in Central Europe. It seems they are the main reason why attempts to
order Neolithi int assemblages in a way typi al for the older periods of the Stone
Age [e.g. Bal er 1983℄ usually end in failure.
The two fa tors listed above also determine the hara ter of the available
So evka type inventories. Today we have in hand only materials from emeteries
whi h have been outside ultural ir ulation in the way pe uliar for su h nds.
This makes it impossible to dire tly ompare their stru ture with the stru ture of
materials from settlement sites. What is more, the di eren es between olle tions
from various emeteries may depend more on hanges in rituals rather than in int
working traditions. At the same time, already the preliminary analysis of materials
showed that tool making in our ase onsisted largely in reshaping artefa ts.
This kind of situation alls for an analysis di erent from the standard typologi al-statisti al method based on a xed typologi al list of fully disjoint ategories
[Kozªowski 1971; Ka zanowska 1985: 12-15℄. Here the materials will be des ribed
employing a detailed multi-stage lassi ation whi h, although devised with speimen morphology as the most important riterion, nevertheless also takes into
a ount the forms out of whi h the parti ular spe imens were fashioned as well as
visible tra es of use.
The lassi ation may be presented in generalized form as a list of types present in the analyzed inventories. This list di ers onsiderably from those previously
ompiled for similar assemblages [Kozªowski 1971: 145; Bal er 1975: 89-139; Kazanowska 1985: 12-15℄. It la ks the ategory of retou hed blades be ause detailed
morphometri analyses of a similar blade industry [Saªa i«ski 1987: 137-144℄ have
demonstrated that no su h tools a tually existed and that this ategory is an arti ial lumping together of diverse form types. In its pla e are several types of
knives, daggers and blade pressers. Also la king in the lassi ation below are the
so alled ombined tools, although quite a number of spe imens in the examined
assemblages have several elements formed. These spe imens must either omprise
a spe i separate tool type ( f. the ase of trapezes mentioned above) or be the
result of reshaping. The spe i nature of the analyzed nds made it ne essary
to distinguish separate groups of pressers and strikers. The plentiful and diverse
olle tion of these forms made it possible to suggest a detailed division thereof,
although the fun tional similarity and amorphous shape of many of the spe imens
made this job extremely diÆ ult. It was also no easy task to ategorize the ri h
olle tion of arrowheads sin e most of the spe imens were damaged to an extent
preventing detailed morphometri determinations. It was thus de ided to divide
them in a very general manner, basing on features that are easily measurable and
to some extent possible to re onstru t, namely the manner of fashioning the base,
size and elongation (length-to-width ratio). All the ategories were in the end gro-
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uped a ording to the hara ter of half-produ ts out of whi h they were fashioned.
List of int artefa ts types present in emeteries of the So evka type (Fig.1-9).
1. Debitage
11. Blades
12. Flakes
121. Ordinary akes
1221. Ordinary hips: small akes, usually not ex eeding 30 mm in size, produ ed
in the ourse of splitting natural pie es or larger akes with a hard hammer; some
of the smaller spe imens resemble mi ro-s aled akes
1222. Chips from polished axes: pie es similar to ordinary hips but with fragments
of polished axes surfa e on their upper fa es
2. Tools
21. Blade tools
211. End-s rapers. Many of the tool types des ribed below feature ends in the form
of diverse end-s raper fronts, but it is only in ex eptional ases that these fronts
de ne the nature of the given implement. Su h spe imens are made from small
(40-70 mm long, 20-30 mm wide, 5-10 mm thi k) fragments of blade knives having
sides worked with moderately steep ( a. 50o ) retou h (Fig. 2:a). If the end-s raper
fronts do not extend to both ends of the spe imen, its base may have the form of
a spe i trun ation.
212. Ordinary blade knives. Tools worked to give prominen e to long lateral edges
of the blades.
2121. Ordinary blade knives variant A. These are made from distin tly urved massive blades from the initial stages of ore exploitation (often blades showing part
of the preparation of a rest). They are more than 200 mm long and 30-40 mm
wide, and their thi kness remains around 10 mm. Their retou h usually just slightly
modi ed the lateral edges (Fig.1:a), one of whi h is sometimes worked with slightly
denti ulated single-series retou h (Fig.1:b). The angles of so prepared lateral edges
hover around 40o . The bases and tips of the tools are usually natural, or, less frequently, formed into a at end-s raper front or transverse trun ation with retou h
on one side. These tools were probably used as inserts-knife edges, also as si kle
inserts.
2122. Ordinary blade knives variant B. Tools made from distin tly urved large
blades, about 150 mm in length, 20-30 mm wide and 7-10 mm thi k. At least one
edge is formed by single-series retou h, usually slightly denti ulated, at an angle
of about 50o (Fig.2:b). The bases and tips are shaped into transverse or slightly
oblique trun ations, often featuring additional at retou h on the ventral side, as
in the Upper Palaeolithi ÿKostenki-type knives" [Kozªowski 1969: 45-46; Belayeva
1977℄. These tools were repeatedly rejuvenated. The implements with the other edge
also worked had the trun ations at their ends slightly on ave or not hed (Fig.2: ).
The ÿgloss" preserved on the edges suggests that the tools were used as inserts-knife
edges, in luding also si kle inserts.
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2123. Ordinary blade knives variant C. These tools represent the nal stage of
reshaping the ordinary blade knives. They are about 110-130 mm long, 10-20 mm
wide and less than 10 mm thi k (Fig.3:a). The lateral edges are retou hed with steep
(about 70o ) retou h, making the pie es similar to double blunt-ended pressers. They
may also have served as inserts-knife edges used to s rape hard materials [Skakun
1993a, 1993b℄.
213. Asymmetri blade knives. Asymmetri ally worked tools, giving prominen e to
one of the blade s lateral edges.
2131. Small asymmetri blade knives made from unsu essful short blades, 70-80
mm long, some 30 mm wide and about 7 mm thi k. Edges are formed by retou h
as in the big asymmetri knives, with bases remaining natural (Fig.3:b).
2132. Big asymmetri blade knives, usually made from strongly urved small blades
from the nal stages of ore exploitation. They are about 120 mm long, around 25
mm wide and less than 7 mm thi k. The straight edge is formed with moderately
abrupt (40- 50o ) retou h, and the oblique edge is usually steeper than that. The
bases are natural or in the form of a trun ation similar to that on ÿKostenki-type
knives" (Fig.3: ). Spe imens with gloss indi ate that some of their number were
used as inserts-si kle blades. At the same time they appear to resemble in shape the
ordinary blade daggers and hen e also the Usatovo-type opper daggers [Zbenovi h
1966℄. The base of one spe imen arries tra es indi ating that it was used as a striker.
214. Daggers blade points similar in shape to opper daggers from Chal olithi
assemblages.
2141. Tanged blade daggers made from distin tly urved blades, 125-160 mm long,
about 25 mm wide and up to 10 mm thi k. The distal part is formed as in the
asymmetri blade knives. The tapering base part, formed with slightly more abrupt
retou h, ends with a slightly oblique trun ation (Fig.4:a) or, more rarely, with a
narrow end-s raper front. The form of these implements suggests that they are int
substitutes of Bodrogkeresztur/Laznany opper knives [ f. in this volume: Klo hko,
 ska 1972: Abb.35℄.
Copper. . . , Fig.1:5; see also: Patay 1961: Tab.II-6; Si
2142. Ordinary blade daggers made from fragments of blade knives by fashioning a symmetri point with abrupt (60-70o) retou h. Their bases are shaped into
end-s raper fronts or left in natural state. The daggers are about 110 mm long,
20-30 mm wide and about 9 mm thi k (Fig.4:b). Their bases usually arry tra es of
rushing, sometimes of an intensity typi al for strikers. The rushings make these
implements reminis ent of spike-ended pressers, but their form suggests that originally they were rather int substitutes of Usatovo opper daggers [Zbenovi h 1966℄.
215. Asymmetri blade perforators made from small ( a. 80 mm long) fragments
of ordinary blade knives. They are about 25 mm wide and anywhere between 6
and 11 mm thi k. Their slightly asymmetri point is formed with abrupt (60-70o)
retou h, and their base always arries tra es of use as strikers (Fig.4: ). This latter
fa t, as well as formal similarities to spike-ended pressers and strikers suggest that
these implements may have been the original ÿideal" form of a tool whi h might be
des ribed as perforators-strikers.
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216. Blade pressers. A distin tive feature of this group of tools are use tra es in the
form of small rushings of the edges. However, the types des ribed below have a
well de ned form repeatedly o urring in the analyzed inventories.
2161. Spike-ended blade pressers, most of them made from broken o and abruptly
retou hed (55-80o) distal parts of daggers. Their length ranges from 35 to 65 mm,
the base width is between 15 and 20 mm, and the thi kness is 5-8 mm (Fig.4:d,e).
The retou h of lateral edges is usually disrupted by small rushing s ars, but the
most intense rushing is on the base and distal ends of spe imens. In one spe imen
the rushing is so severe that it produ ed a degree of rounding typi al for strikers.
Although these nds are distinguished prin ipally by the spe i tra es of use on
them, the presen e of analogous pie es made from akes ( ategory 2261) indi ates
that there existed an idea of su h a tool form.
2162. Double spike-ended pressers on blades, probably made from used-up knives
and daggers with abrupt (70-80o) retou h of two pointed tongues. This gives the
spe imens a spindle shape (Fig.4:f). Their length is 70-90 mm, maximum width is
slightly in ex ess of 15 mm, and the thi kness is about 8 mm. The retou h of lateral
edges is under ut by rushing s ars.
2163. Blunt-ended blade pressers made from used-up ordinary blade knives by forming a peg-shaped tongue, some 80 mm long and 10-15 mm wide (Fig.5:a) with
steep (60-70o) retou h. The tongue is usually ended with a narrow end-s raper front,
and the retou h of lateral edges is under ut by rushings. Their bases arry tra es
of use as strikers.
2164. Double blunt-ended pressers on blades made from used-up ordinary blade
knives by fashioning peg-shaped tongues like those des ribed above on both ends.
In some ases a learly wider fragment of the original knife survives between the
two tongues (Fig.5:b), and sometimes both tongues are ba k-to-ba k, giving the
implement the form of a narrow peg (Fig.5: ). Some of the tang tips arry tra es of
their use as strikers.
217. Blade strikers, a tool ategory distinguished by use tra es in the form of ne
rushings of edges in the distal part of spe imens. These mi ro- rushings are so
plentiful they give the impression that they were meant to produ e a rounding on
the pie es. Tra es of this kind are also in eviden e on some of the tools des ribed
above, but the usual pra ti e was to fashion strikers out of fragments of destroyed
tools. The existen e of a series of strikers sti king to a spe i shape pattern suggests
that there was a on eption of their typi al form.
2171. Ordinary blade strikers, with one of their rounded tips broader and slightly
asymmetri ally rounded, the other being fashioned into a short peg-like tongue.
Their length is 55-75 mm, width ranges from 25 to 30 mm, and they are from 5 to
11 mm thi k (Fig.5:d,e).
2172. Amorphous blade strikers whi h are small (30-45 mm long) fragments of blade
tools with rounding typi al for strikers on their tips. These pie es are the result of
ad ho use of waste material of any shape (Fig.4:g).
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22. Flake tools.
221. Arrowheads.
22111. Big arrowheads with on ave base, usually with meti ulous retou hed overing nearly all of both sides of the spe imens. They are from 27 to 43 mm long, 16
to 25 mm wide, and 3 to 6 mm thi k. Most spe imens have length-to-width ratios of
1.2-1.6 and straight sides (Fig.6:a,b); mu h fewer pie es are more elongated (1.8-1.9
ratios), and these are often less regular in shape and their sides are sometimes
onvex (Fig.6: ) or on ave.
22112. Ordinary arrowheads with on ave base, usually shaped with simple retou h,
often with less are than the large forms. Although here too the largest number of
spe imens have straight sides, there are more nds with onvex or on ave sides, and
there are ex eptional ases of distin tly asymmetri implements. These arrowheads
range in length from 13 and 25 mm, their width is 12-20 mm, and thi kness is 2-5
mm. The largest spe imens, over 21 mm long, are also the most slender ones, with
their length-to- width ratio ranging from 1.4 to 1.7 (Fig.6:d). The medium-sized
spe imens (17-21 mm long) are usually slightly squatter (1.2-1.4 ratio; Fig.6:e), and
the smallest ones are the widest of all (0.9-1.2 length-to-width ratio; Fig.6:f).
22121. Slim arrowheads with straight base, usually shaped with simple retou h. The
base edge is retou hed with the least are, and is therefore often rather irregular.
These tools are usually 27-32 mm long (in ex eptional ases this gure is merely
about 22 mm), 11-18 mm wide, and 2.5-5 mm thi k. The length-to-width (slimness)
ratio is in most ases 1.7-1.9 (Fig.6:g), and ex eptionally as high as 2.5 (Fig.6:h).
22122. Ordinary arrowheads with straight base, normally shaped with simple retou h
whi h tends to be less meti ulous in the base part, whi h is sometimes learly onvex
as a result. The spe imens predominantly have straight sides, but there are also
pie es with onvex or on ave sides and o asional asymmetri forms (Fig.6:k).
These arrowheads are anywhere between 13 and 26 mm long, 10 to 22 mm wide
and 2.5 to 5 mm thi k. Most of the spe imens ex eeding 20 mm in length have
slimness ratios of 1.3- 1.5 (Fig, 6:i), and more ompa t forms, with these ratios
in the 1.0-1.2 range, are mu h less frequent (Fig.6:j). The smaller arrowheads are
usually less regular (Fig.6:k,l) and their length-to-width ratio ranges from 1.0 to 1.6.
22131. Arrowheads made from tips of bigger spe imens, featuring a straight base
with tra es of breaking, only partly trimmed down with additional retou h. They
are usually small (14-18 mm long) and sto ky, with the slimness ratio standing at
around 1.2 (Fig.6:m).
22132. Amorphous arrowheads, whi h are ad ho reations, small in size. Some of
them are oval-shaped and arelessly retou hed (Fig.6:n), while others are spe ially
sele ted triangular hips with just some tra es of edge shape orre tion.
22133. Other arrowheads, unique in shape, not tting any of the pre eding ategories. Large slim arrowhead with not hed base and rounded sides (Fig.6:o) and a
fragment of a large arrowhead with a massive tang (Fig.6:p).
222. Bifa ial ake knives, with rounded base, one edge straight and the other bent,
forming an angle of about 125o. There was only one hoi e spe imen in the studied
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inventories, arefully worked with at surfa e retou h. It is 65 mm long, maximally
27 mm wide and 9 mm thi k (Fig.7:a). The other spe imen is a slightly smaller (51 x
30 x 8 mm) imitation of this form, exe uted with simple and in part bifa ial retou h
(Fig.7:b).
223. Flake end-s rapers. There was only one spe imen in the inventories, with
a narrow end-s raper front formed by retou h in the proximal part of a small
pseudo-blade (Fig.7:g).
224. Flake perforators. These are usually small (some 40 mm in diameter), less
frequently large, but always relatively thi k (8-17 mm) akes with one or more
sharp and short tongues exe uted with partially bifa ial retou h (Fig.7: ,d). The
natural shape of the akes was often made use of when fashioning the tongues.
225. Side-s rapers small akes with one edge entirely or partly overed with moderately abrupt retou h on one (Fig.7:e) or both sides (Fig.7:f). The retou hed edge
is usually about 40 mm long.
226. Flake pressers.
2261. Spike-ended ake pressers, analogous in shape to the spike-ended blade pressers, but made from akes (Fig.8:a) or pseudo-blades from destroyed axes (Fig.8:b).
2262. Amorphous ake pressers, whi h are small but relatively thi k akes (or, in
fa t, hips with the largest dimension usually around 30 mm), in most ases having
one edge shaped with retou h on one side, under ut with ne rushings (Fig.8: ,d).
227. Amorphous ake strikers.
2271. Strikers made from ordinary akes, usually small in size, the biggest dimension
being 30-55 mm, but relatively thi k (7-12 mm), with tra es of rushing and rounding
on two opposite-lying tips. The shape of some of these tools suggests that they
represent the nal stage of ake pressers use (Fig.8:e). Others, slimmer in shape,
resemble spike-ended blade strikers and pressers (Fig.8:f).
2272. Strikers made from akes from axes. These are akes or large slender hips
stru k o polished axes, with one gently rounded tip that was rushed and rounded
in the ourse of use. Their form is frequently reminis ent of spike-ended pressers
or the typi al blade strikers (Fig.8:g).
2273. Strikers made from ake tools. Small and large spe imens with short tongues
that were destroyed ( rushed and rounded) during use (Fig.8:h,i). They appear to
be the nal stage of utilization of ake side-s rapers and perforators.
228. Mi ro-s aled pie es. Small (15-35 mm in length and width, 5-13 mm thi k)
bipolar s aled pie es (Fig.7:i), usually made from akes or hips. There was also
one spe imen made from a split blade tool and another from a polished axe hip
(Fig.7:h).
23. Tools made from natural pie es and hunks.
231. Square axes, about 100 mm in length and slightly asymmetri in shape. One
of the narrower sides is straight while the other is ar hed, making the utting edge
only slightly wider than the width of the medial part of the spe imen (Fig.9:a).
The utting edge is about 40 mm wide, and the head between 18 and 25 mm; the
maximum thi kness of these implements is 20-25 mm. Polishing is on ned to the
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F i g . 1. Ordinary blade knives - variant A (A- So evka, from the ground surfa e; B- So evka, grave
34).
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F i g . 2. A- double blade end-s raper (Krasny Khutor, grave 33); B-C- ordinary blade knives - variant
B (B- So evka, grave 44; C- So evka, near grave 1/1947).
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F i g . 3. A- ordinary blade knife - variant C (Chernin, grave 66); B- small asymmetri blade knife (Krasny
Khutor, grave 127); C- big asymmetri

blade knife (Krasny Khutor, grave 133).
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F i g . 4. A- tanged blade dagger (Krasny Khutor, grave 50); B- ordinary blade dagger (So evka, grave
64); C- asymmetri blade perforator (Chernin, grave 65); D-E spike-ended blade pressers (D- So evka,
grave 60?; E- Krasny Khutor, grave 137); F- double spike-ended presser on blade (Chernin, grave 90);
G- amorphous blade striker (So evka, grave 83?)
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F i g . 5. A- blunt-ended blade presser (Krasny Khutor, grave 53 ); B-C- double blunt-ended pressers
on blades (B- Krasny Khutor, grave168; C- Krasny Khutor, grave 80); D-E- ordinary blade strikers (DSo evka, from outside the features - sq.I-8; E- Krasny Khutor, grave 122).
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F i g . 6. A-C- big arrowheads with on ave base (A- So evka, from outside the features - sq.J-11;
B- Krasny Khutor, unlabelled artefa t; C- Krasny Khutor, grave 130); D-F- ordinary arrowheads with
on ave base (D- So evka, from outside the features - sq.G-4; E- Krasny Khutor, grave 119; F- So evka,
from the ground surfa e); G-H- slim arrowheads with straight base (G- So evka, grave 5+6+7?; HChernin, grave 43); I-L- ordinary arrowheads with straight base (I- Chernin, unlabelled artefa t; JSo evka, from outside the features - sq.G-6; K- Chernin, grave 63; L- Krasny Khutor, grave 75); Marrowhead made from tip of bigger spe imen (Krasny Khutor, grave 119); N- amorphous arrowhead
(Krasny Khutor, grave 75); O-P- other arrowheads (O- Krasny Khutor, grave 126; P- Zavalovka, grave
3).
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F i g . 7. A-B- bifa ial ake knives (A- Chernin, grave 42; B- Chernin, unlabelled artefa t); C-D- ake
perforators (C- Krasny Khutor, grave 29; D- Chernin, grave 63); E-F- side-s rapers (E- Chernin, grave
12; F- Chernin, grave 48); G- ake end-s raper (Krasny Khutor, from outside the features - sq.I-15); H-Imi ro-s aled pie es (H- Krasny Khutor, grave 3; I- Chernin, grave 88).
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F i g . 8. A-B- spike-ended ake pressers (A- Chernin, grave 66; B- So evka, grave 70); C-D- amorphous
ake pressers (C- Zavalovka, from outside the features; D- Krasny Khutor, from the ground surfa e);
E-F- strikers made from ordinary akes (E- So evka, grave 39; F- Krasny Khutor, grave 45); G- striker
made from ake from axe (Krasny Khutor, grave 149); H-I- strikers made from ake tools (H- Krasny
Khutor, grave 126; I- So evka, grave 34).
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F i g . 9. A- square axe (So evka, grave 43?); B- hammer (Krasny Khutor, grave 137); C- striker made
from natural pie e (So evka, grave 43); D- striker made from axe fragment (Krasny Khutor, grave 63).
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F i g . 10. S heme of tool produ tion organization in the So evka group, based on ma rolithi blades
imported from Volhynia.
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larger surfa es of spe imens next to the utting edge. The heads are usually glossy.
232. Hammers. The distin tive feature of this tool ategory are use tra es in the form
of impa t rushing of the edges or sides of spe imens. There were two examples
in the analyzed materials, both made from large fragments of square axes. Tra es
of smashing are along what on e used to be the narrow sides of the axes (Fig.9:b).
Dimensions: 60-65 x 40-50 x 20 mm.
233. Amorphous pressers made from hunks, analogous in form to the amorphous
ake pressers made from hips that ould have originated from destroyed axes.
234. Amorphous strikers.
2341. Strikers made from axe fragments. Although these are markedly more massive
than the typi al blade strikers, they learly resemble them in shape: one of their
rounded tips is visibly wider than the other (Fig.9:d). Dimensions: 40-60 x 35-40 x
15-25 mm.
2342. Strikers made from natural pie es, namely small, relatively at nodules. The
largest dimension is 45-60 mm and the pie es are 10-25 mm thi k. They usually have
rushed edges along their entire ir umferen e. The most intense tra es on entrate
around the dis ernible short peg-shaped tongues (Fig.9: ). The base of one the
spe imens, learly bipolar in shape, shows rushing hara teristi for hammers.
3. Chunks
An attempt was made to in lude spe imens surviving in fragmentary form in
appropriate ategories. Unfortunately, in the ase of some of the tools this proved
impossible, and these nds were grouped in additional ategories that re e t the
insurmountable obsta les in analysis:
212-3?. Fragments of unde ned blade knives.
213-4?. Fragments of blade daggers or asymmetri knives.
212-7?. Fragments of unde ned blade tools.
212-7?2. Fragments of unde ned blade tools used as strikers, being fragments of
unde ned blade tools arrying tra es of use as strikers on one tip, and tra es of
trun ation or thermal fra ture on the other. It is impossible to judge whether these
are fragments of tools used as strikers or strikers made from destroyed blade tools.
2211-3?. Unde ned arrowheads.
223-7? Fragments of unde ned ake tools.
21-3?. Fragments of unde ned tools.
Given that the numbers of spe imens in the various ategories listed above
annot be interpreted in the simple traditional manner, the analyses based on the
presented ordering of materials must also di er from those employed in the lassi al typologi al-statisti al method. The basi role here has to be played by indies do umenting the morpho-te hnologi al hara ter of the examined olle tions.
These are ustomarily al ulated as a per entage of spe imens of a given lass in
a broader ategory of artefa ts. Sin e there are large numbers of fragmentary artefa ts, the indi es an often be just approximations, omputed using the impre ise
gure of the minimum number of nds identi ed as belonging to a given ategory.
In order to al ulate the various indi es here, the above ordering was rearranged
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to allow ombinations of the distinguished ategories of artefa ts to meet spe i
needs. In this approa h the proposed lassi ation served either as a typologi al
list of non-disjoint ategories or as a ompilation of several disjoint lassi ation
lists.
The same method was used not only to analyze the numbers of artefa ts in the
various ategories but also the frequen y of their o urren e in grave inventories.
When omparing inventories from the various emeteries using the simple
quantitative method it is possible to interpret di eren es in the same ategories
of artefa ts only, su h as the preferen es for diverse types of arrowheads. Quantitative di eren es in the o urren e of di erent tool ategories su h as arrowheads
or axes may be interpreted only after taking into a ount fa tors stemming from
di eren es in burial rituals.

1.4.

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

With the above assumptions in pla e, there was no need for detailed use-wear
analyses at the presented stage of study. However, all ma ros opi tra es of use high
gloss, rushings and smoothing were noted. The positioning of high gloss served only
to help re onstru t the morphologi al sense of the various implements and re reate
the history of reshaping ea h form.
The observed rushing and smoothing were given fun tional sense. Forms with
su h use tra es are usually being des ribed in the literature as fabri ators or retou hers. When these tra es o ur on the tip, the implements are sometimes regarded
as blunt-ended borers [Bal er 1975: 110℄. The opious and diverse olle tion of artefa ts of this kind in materials from emeteries of the So evka group provide a
good opportunity to examine the sequen e of use wear a umulation, and also to
explore the relations between these tra es and the various elements of spe imens
morphology. Analyses of this kind allow to in lude a vast majority of the examined forms in the ategory of strikers (or briquets in Fren h), well des ribed in the
literature, used to kindle re with pyrite and mar asite [Patte 1960; Witthoft 1966;
Champion 1976; Chelidonio 1988; Nieszery 1992℄. This interpretation is in good a ord with the ex eptional opiousness of artefa ts of this type in materials from the
analyzed rematory emeteries. When use wear is not too intense, it is impossible
to ma ros opi ally distinguish them from marks aused by pressing a hard material of any kind. These forms have been des ribed as pressers. It may be surmised
however that a great majority of amorphous pressers are in fa t initial strikers. It
were only the blade pressers, with numerous tra es of work down their long lateral
edges, that served a di erent fun tion initially at least and deserve to be des ribed
as ÿfabri ators".
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1.5.

ANALYSIS OF RITUAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING GRAVE
GOODS

The spe i nature of the onsidered inventories alls for an expansion of the
standard int artefa ts analyses aimed at a tentative explanation of the signi an e
of the various forms in individual assemblages. There are two questions to answer
here:
(i) Do all ategories of artefa ts qualify as grave goods, or were some of the
spe imens onne ted with burial rituals?
(ii) What were the prin iples of sele ting the various artefa t ategories to serve
as grave goods?
In this ontext, the state of preservation of the artefa ts and regularities in the
o-o urren e of various artefa t ategories in individual assemblages were examined. All nds with tra es of re on them were noted, assuming these tra es were
a quired during remation of the dead. Attention was also paid to all indi ations of
other pra ti es leading to the destru tion/ÿkilling" of a int artefa t, su h as breaking or splitting them. The results of these observations were taken into a ount
when exploring dependen es between the kind of artefa ts deposited in the grave
and the number of grave goods. All this served to identify funeral int inventories
typi al for ea h emetery and to assess these inventories quantitatively, distinguishing those that were poor, ri h or in some way ex eptional. It was also examined
how graves with similar grave goods were positioned within a emetery.
Regrettably, the insuÆ ient numbers of analyzed materials made it impossible
to employ more advan ed statisti al methods.

2.

FLINT INVENTORIES FROM CEMETERIES OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE

2.1.

CHERNIN

The north-eastern part of the emetery was ompletely destroyed before explorations were laun hed, but the south-western part survived in good ondition ( f. in
this volume: Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.1). The manner in whi h the site was
explored makes it impossible to reliably distinguish at this point in time the various
individual assemblages. Nonetheless, a series of isolated features suggest that the
graves were small, probably some 50 m in diameter. They ontained on entrations
of harred bones (e.g. graves 1+2, 14+15) whi h were sometimes a ompanied by
a vessel (e.g. graves 21, 52, 71) and in other ases by urns with body remation
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remains (e.g. graves 22+23, 39+40, 62+63). Less frequently, the remated human
remains were pla ed in urns (e.g. grave 53+?54) whi h ould have been a ompanied by a vessel (e.g. graves 43+44, 51). It is estimated that there are 55-65 graves
in the preserved part of the emetery. 27 of them (or about 45%) ontained int
inventories (Table 1).
The average number of artefa ts in a grave int inventory from Chernin is
relatively high more than three. This gure is de eptive, however, as one of the
assemblage is very large. About two-thirds of the inventories are de idedly poor,
ontaining not more than two artefa ts. In most ases the grave goods onsisted of
tools. Flake forms were less than half as numerous, and quartzite pebbles o urred
in two ases.
Blade tools were the most frequent forms deposited in graves. Usually, these
were ordinary knives, with less frequent perforators, pressers and strikers. The surprisingly rare o urren e of the latter artefa ts and the ontexts in whi h they appear
suggests they were an ordinary element of grave goods. Noteworthy is the la k of
asymmetri knives and daggers in the inventories. The blade tools whose raw material ould be identi ed were all made from Volhynian int. Only one spe imen was
identi ed by V.F. Petrougne (in this volume) as ÿgaize-Cenomanian int".
Arrowheads were pla ed in graves almost as frequently as blade tools, but
their numbers were learly higher. Straight-based forms predominate de idedly. This
predominan e may have been even more pronoun ed than it would appear from
Table 1 sin e the manner of exe ution of ordinary arrowheads with not hed base
(espe ially of the nds from the vi inity of graves 79 and 87) is more reminis ent
of the Early Bronze Age. None of the eight arrowheads whose raw material ould
be identi ed were made from Volhynian int.
Flake tools were deposited in graves with the same frequen y but in evidently smaller numbers. The predominant forms were side-s rapers and s aled pie es,
while strikers were absent altogether. Of the 11 ake tools whose raw material was
identi able, only one side-s raper was made from Volhynian int. Parti ularly noteworthy is the appearan e in the Chernin emetery of unique knives with bifa ial at
surfa e retou h (Fig.7:a,b), the only ones of their kind in materials of the So evka
group.
Also worth noting is the absen e of square axes and forms made from their
fragments in the grave goods. It is hard to judge to what extent this is a re e tion of
the int industry standards of the ommunity responsible for the Chernin emetery
on the one hand and of the burial ustoms on the other. The plunging ake from
grave 64 may be eviden e of the produ tion of square axes.
Flake forms were deposited in graves just as frequently as the various tool
ategories, and they are relatively numerous. Raw material ould be identi ed in
16 ases, but only two of the spe imens appear to be made from Volhynian int.
Almost 40% of the nds are harred. More than 30 re ttings were su essfully
made during studies of these materials, whi h means that spe ial are was taken
during the burial rituals to deposit the tool remains. Di erent ategories of imple-
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Table 1
Flint inventory from Chernin
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1221
2122
2123
215
2162
2171
212-7?1
212-7?2
22111
22112
22121
22122
22133
2211-3?
222
224
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2261
2262
223-7?
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3
TOTAL

Types of artefa ts
FEATURES
Grave 3
Grave 10
Grave 12
Grave 30
Grave 33+42
Grave 36
Grave 40
Grave 43
Grave 46
Grave 48
Grave 49
Grave 50
Grave 52
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Grave 62+63
Grave 64+65
Grave 66
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Grave 71
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Grave 79
Grave 84
Grave 87
Grave 88
Grave 90
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1?

1
1

1

1

1?
1
1
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1 3
1

1

2
1
2

2
1
1

1

1
1

1

1
7 16 5 2 2 1 2 4
7 16 5 2 2 1 2 4

1
1
1
1
3
1
3 1 1
6
1
1 3 5 1
10
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
3 1 1
1 9 29
1 1
8
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2 1 3 5 14 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 4 9 89
2
1
1 1
5
2 1 3 5 16 1 2 2 1 4 1 1 2 5 9 94
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ments were exposed to re to a di erent extent. Three out of four arrowheads and
almost the same proportion of blade tools were harred, as ompared to less than
one out of four ake tools (not one of whi h was a s aled pie es) and some 15%
of akes and hips.
Looking at the dependen es between the kinds of artefa ts deposited in graves,
the tra es of re on them, and the sizes of assemblages in whi h they o ur, it is
possible to divide the int grave goods from Chernin into three groups. The least
ri h ones ontain one or two artefa ts akes, hips or s aled pie es; in ex eptional
ases a ake tool or perhaps a int striker. These artefa ts were usually deposited
in graves in un harred form. One gets the impression that they ended up in graves
as a result of an intention to pla e there ÿjust some int pie e". They onstitute
almost 40% of assemblages. A grave typi ally ontained anywhere between one and
ten tools. Not more than three blade spe imens and ake tools were present in
any one grave, and the size of assemblages appears to depend on the number of
arrowheads. Although the arrowheads may o ur alongside other tool lasses, they
alone onstitute the ri hest inventory of the group, and in most ases appear to have
been deposited singly. The poorer grave assemblages are entirely harred, with the
ex eption of single arrowheads; however, the onne tion of some of the latter with
the So evka group materials remains doubtful. In the larger assemblages only some
of the artefa ts are harred. Assemblages of this type amount to about 45% of all
assemblages with int goods. In four of these large assemblages, ontaining from
two to nine tools, there were also from two to 19 hips, hunks or quartzite pebbles.
The signi an e of these additions is not lear.
The graves with int goods are on entrated in the south-western half of
the emetery. Those with the least quantity of materials are grouped along the
north-eastern boundary of this zone, while graves with ri h goods and those ontaining arrowheads are along the north-western periphery, i.e., arranged diagonally
in the entral part of the site.
The tentative interpretation of grave goods from the Chernin emetery di ers
radi ally from the on lusions arrived at by A. G. Kolesnikov [1993℄. This is also
true of analyses of the other emeteries. The di eren es stem from an entirely
di erent understanding of the fundamental eviden e ategories.

2.2.

KRASNY KHUTOR

The north-western and south-eastern extremities of the emetery were destroyed prior to the beginning of ex avations. The remaining part probably survived
in good state, although the relatively large quantity of materials olle ted on the
surfa e may be ause for on ern. The methods used to explore the site do not
allow us today to distinguish separate assemblages with reliability, espe ially in the
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Flint inventory from Krasny Khutor
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entral ri hest part of the emetery. The well isolated features from the fringes of
the emetery suggest that the graves were small, some 50 m in diameter [ f. in
this volume: Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , Fig.4℄. Only one grave, number 84 at the edge
of the destroyed area, had its goods s attered over the surfa e of more than one
square meter. The graves ontained from one (e.g. graves 10 and 16) to four (grave
4+5+11+12) remation urns. In most ases one or two urns were a ompanied by
harred remains deposited loosely in the grave pit (e.g. graves 3+9+168, 15+90,
48+139). There were mu h fewer numbers of pit graves (e.g. number 100) in whi h
remation remains were sometimes a ompanied by a vessel (e.g. graves 91 and
104). A ording to estimates, there were about 100 graves in the surviving part of
the emetery, and 40 of their number ontained int reli s (Table 2).
The average number of int artefa ts in the grave inventories in Krasny Khutor
is high almost four spe imens. The grave goods usually onsisted of tools, rarely
a ompanied by akes, and in just one ase by a single blade.
The most frequently o urring and most numerous in Krasny Khutor graves
were blade tools. Predominant among them are knives, with the ordinary variety
o urring twi e as often as the asymmetri type. The se ond most numerous ategory
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of blade tools are strikers, but these appear to be eviden e of burial rituals merely
adding to the volume of inventories. Daggers, espe ially the tanged spe imens are
relatively numerous, and also present are spike-ended blade pressers as well as
the blunt-ended pressers and end-s rapers whi h are known only from this site.
The blade tools whi h ould be identi ed as to raw material were all made from
Volhynian int.
Arrowheads were en ountered half as often, although their numbers are also
high. Spe imens with on ave base outnumber those with straight base three to
one. This tenden y is underlined by the presen e of a unique spe imen, large and
slim, with a not hed base and rounded sides (Fig.6:o). Also relatively numerous
are arrowheads made on an ad ho basis from destroyed larger forms or hips. Of
the seven spe imens whose raw material ould be identi ed, at least four are made
from non-Volhynian ints.
Amorphous strikers made from akes, hunks and in one ase from a natural
pie e o ur in the inventories with the same frequen y but in mu h smaller numbers.
Their signi an e in the inventories appears to be only as eviden e of burial rituals.
Just one out of four of these nds is made from Volhynian int.
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Ordinary ake tools and s aled pie es o urred in just three assemblages. All
are made from Volhynian int. Flakes ended up in graves equally rarely but in quite
large numbers. A single blade was also among the nds. The akes, originating from
axes, and the one blade were made from Volhynian int, whereas the remaining nds
represented other raw materials.
There are no square axes in the Krasny Khutor materials, but at the same
time artefa ts made from destroyed spe imens of su h axes o ur in almost one
in four of the grave assemblages. They in lude hammers, strikers made from large
fragments or akes, a ake s aled pie e, two hips fragments of polished surfa es,
and a plunging ake. Almost half of these nds are made from non-Volhynian
ints. V.F. Petrougne distinguished among them both lo al varieties and ints from
along the Dniester. The ontexts in whi h the artefa ts from this group were found
suggest that they were not alternative o erings, but that they do ument just one
way of a quiring raw materials for more amorphous int produ tion.
More than 55% of the nds from Krasny Khutor bear tra es of re. More than
30 re ttings were done in the ourse of examining the re overed material, and this
means that great are was exer ised to deposit all fragments of tools harred in
the ourse of burial rituals. Not all ategories of artefa ts were subje ted to re
treatment to the same extent. Nearly 95% of arrowheads are harred, as are 60%
of blade tools and just under 15% of the other artefa ts.
Three basi groups may be distinguished in the int grave goods in Krasny
Khutor, basing on the kind of tools that were deposited, tra es of re they bear,
and the size of assemblages they were found in. The rst are inventories with blade
tools. The poor ones onsist of one to ve implements, there usually being one or
two, in ex eptional ases three ordinary blade tools. These are often a ompanied
by strikers of diverse type, and sometimes a ake tool or s aled pie e. Although
assemblages of this type a ount for more than half of grave furnishings, single
arrowheads o ur in just two ases. The ri her assemblages with blade tools just
three of whi h are known ontain from ve to seven artefa ts. These in lude at
least three ordinary blade tools and always a single arrowhead. Normally only some
of the spe imens in these assemblages arry tra es of harring. Five grave furnishings
onsisting ex lusively of strikers, in one ase a ompanied by numerous hips, may
be treated as a variety of the poorest assemblages. These obje ts are probably
apparent grave goods, being in fa t remains of burial rituals.
The se ond group of inventories onsists of assemblages with arrowheads, ontaining between one and eight artefa ts. The poorest assemblages onsist of arrowheads alone, while the ri her ones ontain also strikers and akes. The arrowheads
nearly always arry tra es of re. There were eight assemblages of this type in Krasny
Khutor.
The last group of inventories, represented by two assemblages, boast the ri hest
grave goods. They are ombinations of ri h varieties of both the types des ribed
above, ontaining three or four blade tools, eight or nine arrowheads, and either a
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hip or a hunk. Nearly all the arrowheads and some of the blade tools bear tra es
of harring.
The graves ontaining int artefa ts, regardless of the ri hness and kind of
their furnishings, are s attered throughout the area of the emetery, tending to
on entrate in its enter, as do other graves in fa t.

2.3.

SOFIEVKA

The northern part of the emetery was destroyed ompletely before ex avations
were undertaken, while almost all of the western part was onsiderably damaged by
wind erosion. The s ale of this erosion and the displa ements of materials it brought
about is illustrated by the performed re ttings of int materials. A fragment of a
blade knife from grave 44 was dis overed more than ve meters to the north-west
of it, while a part of a stone adze from grave 64 was found lying more than two
meters east of the feature. It is thus no wonder that more than half of the int nds
re overed from this site annot be asso iated with spe i graves.
Today it is no longer possible to distinguish individual assemblages in a reliable
manner, given the state of preservation and manner of do umenting reli s from
the emetery. However, a number of distin tly isolated on entrations of materials
indi ate that individual graves were up to one meter in diameter ( f. in this volume:
Videikio, Cemeteries. . . , Fig.5:1℄. Ea h usually ontained several on entrations of
harred bones and sometimes grave goods in the form of one or two vessels and
int, stone or opper artefa ts, often deposited lose to the bone on entrations (e.g.
graves 34-36, 44, 114-117; [ f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , Fig.5:3-4, 5:6℄). Sometimes a
part (e.g. graves 17-19, 62-64 [ f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , Fig.5:2, 5:5℄) or all of the
remains (e.g. grave 8) were pla ed in urns. A ording to estimates, there were at
least 70 to 80 graves in the surviving part of the emetery. Today int nds an be
asso iated with only a third of their number, but this gure appears to have been
redu ed as a result of the state of preservation of the site.
The average number of int artefa ts in a grave inventory in So evka is low just
two but this may be due to the onsiderable ruination of the site. The int obje ts
are pra ti ally nothing but tools, with single blade or akes o urring sporadi ally
(Table 3).
Blade tools are the most frequently o urring and most numerous ategory in
So evka. Ordinary and asymmetri knives are the predominant types, and strikers
are also plentiful. The only identi able raw material is Volhynian int. The single
blade that was re overed from the site is also made from this kind of int.
The se ond most frequent tool ategory deposited in graves omprises square
axes as well as pressers and strikers made from their fragments. In this ase too
the identi able raw material was Volhynian int, the only ex eption being a loose
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Table

3

Flint inventory from So evka

Grave 3/1947

1

1

1

2
1

Grave 22

1

1

Grave 34

1

1

1 1

Grave 37

3

1

1

Grave 39+40

1
1

1

Grave 44

1

1

2

1

3

1

Grave 45

2

1

Grave 47

1

2

1

Grave 60

1

1

Grave 63+64

1

1

1
1

1 1

1

2 1

1

1

10

1

Grave 68

1

2

1

2

1

1

Grave 70+71

1

1

1

3

Grave 72

1

Grave 83

1

1 1 1

3

Grave 88

1

Grave 94(94,95)

1

1

Grave 114+115

1

1
1 2

TOTAL

3

21-3?

1

Grave 19

TOTAL

2342

2341

1

Grave 5+6+7

Grave 69

233

1
1

Grave 6/1947

Grave 67

231

1

Grave 5/1947

Grave 43

2273

2271

2261

2211-3?

22132

22122

22121

22112

22111

212-7?2

212-7?1

2172

2171

2161

2142

2141

2132

2131

2123

2122

2121

1222

1221

121

FEATURES

11

Types of artefa ts

1

1 3 1 1 2

1

3

1 1 3 2 4 2 2 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 2 3

49

Artefa ts from
outside the features

1 2 3

1

1

1 1 1 3

5

1

1 1

2

24

Artefa ts from the
ground surfa e
Unlabelled artefa ts

TOTAL

1

1

1

2 1

2
3 1 2 1

2

1 13 24
7

1 3 2 3 2 4 1 1 2 1 1 2 4 2 7 4 3 9 3 11 2 4 1 1 1 5 1 3 4 1 15 104
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nd of an amorphous striker with tra es of polishing on its surfa e whi h was made
from a lo al raw material.
Slightly less frequent but o urring in greater numbers in the graves were arrowheads. Spe imens with straight base predominate, but the larger assemblages
always feature also forms with on ave bases, mostly large in size. About half of
the artefa ts whose raw material ould be identi ed are made from Volhynian int.
Among the other raw materials V.F. Petrougne distinguished spe imens made from
ints originating in the Ukrainian Shield zone.
The explored graves did not yield any ordinary ake tools, but there were fairly
numerous strikers made from pebbles of lo al ints as well as strikers made from
akes stru k o these pebbles or tools made out of them. The spe i fun tion of
these implements as well as the te hnology and raw material setting them o from
the rest of the inventory suggest that they are not so mu h elements of standard
grave furnishings as items onne ted with burial rituals.
Merely around one-fourth of the int artefa ts from So evka arry tra es of
re, most frequently arrowheads, and slightly less often (25-30%) blade tools. The
other artefa ts are not a e ted by re. It appears that prior to deposition in the
graves the tools were killed /destroyed in some other manner. Pra ti es of this kind
are do umented by broken blade knives and destroyed axes from graves 34-36 and
44. Similar ustoms may be surmised in the ase of inventories in whi h the blade
tools and axes are repla ed by strikers made from these implements (e.g. graves 37
and 45). These strikers appear to have a twofold role in grave inventories, namely
that of a gift symbolizing the tool from whi h it was made, and of a tool used in
the ourse of burial rituals.
Looking at the relationships between the kinds of deposited artefa ts, the manner of their destru tion and size of inventories of whi h they are a part, we an divide
the grave goods in So evka into the poor and the ri h. The former ontain one or,
less frequently, two artefa ts. They ome in two kinds. On the one hand we have inventories featuring a blade tool or a striker made from su h a tool. Two inventories
in luding strikers made from natural pie es and a ake may be seen as a variant of
this kind of grave goods, although they are probably not grave goods in the stri t
sense of the term but rather eviden e of burial rituals. The artefa ts from poor
assemblages were not harred. They a ount for about 40% assemblages with int
goods. The poor assemblages of the se ond kind onsist ex lusively of arrowheads,
all of whi h are harred. Only three su h inventories were dis overed. The two dis overies of single un harred axes annot be regarded as poor grave goods. These
implements were all a ompanied by artefa ts made from other raw materials, namely lithi adzes and opper tools, and should thus be seen as a unique variant of
ri h inventories. The ri h inventories typi ally onsist of two or three spe imens, in
most ases an axe together with a blade tool, and possibly also a striker or ake.
One su h assemblage onsisted of a blade knife and two arrowheads. Some strikers
and blade tools in a number of these assemblages are harred. The ex eptionally
ri h inventory from grave 62-64 appears to represent a variant of this kind of grave
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goods. It features three blade tools (in luding the only dagger re overed in So evka), two blade strikers, a presser made from a hunk (probably originating from an
axe), probably four arrowheads, and also a lithi adze. Two of the int tools display
signs of harring.
The graves with int goods on entrate in the entral part of the emetery. The
ri her ones (with axes) tended to be loser to the emetery's north-eastern limit,
while the poor ones o upied the site's enter. Graves with arrowheads as well as
the isolated nds of these implements were distributed mostly around the periphery
of the emetery, the ex eption being the ri hest grave 62-64 whi h was right at its
enter.

2.4.

ZAVALOVKA

This small emetery was almost ompletely destroyed before ar haeologists
ommen ed their ex avations. Be ause of this, it is impossible to say today whether the graves were larger units, ea h ontaining several on entrations of harred
bones, or whether ea h small on entration of remains onstitutes a separate unit.
The fairly modest surfa e olle tion of artefa ts suggests that whatever its arrangement the emetery was tiny, omprising not more than 16 or so graves (Table
4).
At least half of the un overed grave features ontained int obje ts. The grave
goods were fairly modest, on average numbering two or three artefa ts in every
inventory, usually tools. The size of int inventories and the small number of reovered artefa ts pre ludes quantitative analyses of the entire olle tion. However,
several basi fa ts are worth noting.
Nearly 90% of the dis overed artefa ts bear tra es of re. All ategories of
artefa ts were onsigned to ames, and the harring is usually so intense that quite
a number of the nds annot be fully identi ed.
Blade tools were pla ed in graves most frequently and in the greatest numbers.
Arrowheads were half as frequent and mu h less numerous. The dominant ategory
of these implements are arrowheads with a straight base. Noteworthy among their
number is an untypi al spe imen with a massive tang (Fig.6:p) and the fa t that the
only nd of this ategory whose raw material ould be identi ed was made of Volhynian int. Also worth noting is the small number of strikers, among whi h there are
no ake forms or implements made from natural pie es. There are just a few ake
tools, s aled pie es and akes. None of the three nds in this group whi h ould be
identi ed as to raw material were made from Volhynian int. The grave inventories
la k any tra e of the use of axes. However, one of the published unlabelled nds
was probably an amorphous axe ( f. in this volume: Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . ,
Fig.76:3e).
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Table 4
Flint inventory from Zavalovka

Grave 2

2

Grave 3

1

Grave 4

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

Grave 11

4

1

Grave 7

1

1

1

1

Grave 13

1

1

Grave 16
TOTAL

1

4
1

1

Grave 15

TOTAL

3

231

228

223-7?

2262

225

22133

22132

22122

22121

22112

212-7?2

212-7?1

2171

2161

213-4?

FEATURES

1221

121

Types of artefa ts

1
1

1

1

1

1

2

1
1

3

1

3

1

1

4
1

1

1

1

19

Artifa ts from
outside the features

3

1

1

2

7

Artifa ts from the
ground surfa e

2

Unlabelled artifa ts
TOTAL

tery.

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

8

3

2

5

1

1

1
1
1

2

6
1?

1

3

1

2

1?

8
1

40

The graves with arrowheads were lustered together in the enter of the eme-

2.5.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FLINT INVENTORIES FROM THE VARIOUS
CEMETERIES

Flint materials from the various So evka group emeteries di er onsiderably from ea h other. Virtually the only element they share is the leading role of
an industry relying on ma rolithi blades imported from Volhynia, more than 200
kilometers away. Di eren es in a ess to the Volhynian int blades should therefore perhaps be viewed as the most important fa tor di erentiating the studied
assemblages.
The grave goods from emeteries in Zavalovka and Chernin are onsiderably
poorer, both in terms of quantity and quality. In both these sites the tool set was
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augmented using amorphous ake ore pro essing and the splintering te hnique
applied to lo al raw materials of inferior quality [ f. Petrougne, Petrographi al. . . ,
in this volume℄. Also noteworthy is the presen e in Chernin of a greater number of
variant C of the ordinary blade knives in very advan ed stages of exploitation. The
diÆ ulties in a essing Volhynian int blades suggested by the previous observations
are not justi ed by the geographi al position of the Chernin and Zavalovka sites
[ f. Petrougne, Petrographi al. . . , Fig.1℄. It would thus seem that the ommunities
responsible for these emeteries o upied a pla e in a stri tly hierar hi al Volhynian
int distribution market that was opposite to the ommunities from So evka and
Krasny Khutor. A omparison of the size of the various sites and the numbers
of opper artefa ts shows that di eren es between the sites were not on ned to
the int industry alone. The emeteries in Zavalovka and Chernin were probably
used by peripheral groups living on the extremities of the So evka e umene, while
So evka and Krasny Khutor represent the prin ipal enters of this tradition.
Considerable di eren es are also apparent between int inventories within
ea h of the above groups. These signify di eren es not just in funeral rituals and
int produ tion, but also the mu h more important di eren es in so io-e onomi
organization.
In Krasny Khutor the int artefa ts were harred more than twi e as often
as in So evka where they were sometimes killed by breaking or splitting. Also
the role of strikers in the two sites was di erent. All this suggests that the ritual involving body remation was still not fully established in the days when the
So evka emetery was operational. This hypothesis is also supported by data unrelated to the int industry, su h as the large size of graves in So evka, un hara teristi for remation graves. It may thus be surmised that the site dates to an
older period, something that is on rmed by the few radio arbon dates available
from the two sites [sf. Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . , in this volume℄.
The grave goods in So evka are onsiderably less ri h than in Krasny Khutor.
One of the prin ipal artefa t ategories in the former emetery was the square axe
whi h was of no signi an e whatsoever in Krasny Khutor, and this despite indire t eviden e in the re overed materials of a ontinued widespread use of these
tools. In So evka graves ontaining arrowheads are few in number, poor and onned to the edges of the emetery. In Krasny Khutor on the other hand they are
almost twi e as frequent, with ri her grave goods and distributed in the standard
manner. These di eren es had to be due to so io-e onomi transformations taking
pla e among So evka ommunities, whi h appear to onsist in the emergen e within these ommunities of a group of people who were buried with unique grave
goods in luding military equipment a bow [ f. Klo hko, Ko±ko, Weapons. . . , in this
volume℄. Worth re alling in this ontext that V.F. Petrougne distinguished among
the arrowheads in So evka spe imens made from ints originating in the Ukrainian
Shield zone. This may be an indi ation of the dire tion from whi h this trend arrived [Petrougne, Petrographi al. . . , Fig.1℄. Another possible indi ation of this trend
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may be the relatively numerous int daggers in grave inventories in Krasny Khutor.
It annot be ruled out however that, similarly as in the ase of the appearan e of
end-s rapers, the daggers may simply be a onsequen e of an in reasing ri hness of
grave goods.
The transformations referred to above must have a e ted the int industry.
The demand for arrowheads stimulated the development of ore exploitation te hniques geared to ake produ tion. Eviden e of this pro ess is the appearan e of
ordinary ake tools in the Krasny Khutor materials. There also emerge di eren es
between int industries that are easily dete table by means of lassi al typologial analyses and whi h onsist in various preferen es for di erent types of implements within the same important tool ategory. In So evka the numeri ally predominant type of arrowhead is the one marked by a straight base, whereas in Krasny
Khutor an even more popular form is that with the on ave base. This hange
may be seen as possibly due to in uen es from the south [ f. Klo hko, Ko±ko,
Weapons. . . ℄.
The inventories from Zavalovka and Chernin are also di erent, although the
pau ity of materials in this ase hinders the relevant analyses. The Chernin materials ontain learly more arrowheads (although they are still of the straight-base
variety), the ake tools are learly present, while there are relatively fewer blade
tools and no axes whatsoever. Applying the same kind of reasoning that was used
in the ase of So evka and Krasny Khutor, it may be on luded that the emetery in Chernin is relatively younger. This suggestion is supported by the per entage of artefa ts harred in the ourse of burial rituals whi h in Chernin is similar as in Krasny Khutor. Also in tune with these observations are the relatively
early 14C dates for two graves in the Zavalovka emetery [ f. Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . and Kadrow, Absolute. . . , in this volume℄. However,
out of tune with all these dependen es, the per entage of harred forms in materials from Zavalovka is higher than in Chernin, in fa t being the highest among
all the emeteries onsidered here. If this is not an in idental situation, it may point to the dire tion from whi h the body remation ritual arrived to the So evka
group.
As for the areas with whi h the ommunities from Zavalovka and Chernin
maintained onta ts, it is worth re alling the bifa ially retou hed knives found in
Chernin. Their losest analogy is the spe imen from the Pit- and Comb-marked
Pottery ulture site of Pogorelovka-Vyr hish he on the middle Desna [Neprina, Zaliznyak, Krotova 1986: Fig.63:34℄. Materials from this region, in luding also those
from the site just mentioned, ontain also numerous analogies of the arrowhead
with massive tang re overed from the Zavalovka emetery [Neprina 1976; Neprina,
Zaliznyak, Krotova 1986℄. Both these forms t in the long int working traditions
of the Pit- and Comb-marked Pottery and Volosovo ultures of the vast Eastern
European Lowland and the Valday Upland [Zimina 1981: Plates 63:7-8 and 64:28;
Kraynov 1987: Fig.4℄.
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3.

FLINT INDUSTRY OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE

Throughout the development of the So evka type, the prin ipal element of its
int industry was pro essing of ma rolithi blades imported from Volhynia. These
blades were obtained from arefully prepared single-platform ores with the debitage surfa e shaped by rests and a meti ulously prepared striking platform ensuring a steep angle de hasse. The hara teristi features of these blades in lude:
{ small butts, nely fa eted, learly standing out against the width of the pie es
(Fig.1:a,b);
{ a visible lip along the entire length of the butt whi h la ks a bulb (the proximal
part of the lower fa e of the blades is often downright on ave);
{ parallel lateral edges and distin t urving of spe imens, most pronoun ed in
the medial part (Figs 1:b and 3: ).
Experiments intended to re onstru t the te hnique of making su h blades were
performed by Witold Migal, whose kind assistan e is gratefully a knowledged here.
Migal's ndings suggest that the above features were the produ t of exploiting
uniquely prepared ores with the use of a soft wooden pun h. At the same time many
elements of the ore shaping are similar to features known from the older Tripolye
assemblages produ ed with the help of opper pun hes. The produ tion te hnique
responsible for blades of the So evka group thus appears to be a deteriorated
form of the Chal olithi traditions typi al for the older Tripolye workshops from
Volhynia.
Originally, the ores were more than 20 m long (Fig.1). They were repeatedly
re-prepared, and thereby shortened, during exploitation. They remained in use until
they provided blades about 12 m in length (Fig.3: ). The nal and useless blades
nally nishing o the ore were 7-8 m long (Fig.3:b).
The omplete absen e of rested blades and the mere tra e presen e of Volhynian int akes in the studied assemblages show that only arefully sele ted blades
arrived to the areas o upied by the So evka people. The examined materials ontained no tra es whatsoever of alternative blade pro essing. What is more, the
pro essing of lo al raw materials is highly primitive, employing the hard hammer
and la king ore form preparation. This suggests that the So evka people were nor
familiar with the te hnique of making ma rolithi blades, and that their skills were
apparently limited to just retou h-shaping spe i tools.
The parameters of the blade determined the kind of tools that was fashioned
out of it. The largest spe imens over 15 m in length were usually used to make
ordinary blade knives (Fig.1, 2:b). Medium-sized blades (12-16 m long) also served to make tanged daggers (Fig.4:a), while the shortest pie es were fashioned
into asymmetri blade knives (Fig.3:b, ). All these tools were later reshaped many
times. The modi ations ould have onsisted in repeated sharpening of the same
tool, su h as an ordinary blade knife (Figs 2: and 3:a), by means of retou h. Also,
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the given tool ould have been turned into a di erent type of implement. The analyzed inventories provide eviden e of a whole range of su h reshapings (Figs 2:a,
4:b, , 5:a,b,e) whi h are s hemati ally illustrated in Fig.10. It appears that, generally speaking, tool produ tion in the initial phase onsisted mostly in fashioning
implements utilizing the long lateral edges of blades (diverse knives). In the next
phase, these were usually turned into tools whose ru ial elements were suitably
shaped tips, namely the smaller daggers, asymmetri perforators, some of the pressers and, nally, the end-s rapers. The remains of fully used blade tools served as
pressers/strikers. The same fate befell fragments of destroyed axes and ake tools.
The blade industry of the So evka group is marked by strong in uen es of the
opper produ tion traditions, evident in:
{ the organization of produ tion in a spe ialized enter whi h then exported
implements but not the know-how,
{ tool produ tion organization onsisting in repeated remodeling of used-up
forms,
{ the form of some of the tools, notably the daggers and square axes.
Industries of this type are known from several groups of slightly older Chalolithi sites s attered over a large area of entral Europe. The shared features of
these industries trans end the borders of ar haeologi al ultures. SuÆ e it to say
that good analogies of almost all the blade tool ategories distinguished in the Soevka group an be found, for example, in the Funnel Beaker ulture assemblages
of the Little Poland Upland whi h are about 500 years older in age [Bal er 1975:
Figs 16-24℄. Analogies in raw materials use suggest that the int blade industry of
the So evka group was taken over from the slightly older assemblages of the Tripolye ulture from Volhynia [Pelesh hyshyn 1990; Konopla 1990℄. At this point in
time it is impossible to say whether the similarities between the two areas have to
do with the genesis of the So evka group or whether they have appeared already
in an earlier phase of the Tripolye ulture [Kruts 1977℄. In the beginning of the 3rd
millennium BC, the int blade industry of the So evka group gives the impression
of being a reli of a previous age.
Be ause of the manner of tool produ tion organization in the So evka group,
the numbers of spe imens belonging to ea h tool ategory in the various inventories annot serve as indi ators of ultural traditions. Rather, they ould serve
to illustrate the raw material auen e and fun tion of the individual settlement
points. Indi ations of ultural uniqueness must be sought among subtle morphologi al and te hnologi al di eren es between spe imens of the same tools ategories.
Worth mentioning in this ontext is the preparation of distal and proximal ends of
blades for hafting, a pro ess hara teristi for the So evka type and onsisting in
the fashioning of distin tive trun ations similar to those on the Upper Palaeolithi
ÿKostenki-type knives".
In the older stage of the So evka group, the ma rolithi blades arriving from
Volhynia were also a ompanied by square axes. These too are typi al omponents of Chal olithi int industries, and their ties with opper tool produ tion
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are sometimes seen in morphologi al features of se ondary signi an e, su h as
for example the slight widening of the utting edge in some of the int spe imens
[ f. Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.50:2, and also Dobes 1989: Abb. 1℄. As the signi an e of int axes in the burial rituals of the So evka group de reases, the
manner of their a quiring also hanges. In Krasny Khutor we have spe imens imported from the middle Dniester area [ f. Petrougne, Petrographi al. . . ℄ and even
more numerous eviden e of independent produ tion of these tools from lo al raw
materials.
The third important element of the int industry of the So evka type is arrowheads produ tion. Arrowheads are already known from the older assemblages of
the Tripolye ulture, but these were slightly di erent in shape and usually mu h larger [e.g. Ryndina, Engovatova 1990: Fig.3; Sorokin 1991: Fig.16℄. The fa t that the
produ tion of this type of implements was related with the older Tripolye tradition
may be on rmed by the relatively large per entage of Volhynian int spe imens
in the So evka materials as well as by the predominan e in most inventories of
straight-based forms. The produ tion of these tools evolved onsiderably in the Soevka type, this being shown by the dominan e of arrowheads with on ave bases
in Krasny Khutor. The presen e of arrowheads made from int from the Ukrainian Shield zone indi ates the areas where the in uen es stimulating this evolution
pro ess originated. This theory is supported by the fa t that produ tion of arrowheads with on ave bases had a long tradition in the steppe regions in the Southern
Bug and Dnieper river basins. Spe imens of this kind are known not only from
the Yamnaya ulture whi h is ontemporaneous to the So evka group [Shaposhnikova 1985: 343℄ in the area in question these implements boast an extremely long
tradition [Rassamakin 1994℄.
The ties to southern regions dis ernible in arrowheads produ tion are important, being indire t indi ations of the origins of the so io-e onomi transformations
taking pla e in the history of the So evka group. These transformations are also
apparent in the spe i role of this lass of artefa ts in burial rituals - as well as
in the int industry. Analyses of raw materials used to make arrowheads from Krasny Khutor and Chernin show that this produ tion developed independently of the
Volhynian produ tion enter relying mainly on lo al raw materials. It is probably
no a ident that the ri her grave goods with arrowheads re overed from Krasny
Khutor usually ontain also akes or strikers made from akes and ake tools.
They probably do ument the evolution of a int industry whi h is distin t as regards te hnology ( ake ore) and organization (individually ompleted produ tion
y le, from raw material a quisition to produ tion of the nal form). In this part
of Europe, int produ tion of this kind is typi al for later times the turn of the
Neolithi and the Bronze Age. Ri hly furnished graves of int knappers/arrowhead
makers are known from the Cata omb ulture along the Don [Smirnov 1983; Nikolova, Bunyatyan 1991℄, as well as from the Middle-Dniester ulture along the Upper
Dnieper [Artemenko 1964℄ and from the Corded Ware ulture in Little Poland [Tunia 1979℄.
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The previously dis ussed aÆnities of the knives shaped with bifa ial at surfa e retou h, whi h are exoti among the So evka materials (Fig.7:a,b), may be an
important ontribution to analyses of the origins of this manner of tool formation
in the part of Europe in question. The te hnique took hold along the middle Dnieper slightly later at the turn of the Neolithi and Bronze Age [Artemenko 1964;
1987℄ while in Volhynia and Little Poland only in the Early Bronze Age [Ma hnik
1977℄.
The performed analyses show that the int industry of the So evka type is a
good illustration of the transition of Chal olithi int pro essing into that typi al
for the turn of the Neolithi and the Bronze Age. The fa ts emerging from eviden e
from the investigated emeteries appear to be a signum temporis for ommunities
inhabiting this part of Europe in those days. Many analogies to them may be indiated in materials of the so alled Zªota ulture, a small ommunity of those times
inhabiting the border with the Globular Amphorae e umene in the Vistula valley
[Krzak 1976; Ma hnik 1979; Lederman 1980;  ibior 1991a, 1991b℄. Although both
these groups are still not too well known, they appear to resemble the Gateway
ommunities in a number of respe ts [Hirth 1978℄.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF STONE MATERIALS FROM
LATE-TRIPOLYE CEMETERIES OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE

Investigated olle tions from the four monuments∗ omprise both sedimentary
and rystalli (magmati and metamorphi ) ro ks, with generally prevailing burnt
its samples, however, a tually unstudied due to the aforementioned feature.
The arti le uses ommon geologi al and mineralogi al terms [Polovinkina at
al. 1948; Polovinkina 1966; 1968a; 1968b; Atlas 1973; Geolog heskiy 1978℄, ex ept
for few spe ially outlined ases, and are not provided with spe ial explainations in
the text.
Prin iple methods for studying the stone olle tions in luded expert-visual and
immersion-mi ros opi [Tatarsky 1965: 207-209, 286℄ te hniques whi h provide for
a tual integrity of the artefa ts, whi h was inevitably lost, for instan e, in the pro ess
of making thin se tions, sele tion of representative samples for sili ate hemi al analysis, potassium-argon dating, et . Although standard thin se tions are indispensable
for prin ipally important evaluation of mineral argerate texture, in this parti ular
ase their la k was partly ompensated for by viewing under the mi ros ope of several - instead of one - immersion samples taken from di erent parts of an arti le.
For int ro ks, these were thin s ales (taken a roding to the te hnique initiated
by G.I. Bushinsky) easily re eived with the help of wringing te hnology. In the ase
ÿbattle-axe", slightly hanged by hypergenesi pro esses, a rather a urate evaluation of texture is a hieved through investigation in re e ted light or under lens,
while immersion allows to de ne mineral omposition of the powdered samples.
Cal edonite preparations obtained through a similar te hnique allow not only to
ompare the ints represented in the olle tions to ea h other or regional standards, but also to nd their analogs, for instan e, in referen e books [Atlas 1973℄.
Finally, lassi ation of arti les into spe i groups a ording to their material on
the grounds of visual evaluation was done in ase of maximum similarity of series
of features [Petrougne 1971:295℄ to those of similar but immersion-tested ro ks.
∗
The paper does not dis uss the full set of ÿSo evka" sour es [see Videiko, ÿAr haeologi al. . . ", in this volume℄.
It is based on a ertain sele tion of the sour es whose nature was justi ed by the author's obje tive: to identify the
general prin iples of di erentiation between ÿstone materials" with respe t to raw materials and genesis.
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Table

1

Cemeteries of the So evka type. Types of the int raw material

No

Spe i ed types of int material

1
2

ÿVolhynia" of touronian age
ÿDniester plated" and enomanian
apogaize
ÿMoraine" Northern hornfelsoidal
ÿDnieper{Kanev"
gelatinous-like- apoino eramoidal of
the Ukrainian Shield zone
gelatinous-like- apoino eramoidal of
the Middle Dniester zone
gelatinous-like- apoino eramoidal of
Northern re-deposited (?)
ÿglau onized" re-deposited
unde ned { non-aÆliated
Total

Names of monuments and number of samples
(visual/immersion)
Chernin Krasny Khutor

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

So evka

Zavalovka

11/19
5/5

7/4
2/3

0/1
{

44/13
2/1

1/4
{
1/0

14/4
{
1/3

{
{
{

0/5
1/1
0/3

0/4

2/4

{

0/1

{

0/1

{

{

0/3
0/1
18/36

{
0/2
26/21

{
0/1
0/2

1/2
{
48/26

Obviously, sele tion of materials for immersion preparations theoreti ally involve at least ma ros opi uniformity of the raw material, although this provision
is not always observed in pra ti e: if a large knife made of so- alled ÿVolhynia
int" rather often displayes samples of smoky well-transparent stone as well as grey
opaque material, this annot be negle ted, while if similar al edonite is used for
making smaller arrowheads, one sample might appear purely smoky, and another
is grey, without any transition in olor, this might uase an illusion of di erent raw
material, although, naturally, the material is the same.
Therefore, in general, the olle tions int is hara terized by groups (Table
1) as well as by statisti ally representative series of tools, akes hunks of unitype
material (preferably, at least ten samples), due to small amounts of sampling, provides a rather limited aÆliation with possibile lo ations of raw material sour es, and
appears to be regional, that is, to be related to major parts of Ukrainian territory
[Bondar huk 1959; Pasternak at all 1968:Fig.22; Spravo hnik 1975; Granitoidnye
1984℄. Only in ase of some unique artefa ts, for instan e, hops of a wedge-shaped
tool from the Zavalovka ground emetery (see below), the aÆliation an rusially
limit the sour e are of the mateial.
Identi ation of individual artefa ts materials with raw stu originating from
a parti ular geologi al out rop, after it is preliminary referred to a major region
usualy implies additional use of series of parallel investigations (a ording to the
ÿartefa t material - anti ipated result material" s heme) by means of su h modern
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petrologi al-mineralogi al study te hniques as hemi al, spe tros opi , petrofabri
and ele tronomi ros opi analyses, as well as thermography, di ra tometry, petrophysi s (de nition of resistan e to monoaxis ompression, porosity, ele tromagneti
and radioa tive dimensions, et .), possibilities of whi h have already been demonstrated by the author in some papers, although they have not been dis ussed in full
in Ukrainian ar haeologi al literature.

1.

FLINT ARTEFACTS

Table 1 and Fig.1 o ers an idea about types of int as the most widely spread
stone represented by arti les in all the four olle tions. Table 1 in ludes both generally known terms like ÿVolhynia int" [Kanivets 1956:102℄ ÿVolhynia-Podolia int"
[Danilenko, Makarevi h 1956:97℄, or ÿDniester plated int" [Bibikov 1953:78-80℄
or ÿmoraine int"; as well as terms suggested by the author a ording to a set of
hara teristi features, in luding territory of o uren e, mi rofaunisti (apospi ulose, apoino eramoidal, et .) or se ondary mineralogi al hara teristi s (glau onitization), and ma ros opi (gelatinous-like) feature of the stu . Although detailed
des ription of mi ros opy or dissemination areas go beyond the s ope of this publiation, generalizations o ered below are drawn from personal experien e of many
years of intent investigation of hundreds of thousands int samples both from ar haeologi al olle tions and natural out rops mentioned or negle ted in the regional
table of Ukraine and neighboring states.
Almost all of the most sophisti ated int artefa ts of the ground emeteries
under dis ussion were made of smallest-texture and homogeneous ÿVolhynia int",
smoky, often with grey pat hes and stains.
In the Krasny Khutor emetery these artefa ts are presented by end-s raper on
blade (grave 50) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.25:1, in this volume℄, ordinary
blade knife (grave 137) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.39:2℄, big asymmetri
blade knife (grave 133) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.38:3℄, ordinary blade
daggers (graves 89, 114) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.31:3;33:2℄, double
spike-ended presser (grave 94) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.31:4℄, blunt-ended pressers (graves 32, 168) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.21:1;40:10℄, ordinary blade strikers (graves 120,146) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.35,40:3℄,
arrowheads (grave 116) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.34:1℄.
In burial interments near Chernin there were ordinary blade striker (grave 84)
[see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.12:8℄, asymmetri blade perforator (grave 42)
[see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.6:1℄ and ordinary blade knives (like those from
66 omplex) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.11℄.
The stu des rived hereabove prevails in the So evka monument and is represented by fragmented (graves 44,45) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.55,56:1℄
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F i g . 1. The orientated s heme of the int bearing areas and separate deposits of sili ites along the
periphery of the burial ground of the So evka type in the territory of Ukraine (without the most remote
the Carpathian, the Crimea, the Donets regions and also apportionment of zone of paleoabrosional or
alluvial re kposit of int raw material). 1 - the area of spreading of the moraine type int; 2 - the Desna
type int, 3 - the Volhynia type int, 4 - the Dnieper-Kanev type int, 5 - the Shield type int, 6 the hert type, the gaize type and the "plated" type from Podolye (Dniester) and Volhynia, 7 - Middle
Dniester type int, 8 - Bakshal type int, 9 - lo ation of the So evka type, 10 - border of the examined
area

and a tually undamaged sqare axes (graves 19, near 43,67) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.50:2,54:6,59:1℄ also spike-ended presser made from pseudo-blade
knapped from square axe (grave 70) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.59:4℄,
ordinary blade knives (graves 22,44 and surfa e) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . ,
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Fig.51:1,55,71:6℄, big asymmetri blade knife [grave 71 - see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.60:1℄, spike-ended presser (near grave 60) [see Videiko, Ar haeologial. . . , Fig.56:4℄, fragments of unde ned blade tools (graves 45,47) [see Videiko,
Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig. 56:1, 56:3℄. A tually, the same stu was used for a series of
straight- and on ave-based arrowheads (from surfa e) [Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . ,
Fig.71:1℄.
Most of s ar e int nds in the Zavalovka emetery represent burnt opaque
samples, pra ti ally impossible to determine diagnosti ally.
Kinds of int and other sili eous ro ks, represented by single samples are not
in luded in Table 1.
For instan e, among the Krasny Khutor nds there is a hammer made from
fragment of axe made of apoino eramoidal stu (the one in whi h fragments of mollus folds are ompletely substituted by al edony, but still, as well as in other kinds
of ghost int an be tra ed due to reli t shapes outlined by lay mi roadmixture) in
grave 137 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.39:2℄. Another hammer made from
square axe from grave 128 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.38:1℄ from the same
emetery has of white polished (dead on the fra ture) alomost opaque al edonite
with thin dark-brown and bla k lining of broad fa ets. Most probably, this mineral argerate is of residual-in ltration nature without even approximate territorial
aÆliation.
An amorphous striker made from axe fragment found in grave 63 [see Videiko,
Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.26:7℄ was made of so- alled ÿplated" hornfelsoidal Dniester
stu .
Of spe ial interest is brownish-yellow striker made from ake from axe found in
the grave 137 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.39:2℄. A tually that was primary
al ite- int ÿMalinovtev-type" ro k [Petrougne 1992: 13℄ from the Middle Dniester
basin whi h ompletely lost the arbonate omponent as a result of hypergeni
lixiviation already in the ulture layer, and presently represented by undersolid
mi roquartz- al edony agregate, ash-grey in the fra tion.
O urren e of su h ro k in the grave dire tly points to the fa t that ultural
relations existed between the Middle Dnieper and the anyon part of the Dniester
basin during the late Tripolye period.
The emetery near Chernin reveales an ordinary blade knife of gaize- int enomanian material (grave 66) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.11℄, and arrowheads made of apoino eramoidal stu of presumably Northern origin (grave 69) [see
Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.12:2℄ as well as of some stu of inde nite origin
(grave 69) [Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.12:2℄.
In the So evka area, those artefa ts were represented by arrowheads [Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.71:2℄ made of small-impregnated brown-grey translu ent
ÿgelatinuos-like" int, presumably originating from the Upper-Chalk residua from
the teritory of the Ukrainian Shield in the Southern Bug-Dnieper basin; and arrowheads [Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.71:2℄, probably from the Stara Ushitsa
area in the Dniester region, whi h displays apoino eramoidal ints besides apospi-
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ular enomanian ints [Gavrilishin at al. 1991:21℄. Furthermore, in the So evka
ground emetery there was a single ake of heavily sanded light-grey sili eous ro k,
not presented in the Table 1 (grave 67) transitive to al edony alevro-sandstone
onsisting of fragmented qartz, often in lay oating, s ar e glau onite grains in
al edony ful lment ement. A ording to large-size spherulithi mi rotexture of
the al edony substratum (with individual indivisibles up to 0.1-0.2 mm long), this
is presumably new in ltration formation from the Tertiary sands se tion like those
o uring in the Southern Bug, Dnieper, Northern Donets basins, initially overing
rystalli ro ks of the Ukrainian Shield and then going North.

2.

NON-FLINT ARTEFACTS

Ar haeologi al-petrographi al hara teristi s of other, non- int kinds of stone
stu (from sedimentary to magmati and metamorphi ro ks) whi h o ur in the
emeteries is performed on a by- omplex basis.

2.1.

ÿBATTLE-AXES"

A ÿbattle axe" (type 2) found in grave 120 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.35℄ was made of ash-grey argilla eous (most probably, metahallusitebased) fra tioned quartz undersolid basal- emented alevrolithe whi h made the raw-material easy to pro ess, but the ready artefa t was virtually un t for multiple beat,
and moreover, for battle use. This makes the artefa t similar to some early- and
middle Tripolye drilled axes made of ash- arboniferous ro ks [Petrougne 1967:56℄,
marbles and o o al ite [Petrougne 1968:21℄, and there's nothing strange that it
survived till our time in fra tioned form.
A ÿbattle-axe" (type 1B), broken in old times, had been made of igneous ro k
of oligophyri andesite type with apointersertal- doleriti texture (of plagio lase
grains, mono lini pyroxen, basalti -like hornblende, a essory magnetite and apatite. It was found in grave 119 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.34:2℄. Greenish on the surfa e and mouse-grey in fra ture, the ro k is rossed by a thin
vein, and obviously is less solid ompared to other axes of standard forms and dimensions. Most probably, the material originates from the Carpathian region, the
Prut river basin, that is, the South-West. Presumably, this was also sour e territory of xenolite-bearing andesite (a ording to its texture and omposition), represented in a greenish-brown ÿbattle axe" (type 1) from grave 127 [see Videiko,
Krasny Khutor.
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Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.37℄. With other onditions equal, a ÿbattle-axe" (type 1B)
from grave 12 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.17:1℄ an be onsidered as originating from the Carpathians or at least the Western part of the Ukrainian Crystalli
Shield. The material of that axe - grey with greenish hue palaeoandesite or diabasi
porphyrite (a thin se tion is required for more pre ise de nition) o urs not only
in the Carpathians, but also in the Volhynia region [Petrougne 1993:385℄.
The rest of ÿbattle-axes" (types 2x1B and 1A) are represented by gabbro-amphibolites, green-grey on the surfa e and almost bla k in the fra ture, of massive
stru ture and apogabbro- hypidiomorphi granular texture - from graves 33,123,167
[see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.21:2,36:2,41:2℄. Usually these rystalli ro ks
omprise plagio lase, green hornblend (something of brownish shade, probably beause of heating in the open air in the burial re), in some ases with slight admixture of biotite or ore mineral (magnetite) s ales. The nearest out rops of similar
metamorphi ro ks are lo ated in the Southern Bug region, the Gorny Tiki h and
the Gniloy Tiki h river basins [Spravo hnik 1975:163℄ that is, regions to the South
from the emeteries, in the entral part of the Ukrainian Crystalli Shield.
Geneti ally similar to these ro ks is the material of a fragment of the ÿbattle-axe" (type 2) found beoynd the grave [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.42℄. It
was made of dark-grey pointed, and exfoliated (possibly due to su essive heating
and abrypt ooling) material. The arti le, overed by a glue pelli le for preservation at the museum, requires study of thin se tions. However, its material an be
preliminary lassed among rare-biotite plagio lase amphibolites, similar in origin to
that of the previously onsidered artefa ts.
Finally, the part of ÿbattle-axe" (type 1A/B) broken along the drill-line partially
orroded on the polished surfa e, onsists of smallgrained pyroxen-plagio lase gneiss of mi rograinoblasti texture, whi h developed up to 4 mm brown hue as a result
of hypergenesis. The material's origin remains un lear; it might be both native ro k
of the Ukrainian Crystalli Shield and moraine ro k brought from the North [Vekly h 1982:Fig.2℄, onsidering low rmness and de ay of the material.
So evka. Erupted ro ks of the So evka olle tion of artefa ts are represented,

rst of all, by grey hornblend diabasi porphyrite of a ÿbattle-axe" (type 3) - from
grave 65 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.58℄, presumably of material from the
Western part of the Ukrainian Crystalli Shield [Petrougne 1993:385-386℄; and seondly, by two ÿbattle-axes" typi al of the late Tripolye graves.
The rst artefa t (type 1B) was dis overed near graves 114- 115-116 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.66:3℄, and onsists of linoenstatite andesite of mirodoleriti texture, greenish-grey on the surfa e and almost bla k in a fresh fra ture, presumably of the Carpathian origin (but not ne essarily from the territory
of the Trans arpathian region of Ukraine). Of similar origin is another prominent
ÿbattle-axe" (type 1) - from surfe e [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.70℄, made
of hyperstheni andesite of similar mi rodoleriti texture; both materials belong to
the e usive lass, most probably to well-holo rystalline textures of a Carpathian
type [Maleyev 1964:196℄.
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Intrusive ro ks are presented in the So evka emetery by grey smallgrained
biotite-hornblent granite, originating, most probally, from the Western Volhynia or
somewhere to the South of the Kiev region [Granitoidnye 1984:Fig.4-5℄ used in a
standard ÿbattle-axe" found in grave 8 (type 1A) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . ,
Fig.48:4℄; by amphibolized, originally pyroxeni gabbro of reli t ophyti texture in
an artefa t of a similar form ÿbattle axe" (type 1A/B) - from grave 44 [Videiko,
Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.55℄ (presumably from out rops in the entral part of the
Ukrainian Crystalli Shield, along the Southern Bug, the Tiki h river basin or the
Uman - Novy Mirgorod pluton); and geneti ally related to it gabbro-amphibolite
represented in a drilled polished and than intensively orroded broken ÿbattle-axe"
from grave 19 (type 2) [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.50:2℄ featuring apodiabasi heterogranuloblasti texture and massive stru ture.

2.2.

PEBBLES, WHETSTONE AND FRAGMENTS OF SANDSTONE

Of ten smaller subellipsoidal pebbles found in grave 66 [see Videiko,
Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.11℄, only three (IAF: No 91, No 92, No 97) feature tra es
of possible utilization represented by marks of beating or rubbing on the oposite
edges. The material of the rst of them, as well as that of similar pebbles No 88, No
89, No 90, No 94, No 95 is vein quartz (represented by samples of various olour,
from glass-like to milky-white, multigrained, granulated, ata lasi , et .), sometimes
slightly ferrous. Pebble No 91 (judging from tra es of wear, possibly, a stamper for
grinding o hre) onsists of smallgrained quartziti sandstone with quartz ontiguity
ement. Unlike the others, pebble No 93 onsists of smallgrained (0.2 to 0.7 mm)
aplite or felsite-aplite (thin se tion study is required for more exa t de nition).
One with two pebbles from grave 90 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.31:1℄
(IAF: No 124) with un lear layered texture and one grinded-in working surfa e
( urrant-grinder) onsists of quartz-feldspathi pyroxen-hornblend bla k rm smallgrained gneiss-quartzite of heterogranuloblasti texture and bearing features of
ata lase.
All the aforementioned pebbles are, most probably, of lo al moraine origin.
Pe uliar for s aresity of its stone artefa ts, this emetery reveales, in
addition to aforementioned itms, two smaller pebbles: one, found in grave 16, [see
Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.75:5℄ of myloniti quartzite sandstone of un lear
layered stru ture (due to alteration of di erently oloured layers up to 0.8 mm thi k)
with smaller negative avities formed in the ourse of lixiviation of previously displayed minerals, a ording to a rather typi al s heme of pseudomorphi formation
[Grigoryev, Zhabin 1975:266℄; and another pebble, found in grave 1 [see Videiko,
Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.74:1℄ and represented by leu o rati migmatite-permatoid
quartz-feldspathi agregate of heterogranuloblasti texture.
Chernin.

Zavalovka.
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Both artefa ts (under 50 mm in diameter) bear no tra es of utilization and,
judging from their material, most probably represent lo al moraine pebbles, possibly
moved by running waters.
Krasny Khutor. A thin at whetstone from grave 127 [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.37℄ was made of pri ked out along layers grey-brown nequartzous-argilla eous (kaoline with ne distribution of ferri hydro-oxides) South-Western
argillolith, generally, not more lose than similar vend out rops [Kopelyovi h 1965:27,Fig.1℄ - of the palaeozoi origin, or possibly Carpathian mezozoi -tertiary folded
se tion.
So evka. Among the omplex's sedimentary ro ks, there are two fragments of
light-grey quartz sandstone, displaying no tra es of utilization, with quartz ontiguity ement [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , from destroyed graves℄ (IAF: No 436,
No 437); the se ond fragment features small (up to 1 m) imprints of lamellibran h
mollus shells; both fragments are presumably from the lo al tertiary sediment se tion. The latter is onne ted with two fragments of white low- rmness inequigranular arkose sandstone (on kaolinite ement) - from graves 79 and 92 [see Videiko,
Ar haeologi al. . . ℄.
Firm grey inequigranular arkose (almost quartzite-like) sandstone with quartzous-argilla eous pointed-ferrous ontiguity -regeneration ement was used as material for a ombined arti le (subsquare pestle-grinder, whi h also possibly served as a
little anvil for old forging - ?) - from surfa e of site [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . ,
Fig.72:2℄. Possible origin of this artefa t (presumably Western) remains un lear.

2.3.

BEADS

A olle tion of beads gathered from the surfa e of blown sands of the So evka emetery [see Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , Fig.70℄ in ludes a fra tured jet bead,
most probably relatively new (19th entury), as was earlier assumed by a re ognized
authority in the eld, G.G.Lemmlein, due to the refra tion fa tor lose to similar
onstant displayed by raw materials of the Cau asian deposits. However, a toroidal
bead of al ite agregate with organogenous stru ture reli ts (a reli t shell?) an
belong to the Enelithi period. Three yllinder-shaped pipelike beades of pale-olive
organi material may also be asso iated with the late Tripolye monument group (as
similar to materials of the Usatovo graves in the Alexandrovka barrow near Odessa,
ex avated with the author's parti ipation in 1993). The aggregate refru tion fa tor
(1,610±0.002) suggests possibly even Mediterranean origin (elevated hara ter of
gemmologi al raw material urges for onsidering these de nitions to be preliminary, though ne essary, sin e this information appeared in generalizing publi ations
[Kruts 1977:121℄).
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3.

CONCLUSIONS

Therefore, from the ar haeologi al-petrographi al point of view, the stones
of aforementioned monuments an be split into ve separate groups. In order of
de lining numbers of investigated samples these in lude: rst, touronide or so- alled
ÿVolhynia" int, tending, in primary deposit state, to the region of Upper Chalk
sedimentaries (Fig.1) of Western Ukraine (whi h was imported to the Dnieper
basin) [Pasternak et al. 1968:Fig.22℄. Notwithstanding territorial proximity, not a
single mi ros opi proof was found for utilization in the Kiev region graves smoky
al edony stu from the Desna river basin (Fig.1), resembling, in appearan e, some
kinds of the Volhynia int. Se ond, these are lo al ro ks, mainly asso iated with
moraine material of the Dnieper freeze [Vekly h 1982:Fig.2℄ partially re-deposited
(due to alluvial- uviogla ial pro esses ro ks, int in luded). Third, intrusive and
metamorphi formations of gabbro-amphibolite and gneiss group of the Southern
Bug basin and Central (and possibly part of Western) part of the Ukrainian Crystalli
Shield. Forth, materials ex avated somewhere in the Middle Dniester region and
mouth parts of its tributaries lo ated in the area. Fifth, e usion and, not ex luded,
also some sedimentary ro ks of the territory of the Vol ani Carpathians to the West
of the river Prut, whi h is also the origin lo ation of su h exoti material o urring
in some other Tripolye monuments, as zadeitite [Petrougne 1994:256f.℄.
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Any attempt at ultural or geneti lassi ation must take into a ount two
perspe tives: (A) endogenous, i.e. within the system of the Tripolye ulture, and
exogenous, i.e. ÿextratripolyan" whi h falls into two ranges of identi ation. The
rst (B), alled ÿBalkan", in luding ultures dire tly originating from the Balkans
and the Carpathian Basin and the se ond (C), ÿ ir umbalti ", originating from the
forested area of eastern Europe or related to the ultures of the Central European
Lowlands. The pottery from the So evka type emeteries reveals the prevalen e of
endogenous design features.
A. In order to establish the ultural and geneti position of the So evka type
materials, sedimentation and sepul hral sour es have so far been analyzed together. The results are available as two, signi antly di erent theories [ f. Videiko,
Cemeteries. . . , in this volume℄.
The rst assumes that the type dis ussed here developed endogenously on the
Dnieper [Zakharuk 1954; Kruts 1977℄. The So evka type is onsidered to be yet
another stage in the development of the lo al Tripolye ulture. Under this assumption the morphology and ornament of the So evka pottery would be dire tly related
to the Lukashi type, i.e. its roots would rea h ba k to the Chapayevka and Lukashi
types [Kruts 1977:136℄.
The se ond theory developed by V. Derga hev, while not reje ting the role of
lo al ba kground, draws attention to the existen e of a omponent whi h does not
t into the Lukashi type traditions [Derga hev 1980:142℄. This omponent is the
prevalen e of round amphorae with handles on their shoulders, vessels with tall,
oni al and tapering lips as well as bulbous forms with de orations on lips (up to
50% of all vessels). This is believed to be the eviden e of the intensity of in uen e
of the Troyanov and partially of the Gorodsk types. The impa t of the Dniester
and Prut variety of the Tripolye ulture, spe i ally of the Brynzeny type, an be
noti ed as well. In sum, the So evka type pottery stylisti s would be a synthesis of
various Tripolye traditions originating in di erent regions: lo al (Lukashi type) and
imported ones (Fig.1).
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F i g . 1. Context of groups (types) of the Tripolye ulture related to the origins of the So evka type.
Legend: a-d - range of Tripolye ulture types (a - So evka, b - Troyanov, - Gorodsk, d - Brynzeny); e
- northwestern range of the Polgar ir le (Bodrogkeresztur, Mali e, Lublin-Volhynia ultures).
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A re-analysis of these theories involving a detailed review of features of sepulhral pottery justi es the stressing of signi ant di eren es between the Lukashi
and So evka types [ f. the hiatus theory advan ed earlier: Zbenovi h 1976:40℄. It
an be even suggested that in the ase of the So evka type we deal with the e e ts
of migration.
All resear hers into the So evka type agree that it was a short-lived phenomenon. Thus it is diÆ ult to isolate ÿearly" or ÿlate" stages in it [see in this volume:
Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . , Kadrow, Absolute. . . and Budziszewski, Flint. . . ℄. It should be also added that a geneti explanation of this phenomenon
only within the framework of the Tripolye ulture seems to be impossible now.
B. The set of ÿBalkan-Carpathian" features of the So evka type sepul hral
pottery is relatively small. This omponent is made up of the following elements:
(a) types of shoulder-pla ed handles of developed ontours, in parti ular when seen
in pro le (Fig.2:1-3), (b) a handle pla ed on the edge and ornamental elements in
form of ÿlumps-handle" reised above the lip edge (Fig.2:4), ( ) edge de orations
giving the e e t of a wavy brim (Fig.2:5), (d) de orations lo ated along the border
of the above-edge and external under-edge zones (Fig.2:6-7), (e) belly or rather
shoulder de orations, most often in the form of horizontal lines pressed with a
ÿpoint-like" die (Fig.2:8-9), (f) belly de orations, also mainly on shoulders in the
form of ÿpoints", ÿbars" or ÿlines" often not hed with a nger or die (Fig.2:10-13).
The widest assortment of the above-named features was found at the emetery in
So evka (features: a, , d, e, f). However, they an be also found at the other burial
grounds in Krasny Khutor (a, b, e, f), Chernin (a, e) and Zavalovka (b, f).
The geneti identi ation of the outlined set of features admits of an assumption about the existen e of two hronologi o- ultural levels of their re eption. The
early level is de ned by Polgar analogies, mainly late ones, whi h mat hes the ÿ lassi " dating of the So evka taxon [ f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , in this volume and the
remarks on the ÿendogenous perspe tive" made above℄. The later level is marked
by the referen es to the horizon of late Baden-Kostola -Cotofeni II/III-Cernavoda
II, mat hing the latest radio arbon hronology of su h obje ts [ f. Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . and Kadrow, Absolute. . . ℄. We have found it justi ed
to outline here both referen es quoted above in the form of (1) a register of typologi al analogies in pottery stylisti s and (2) a geneti o- ultural identi ation of the
adaptation pro ess of ÿBalkan-Carpathian" features.
1. The register of analogies in ludes these elements of the ÿBalkan-Carpathian"
omponent that have been earlier deemed diagnosti (a-f).
a. Su h handles belong to the most frequently en ountered elements hara teristi of the whole Polgar ir le and related ultures. They appear already in the
Tiszapolgar [e.g. Bognar-Kutzian 1972; Siska 1968℄. An unsual abundan e of su h
handle forms is observed in the Bodrogkeresztur ulture [e.g. Bognar-Kutzian 1963℄.
They also sporadi ally survive in ultural omplexes of the Hunyadihalom-Laznany
horizon [Budinsky-Krika 1963:Fig.224:8, 10 - Male Zaluzi e-Laznany℄. However,
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F i g . 2. Exogenous, Balkan-Carpathian stylisti features of the sepul hral pottery of the So evka type.
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they are typi al for post lassi al - meaning without white painting - omplexes of
the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Kadrow, Kªosi«ska 1989:Fig.5:b, d, e, g, i, j - a« ut;
Kruk, Milisauskas 1985: Fig.22:b2, b3, 1, 3 - Brono i e℄. It is also worth mentioning that they are a frequent omponent of the omplexes of the late Band Pottery
ulture of phase III in the Kuiavia region [Czerniak 1980: Fig.22:1, 23:1; Grygiel
1986: Fig.23:2, 25:6℄.
The same type of handles is re orded in late Baden, both in the Carpathian Basin [Kali z 1963:Fig.VI:4 - Center℄ and in Maªopolska [Godªowska 1968:
Fig.XXVI:6; 1979: Fig.187:7 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawi e℄ as well as in the
Cotofeni ulture in phases I-III [Roman 1976: Fig.50:2,3, 53:4 - Lo usteni; 75:2,
3, 5: 77:9 - Her ulane ÿPestera Hotilor"℄. It has to be stressed, however, that they
are quite rare in these materials in stark ontrast to the wealth of appli ations of
this element in late Polgar designs. It does not seem either that individual types of
these handles have any value as pre ise hronology indi ators.
Shoulder-pla ed handles of developed ontours were re orded in the material
from emeteries in So evka (graves 14, 44, 112, 139), Krasny Khutor (graves 27,
47, 52) and Chernin (18, 19, 39, 47, 48, 58).
b. Handles pla ed on edges and ÿlumps-handle" reised above the lip edge are a hara teristi elements of many types of vessels of the Bodrogkeresztur ulture [e.g.
Bognar-Kutzian 1963℄, of the Hunyadihalom-Laznany horizon [Budinsky-Krika
1964: Fig.6:1 - Male Zaluzi e-Laznany; 1968: Fig.3:4,9,10 - Sebastov e; Bru kner
1970: Tab.II:2 - Vajska; Bognar - Kutzian 1969:34, Fig.1, 2:1, 3, 7 - Hunyadihalom℄ and of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Kadrow 1989: Fig.7:4, 10 - Strzy»ów; 1992:
Fig.7: ,q,k, 8:d - Kosina; Kadrow, Kªosi«ska 1989: Fig.8:d,f,h; 9: - a« ut; Zako± ielna 1986: Fig.8:1; 9:1, 5; 10:3, 5; 12:8; 13 - W¡wolni a℄.
This form of handles is also o asionally en ountered in the late Baden of
the Carpathian Basin [Roman, Nemeti 1978: Fig.5:3, 9 - Sinni olau Mare ÿSaliste"℄
and Maªopolska [Godªowska 1968: Fig.XXVI:15 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawi e℄.
They are also found in the Kostola ulture [Tasi 1979: Fig.XXVIa:2 - Pivni a kod
Odzal a℄ and in the Cotofeni ulture [Roman 1976: Fig.55:3, 5, 8, 9 - Lo usteni℄.
This type of handles was found only at emeteries at Krasny Khutor (grave 80)
and Zavalovka (grave 1).
. Lip edge not hing, or edge de orations giving the e e t of a wavy brim due
to in ising, pressing with various dies or ngers, appears already in the de line
of the lassi phase of the Mali e ulture [Kamie«ska 1973: Tab. II, IV, VI, XI;
Kadrow 1988: Fig.10:3, 5, 6; 1990: Fig.11:n, o℄, and o urs infrequently in the
Rzeszów phase of the said ulture [Kadrow 1988: Fig.3:3, Komorowski 1958: tab.
CV-CVII; Masson, Merpert 1982: Tab. XCIV℄. This way of nishing edges is hara teristi of ertain omplexes of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Kadrow, Kªosi«ska
1989: Fig.7 - a« ut; Kruk, Milisauskas 1985: Fig.22a, 23 - Brono i e; Zako± ielna
1986: Fig.9:1, 5 - W¡wolni a; Kadrow 1992: Fig.7:e, f; 8:a, e, f - Kosina℄ and of
groups of the Hunyadihalom-Laznany horizon [Budinsky-Krika 1968: Fig.3:4, 10 Sebastov e℄.
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Only rarely was this form of nishing edges identi ed in the late Baden of
the Carpathian Basin [Roman, Nemeti 1978:Fig.12:4 - Ciumesti III; 62:1, 2, 7, 8
- Cehalut℄ and Maªopolska [Godªowska 1968: Fig.V:4; XXVIII:27 - Kraków-Nowa
Huta- Zesªawi e; Kozªowski 1966: Fig.IV:39 - Witkowi e; 1968: Fig.XIX:13, 14,
15℄ as well as in the Kostola [Tasi 1979b:Fig.XXVIa - Pivni a kod Odzal a℄ and
Cotofeni [Roman 1976:Fig.48:2; 59:8 - Lo usteni; 68:6, 7, 9 - Nandru ÿPestera Curata"℄ ultures.
This form of edges an be observed only at the emetery in So evka (graves
3, 94 and from the surfa e).
d. De orations lo ated along the border of the above-edge and external under-edge
zones are known primarily from late, post- lassi omplexes of the Lublin-Volhynia
ulture [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985: Fig.22a, 23 - Brono i e; Kadrow, Kªosi«ska 1989:
Fig.7 - a« ut; Kadrow 1992: Fig.7:e, f - Kosina℄.
Analogous de orations an be observed in late Baden in the Carpathian Basin
[Kali z 1963: Fig.V:1 - Center; Roman, Nemeti 1978: Fig.62:1, 2, 7, 8 - Cehalut℄ and
in Maªopolska [Godªowska 1968: Fig.XXVIII:27 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawi e℄
as well as in the Cotofeni ulture [Roman 1976: Fig.48:6 - Lo usteni℄.
Su h de orations were found at the emetery in So evka (graves 88, 94, 99).
e. Belly or rather shoulder de orations, most often in the form of horizontal lines (less frequently in the form of more ompli ated patterns) pressed with a
ÿpoint-like" die, are already known in the de line stage of the lassi phase of the
Mali e ulture [Kamie«ska 1973: tab. IV, V, VIII, XI; Kadrow 1990: Fig.11:b, e,
f℄. O asionally su h de orations also o ur in the beginning of the Rzeszów phase
[Moskwa 1964: Fig.19 - Rzeszów; Broni ki, Kadrow 1988: Fig.9:10 - Majdan Nowy;
Kruk, Milisauskas 1983:9 - Brono i e; Masson, Merpert 1982: Tab. XCIV - Volhynia sites℄. In the lassi omplexes of the Rzeszów phase [Kadrow 1988: Fig.2:4,
8 - sites in Rzeszów℄ these de orations take the form of the so- alled suspended
triangles or grape lusters whi h are hara teristi primarily of the Tiszaug group
of the Tiszapolgar ulture in its B phase [Bognar-Kutzian 1972:176-178, Fig.20:5,
8, Tab. LXXIII℄. Quite o asionally this type of de orations is en ountered on vessels from the lassi phase of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Zako± ielna 1981: Fig.6,
7 - W¡wolni a; 1982: Fig.5 - Las Sto ki℄. In later omplexes of this ulture this
type of de orations is even less frequent. It o urs as quite large, round, shallow
dents forming triangles. Sometimes su h dents a ompany handles whi h are raised above the lip edge [Kadrow 1992: Fig.7 , 8 - Kosina; Kadrow, Kªosi«ska 1989:
Fig.5a, 8f, g, 9g - a« ut℄. In Brono i e, at a settlement dated to the de line of the
Lublin-Volhynia ulture, de orations in the form of horizontal lines made with a
ÿpoint-like" die experien e a renaissan e [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985: Fig.22a1, 23℄.
The type of de orations analyzed here was also re orded in the late Baden of
the Carpathian Basin [Novotny 1958: Fig.XLVI:3-5 - Nitransky Hradok; XLVIII:4
- Hurbanowo; Kali z 1963: Fig.VI:5 - Center; Roman, Nemeti 1978: Fig.3:6-11, 14,
15, 20 - Arad ÿGai"; 17:4-6; 18:1, 2 - Berea; 46:1, 3-5 - Sala ea ÿDealul Vida"℄ and of
Maªopolska [Kozªowski 1966: Fig.IV:37; 10:h, k, l, - Witkowi e II; Godªowska 1968:
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Fig.III:5; IV:13; XIII:5, 12 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawi e℄ and in the Kostola
[Miloj i 1953: Fig.10:1 - Bubanj; Tasi 1979b: Fig.XXV:3 - Gomolava; XXVIa:6,
8, 10 - Pivni a kod Odzal a℄ and Cotofeni [Roman 1976: Fig.60:6 - Lo usteni; 79:4
- Her ulane ÿPestera Hotilor"℄ ultures.
De orations of this type are en ountered at emeteries in Krasny Khutor (graves 74, 78), Chernin (graves 45, 64) and So evka (graves 4A, 26, 44).
f. Belly de orations, mainly on shoulders, in the form of ÿpoints", ÿbars" or ÿline
se tions". Dome-like bumps [e.g.  ibior 1993: Tab. VII:5; XII:7, 15℄, as well as onial, elongated, orrugated ones, et . are observed on vessels of the Lublin-Volhynia
ulture and the whole Polgar ir le.
This type of de orations was also re orded in the late Baden of the Carpa
thian Basin [Novotny 1958: Fig.XLIX:1 - Zelna-Drevenik;
Roman, Nemeti 1978:
Fig.4:7℄ and of Maªopolska [Kozªowski 1966: Fig.IV:2; Godªowska 1968: Fig.II:13;
XIII:5, 12; XXVII:3 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawi e℄ and in the Kostola [Tasi
1979b: Fig.XXV:5 - Gomolava; XXVI:7-10 - Karlov i℄ and Cotofeni [Roman 1976:
Fig.47:14-29; 48:1-14; 80:2℄ ultures. An unsual abundan e of this type of de orations was re orded at the sites of the last-mentioned ulture.
Su h bumps appear at the emetery in So evka (graves 3, 32, 37, 100 and from
the surfa e), Chernin (graves 32, 45, 64, 66), Krasny Khutor (graves 4, 8, 15, 16, 17,
26, 29, 53, 61, 78).
All the above-mentioned elements (a-f) o ur quite frequently at a settlement
in Cernavoda of the Cernavoda II ulture [Ber iu, Morintz, Roman 1973℄.
Besides the above-mentioned features, lids ould be ounted - with ertain
reservations - among Polgar elements (Krasny Khutor - graves 101, 116; So evka
- grave 32) sin e they are very typi al of the Carpathian Basin [Bognar-Kutzian
1972:133- 134; 1963:Tab. CXXIIB℄. The same an be thought of vessels resembling
ÿ anula" (So evka - graves 17, 26, 44, 95; Chernin - graves 19, 48) whi h are so very
hara teristi of the Bodrogkeresztur ulture. Polgar analogies are displayed also
by pot-shaped vessels of group I a ording to Kruk and Milisauskas [1985: Fig.23℄
known from emeteries in So evka (graves 3, 15, 32, 87, 94), Chernin (graves 33,
34), Krasny Khutor (graves 6, 15, 23, 41, 42, 74). In the Lublin-Volhynia ulture,
vessels shaped like a half-barrel are popular. Single spe imens of su h vessels were
found in Zavalovka (grave 1) and Chernin (grave 48).
2. The examples quoted above prove the obvious ties of So evka type sites with
the ir le of ÿBalkan-Carpathian" ultures. First and foremost, with late Polgar
ultures of the Hunyadihalom-Laznany horizon or/also with the ultures of the
late Baden-Kostola -Cotofeni II/III-Cernavoda II horizon. The doubt admitted to
here arises from the assessment of ÿBalkan" ties of the Tripolye ulture. Having
grown from the Balkan ultural environment it was almost throughout its development the environment's Northern Ponti outpost. Therefore, it an be assumed
that despite growing autonomy of development, parti ularly noti eable in phase C,
south-western onta ts fostered by various me hanisms were ontinued, albeit to a
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di erent, generally de reasing, degree. This is eviden ed by the stylisti s of Tripolye
pottery. Therefore, it an be assumed that the ÿBalkan-Carpathian" set of features
re orded at So evka type emeteries is a ÿ onglomeration" of: (a) re essive forms
of late Polgar designs, borrowed in the transition period between phases B and
C, and (b) more re ent impulses from the ir le of the Baden-Kostola -Cotofeni
II/III-Cernavoda II ultures. The proportions in whi h both traditions should be
viewed are temporarily diÆ ult to determine. It is a result of the urrent state
of resear h into the North Balkan and Central European onta ts of the Tripolye
ulture and of methodologi al barriers in su h resear h.
a. The absen e of grooved or painted ornaments in the above-mentioned materials or of ÿs heibenformige" handles, typi al of the Carpathian Basin of the
Hunyadihalom-Laznany horizon, draws attention to the late omplexes of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture in Maªopolska. It seems that the greatest number of elements
in ommon with the Dnieper sites have sites of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture in the
vi inity of Rzeszów (a« ut, site 10 and Kosina, site 35). However, one should rst
and foremost mention Brono i e where almost all the elements listed above in the
ontext of So evka materials as typi al of the Polgar ir le are present. Uneven and
sele tive saturation of the Dnieper sites with Polgar elements points to the omplex
nature of their re eption. Similarly as in the ase of eastern in uen e on the eneolithi ultures of the Carpathian Basin [E sedy 1979:11-13, 47-58℄ one has to take
into a ount various forms of inter- ultural onta ts. These in lude penetration by
single individuals or mainly by small groups as well as multifa eted, long-lasting and
fun tionally omplex ties.
Stressing the ru ial role of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture in its late phase in
these intera tions, one should not forget their ÿdeeper" ba kground i.e. earlier,
not ne essarily dire t, onta ts with the environment of the Tiszapolgar ulture.
Polgar inspirations in the development of groups of the Tripolye ulture have been
reported already many times. In ase of the Gorodsk-Troyanov or Brynzeny type
materials Tiszapolgar imports (settlements Brynzeny-Tsyganka and Kosteshty) and
stylisti borrowings [settlement Troyanov and others; f. Titov, Markevi h 1974℄
were re orded. Clear Tiszapolgar in uen e was identi ed in the eastern part of the
Tripolye ulture. It was even assigned the fun tion of one of the generators of this
group [Tsvek 1985; 1989℄. The said impulse would be noti eable in this ase already
at stage B of the Tripolye ulture (4200-4000 BC) in numerous imitations of Tiszapolgar pottery. The groups of eastern borderland of the Tripolye ulture, lo ated
between the rivers Southern Bug and Dnieper, formed a geneti substratum for the
agglomeration around Kiev [ f. Kruts 1994:10 and older literature quoted there℄.
They were at the same time an intermediate link in the pro ess of transmitting here
Tiszapolgar impulses.
The period of in uen e of the late Lublin-Volhynia ulture is ontemporaneous
with the Hunyadihalom-Laznany horizon, whi h is syn hronized with the late phase
of the Bodrogkeresztur ulture [Bognar-Kutzian 1969:40-42℄ and the beginnings of
the Baden ulture. Alternatively, it is pla ed in a separate, narrow time horizon
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between the de line of the former and the beginning of the latter ulture [Pavuk,
 ska 1980: 139, 147-148℄. This orresponds approximately to the years 3650-3550
Si
BC. Both the dire tion of transmission and its hronology learly isolate this stage of
ÿpolgarization" of the Tripolye ulture from the traditional framework of ÿBalkan"
referen es of the said ulture i.e. from the period of phases A-B. The latter period
was dominated by referen es to the basins of the Tisza and Danube.
Besides pottery the range of ties between the late Tripolye and Polgar ultures
is also do umented by other sour es oming from So evka emeteries. Among them
 ska 1972:140-143 and in this volume: Klo hko, Ko±ko, Weapons. . . ,
are knives [ f. Si
Klo hko, Copper. . . ℄. It must be also emphasized that Tripolye features are identied in late Polgar materials like small triangular int arrowheads in the Bodrogkeresztur ulture [Ka zanowska 1980:39℄ or the frequent use of troughlike retou hing
in the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Kadrow 1989:27℄.
b. The aggregate of quoted referen es de ned as younger ones fo uses our attention
at the basin of the Tisza, the areas on the Danube at the mouths of the Drava and
Sava rivers and at its lower ourse. It was there that the Baden ulture developed
in its late phase [Dimitrijevi 1979℄, namely Baden IV [a . to Nemej ova-Pavukova
1981℄ or Baden IIb [a . to So ha ki 1980℄. Other ultures that developed in the
same area are Kostola [Tasi 1979a℄ and Cotofeni, phases II and III [a . to Roman
1976; 1977; Tasi 1979b℄ - Fig.3. The absolute hronology of this period extends from
3000 to 2600 BC [ f. also Breuning 1987: Fig.22, 23℄. On the s ale of onta ts of
the Tripolye ulture with the Balkan-Carpathian environments outlined above this
stage would mean a return to the ÿsour es of inspiration" from the times of the
Tiszapolgar ulture.
In the ultural environment of the Carpathian Basin it is yet another period of
the exposure of steppe and eastern European in uen es, in this spe i
ase of the
Yamnaya ulture (Pit-Grave ulture), Fig.4. This is related to the migration of a part
ot its western bran h [ f. Shaposhnikova 1985℄ towards the interior of the Basin.
A ording to I. E sedy [1979:56℄: ÿthe spreading of the majority of pit-grave kurgans
must have o urred in the period dire tly pre eding Cotofeni and its early phase,
and it must have been afterwards that loser onne tions with lo al populations
began to establish (Cotofeni, Foltesti, and Protoglina)". After about 3100 BC the
Yamnaya ulture develops an extensive zone of multidire tional transmission of
ultural patterns of the Balti -Ponti dimension [ f. Ko±ko 1991:244-250℄. Cultural
patterns were transmitted not only in the western dire tion [e.g. Gimbutas 1986;
1991:384-387; f. also Fig.4℄. Due to the me hanism of onta t strengthening ertain
fringe elements of ertain ultures rea hed the Dnieper. These ultures in luded
Baden IV-Kostola -Cotofeni II/III-Cernavoda II. At the same time the Yamnaya
ulture appeared there. The problem of the assumed ÿreverse urrent" has not been
analyzed yet. Sour es supporting it have not been atalogued, either [ f. Potushnyak
1985: 301-305℄. Thus it is diÆ ult to present a more substantive version of the
hypothesis.
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F i g . 3. Conta t zone of the Baden, Kostola and Cotofeni ultures in the period immediately pre eding
the hypotheti transmission of this ir le's features in the dire tion of the middle Dnieper. Following
Z. So ha ki with modi ations and additions by the authors. Legend: a - the range of losed Baden
ulture settlement; b - the maximum eastern range of dispersed Baden ulture settlement; - dire tions
of permeation of dispersed Baden ulture elements in to the range of Cotofeni ulture; d - dire tions
of in uen e of Cotofeni ulture on Baden ulture; e - the northern range of intensive in uen e of the
Kostola ulture on the Baden ulture; f - dire tions of the farthest range of in uen e of the Kostola
ulture on the Baden ulture; g - the prin ipal dire tion of in uen e of Anatolia on the Baden ulture.

C. The set of features that are lassi ed as ÿ ir umbalti " in ludes relatively few
de orative elements. These are: (a) a belly motif of an in ised zigzag - xB-18 [ f.
Ko±ko 1981℄ (Fig.5:1), (b) an analogous motif of a ÿbird's feather" - xH-96 (Fig.5:2)
and ( ) mainly under-edge motifs of a ÿhole" - /x/S- . . . (Fig.5:3). The widest as-
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F i g . 4. Cultural ontext of the o idental migration of the Yamnaya ulture following M. Gimbutas
with additions by the authors. Legend: a - Yamnaya ulture; b - Balkan and Central European ultures
under the in uen e of the Yamnaya ulture,; - in uen e of the Yamnaya ulture (#2 Kurgan Wave);
d - Tripolye ulture area (x - So evka type)
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F i g . 5. Exogenous, ir umbalti features of the sepul hral pottery of the So evka type.

sortment of the above-mentioned elements was found at the emetery in Krasny
Khutor (features a, b) and at lo ations in Chernin and So evka ( ).
The above-named features very frequently o ur in ultures geneti ally related
to the sphere of the Central European Lowlands (Funnel Beaker ulture, Globular
Amphora ulture). It must have been from there that they were adapted (features
a, b) into the Dnieper-Donets ulture [Dolukhanov, Tretyakov 1979℄. A ording
to the ited authors, the Funnel Beaker ulture exerted about 3700 - 3150 BC ÿa
great in uen e on the neolithi ultures lo ated in the western part of the Russian Lowland". The re eption of its features is a mark of the ÿlate stage" of the
Dnieper-Donets ulture. A ording to V.F.Isayenko this pro ess should be tied to
sub-period IIB of the Pripets neolithi in Polesie by dating it somewhat after 3150
BC [Isayenko 1976:115℄. Thus it is diÆ ult to identify the dire t sour es of the
stylisti innovations in the Tripolye ulture. This opinion is supported by the fa t
of hronologi al pla ement of the So evka type emeteries in the period when the
impa t of ÿforest" - East European ommunities on the ÿloess" ultural environments (from 3700/3600 and spe i ally from 3150 BC) was parti ularly strong. The
impa t is visible both in the area of the upper Vistula [ f. Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:
Tab. VII℄ and on the middle Dnieper [Kruts 1977:147℄.
Besides pottery the ties between late Tripolyan and ÿ ir umbalti " ultures are
do umented by the stone axes of the So evka type, hammers [ f. Klo hko, Ko±ko,
Weapons. . . ℄ and amber beads (Krasny Khutor, graves 8, 53, 170; Zavalovka, grave
1) [ f. Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , in this volume℄.
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As far as the detailed ultural and hronologi al identi ation of better known
taxons of the Polish Lowlands is on erned, it must be said that out of three features
referred to above as ÿnorthern" only the rst two an be lassi ed with any greater
detail. In both ases of ÿzigzag" and ÿbird's feather" it is possible to relate to the
periodization s hedule of the Funnel Beaker and Globular Amphora ultures.
a. The motif of an in ised zigzag lo ated on the belly appears on the Polish Lowlands not earlier than 3650 BC. What is spe i ally meant here are materials of the
Funnel Beaker ulture of the Kuiavia IIIB phase [Ko±ko 1981:47℄ and less hronologi ally ertain phase I of the Globular Amphora ulture [Szmyt 1996℄. The same
motif appearing under the edge is dated a little earlier at about 3850 BC. It must
be observed, however, that the in ision te hnique ombined with a zigzag is not a
frequent design in the area in question, at least not in phase IIIB of the Funnel
Beaker ulture. These on lusions are not ontradi ted by observations from other
areas of Central Europe bordering on the eastern part of the ontinent. It is impossible to make these on lusions any more spe i on the basis of data from the
ÿforest" - Eastern European zone.
b. The so- alled ÿbird's feather" is a stylisti marker of the Globular Amphora ulture. This motif appears already in the oldest omplexes of sour es of this ulture
oming from phase I [Szmyt 1996℄ dated at ir a 3850 - 3500 BC. It is hara teristi that only very slowly did it permeate other non-amphora environments, e.g. it
rea hed the Funnel Beaker ulture only in the Kuiavia phase V [after 3150 BC Ko±ko 1981:47n.℄.
Little is known about the transmission of this feature to the region of Eastern
European forest. It is known there from ertain groups in luded in the omplex of
ultures hara terized by omb-pier ed pottery, e.g. ÿListvin type" stylisti s [authors'
observations℄. The position of these groups is not pre isely determined.
More informative for our dis ussion is the radio arbon review of the beginnings
of the Volhynia-Dnieper penetration route of the Globular Amphora ulture and
of the lower limit of the So evka type. Su h a review justi es a relatively lose
syn hronization of the two phenomena at the period from 3000 to 2950 BC. In this
light it is admissible to per eive the Globular Amphora ulture as the main (single?)
medium of the ÿ ir umbalti " omplex of features.
Keeping in mind the above remarks it must be said that both stylisti elements
reveal a ertain horizon of onta ts of the Dnieper ommunities with Central European environments, primarily from the Lowlands, at the threshold of the 3rd
millennium BC, more pre isely between 3000 and 2700/2650 BC.
* * *
The stylisti -geneti assessment of pottery presented here does not exhaust the
subje t of the topogenesis of the So evka variety of Bla k Sea neolithi . However,
it is a meaningful ontribution towards its expli ation. The main on lusions of the
analyses an be formulated as follows:
{ So evka pottery stylisti s (spe i ally its sepul hral variety) annot be treated
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as a simple ontinuation of earlier links in the development of pottery of the
Dnieper Tripolye ulture (Lukashi type);
{ the ommon feature of identi ed exogenous omponents is their o identalism
or ties with western borderlands of Tripolye, primarily with the basins of the
Tisza and the Vistula rivers;
{ the dominant ÿexternal tradition" is the ÿBalkan" omponent (southern) viewed
as a ÿ onglomeration" of traditions of su h ultures as Tiszapolgar, Lublin-Volhynia (late phase), Baden IV, Kostola , Cotofeni II/III, that is those that
are lo ated in the basins of the Tisza/lower Danube and to a lesser degree of
the upper Vistula.
{ far less lear is the in uen e of the ir umbalti zone (the north), the borderland between the at hment areas of the two seas, identi ed as a hypotheti
omponent of the Globular Amphora ulture.
These on lusions orrespond to the topogenesis of other innovations in the
development of the Dnieper Tripolye ulture observed in intworking, stoneworking
- weaponry or in opper working [ f. in this volume: Budziszewski, Flint. . . , Klo hko,
Ko±ko, Weapons. . . and Klo hko, Copper. . . ℄.
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TECHNOLOGY OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE POTTERY.
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PHYSICO-CHEMICAL
EXAMINATIONS

This paper presents preliminary results of physi al and hemi al analysis of
thirteen pottery fragments. These samples ontain four fragments from a settlement
and ve fragments from a emetery site (So evka type), as well as four potsherds
belonging to the M¡twy group of Funnel Beaker ulture.
The study was intended to give an answer to the questions of te hnologi al
ontrast between settlement and emetery potsherds (So evka type) as well as to
the relation between erami s of the So evka type and the M¡twy group.
As a result of ma ros opi analyses of te hnology of pottery onne ted with the
So evka type a hypothesis was framed on erning the existen e in its manufa ture of
two re ipes: sepul hral and settlement [Kruts 1977:122℄. The vessels found in graves
would have a di erent pottery mass, to be more exa t, together with the admixture
of rushed shells there were also found organi fragments and o hre (whi h gave
the vessels a hara teristi red olour) and they also di er by their thin walls and
ÿfragility". Taking into onsideration the fa t that similar observations were made on
eneolithi remation burial grounds from Moravia and Silesia [Medunova-Benesova
1967:374; Bukowska-Gedigowa 1975:15℄, the authors thought it useful to submit this,
supposedly more extensive, ÿregularity" to physi o- hemi al veri ation.
This proje t was enlarged by submitting the ÿSo evka" pottery to omparative
analysis with the pottery onne ted with the so alled M¡twy omponent (with
the admixture of rushed shells, de orated with band- omb motives) of the Funnel
Beaker ulture, from Kuiavia (Inowro ªaw-M¡twy, Bydgosz z voivodeship, site 5)
whose origin is identi ed with the North Ponti environment [Ko±ko 1981:97-122℄
do uments a weighty dire tion of the late Tripolye (phase C) onta ts.
In order to answer these questions the following analyses were be done: olour
analysis before and after re ring, X-ray di ra tion, TG, DTG and DTA analysis,
analysis of erami properties before and after re ring (apparent density, open porosity and water absorption), hemi al analysis by XRF and mi ros opi studies
of thin se tions. Only olour analysis ould be made of all thirteen erami fragments. This situation has made it diÆ ult to nd reasonable answer for all questions
mentioned above (the authors hope to ontinue the resear h).
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1.

1.1.

METHODS

COLOUR ANALYSIS

Determination of olour of utting plane of erami fragments was done both
before and after re ring in a laboratory hamber furna e. Re ring was done with
the following parameters: atmosphere -air, heating rate - 200o C/h, soaking time at
the peak temperature -1h. The sli es for olour analysis were ut perpendi ularly
to the vessel axis. The olours were identi ed a ording to the shade guide edited
by the Federation Europeenne Des Fabri ants de arreaux Ceramiques C.E.C..

1.2.

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

Analysis was arried out with a DRON 1.0 X-ray di ra tometer, and was performed with the following parameters: radiation -Co Kα onditions of Co lamp's
work - U=34kV, I=20mA; form of work - step 0.04o 2θ; radiation range - 1.5-70o
2θ. The samples for measurement were grounded to a ne powder and sedimentated from water suspension on the thin glass plates. This kind of treatment was
performed for ve samples.

1.3.

TG, DTG AND DTA ANALYSIS

Samples for measurement were milled in an agate mortar and passed through
a 120-mesh sieve. Analysis was performed for air-dried samples. Examination was
arried out with a Derivatograph-Q-1500D thermoanalyser with the following parameters: samples were heated to 1000o C; heating rate - 10o C/min; paper feed 2mm/min; atmosphere - air, stati ; referen e material - αAl2O−3, ru ible - platinum; sensitivity - TG 200mg, DTG 500uV, DTA 250uV. This analysis was made for
eight samples.
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1.4.

CERAMIC PROPERTIES (APPARENT DENSITY, OPEN POROSITY AND WATER
ABSORPTION) ANALYSIS

Cerami properties were analyzed both before and after re ring. Samples ut
out of the potsherds were re red in a laboratory hamber furna e. Re ring was
done with following parameters: atmosphere - air, heating rate - 200o C/h, soaking
time at the peak temperature - 1h. Cerami properties were examined using the
hydrostati weighing method. Eleven samples were analyzed.

1.5.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Analyses of six samples were made in the laboratory of the Arbeitsgruppe
Ar haometrie FU Berlin by WD-XRF (Dr.Gerwulf S hneider). It was performed
of ignited samples. Loss of ignition was estimated after re ring in air at temperature
900o C (heating rate 200o C/h, soaking time at the peak temperature 1h).

1.6.

MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF THIN SECTIONS

Thin se tions were prepared from the samples by the following method: a
thin sli e was ut from ea h sherds with a diamond-edged utting wheel. One fa e
of the sli e was ground on a series of glass plates to a ne nish using 200-1000
grade arborundum powders. The sli e was then mounted on a mi ros ope slide
and ground down to a thi kness of a 30um using various grades of arborundum
powder (the lapping down was nished using 1200 grade arborundum). The ut
sample was atta hed to the mi ros ope slide as well as to the overing mi ros ope
glass was supported by means of Canada Balsam glue. All se tions were examined
on a Carl Zeiss Jena polarizing Amplival type mi ros ope, equipped with a stepping
stage. Estimations were made of the per entages of di erent lasti materials using
(Eltinor type) integration stage (point- ounting method). Granulometri analysis
was made area- ounting method. Thin se tions of ve samples were studied under
polarizing mi ros ope.
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2.

RESULTS

2.1. COLOUR ANALYSIS BEFORE AND AFTER REFIRING

Colour analysis was made at rst. Colour of samples before and after re ring
at temperatures range from 600 to 1100oC was shown in Table 1. This analysis was
arried out to resolve the problem of similarity of raw material as well as to estimate
original ring temperature approximately. Results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Colour analysis data

Sample
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Site

Colour
before
re ring

Bortni he
A11/D11/F10
Korarov he
A10
Evminka
E11\A10
Zazimye
D11/A12
Zavalovka
E9/E9:A9\A9/E9
Krasny Khutor
A9:C9
So evka
A10:F10\F10:A10
Chernin
D8/A11\A10/F8
Chernin
F8/A11\A10/F8
M¡twy
A10\A11
M¡twy
A10/A9/A12
M¡twy
A9
M¡twy
A11

600
F10/D11/F10
F10
F9
D11
E9
D8
F10
F8/D8
D8:A8/F9
D10
C9
E7
A5\B5

Temperature [o C℄
700
800
900
Colour after retiring
D11/F10
F10
F10
F9
F9
F9
D11
D11
E9
F8
D8
D8
F10
F10
F9/D8
F9/D8
F9/D8/F9 F9/D8/F9
D10
D11
D9
D9
F7
E8
A5\C5
D5

F10
F10
F9
D12
F8
F7
F10
F9
F9
F9
F8
F9
D7

1000

1100

F10
G10
F9
D12
F8
E8
F10
F9
F9
F11
F9
F9
E9

G12
G12
G11
A9:C9
F9
F8
E10
G12
G12
F12
F12
F12
E10

a - the rea tion of re ring at temperature 1100oC allowed to divide the samples
into the so alled ÿraw material" groups a ording to the olours of the lay matrix
and to the vitri ation stage of sample. On the basis of these analyses, samples were
divided into six groups as following:
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{ G, sample No.1, 2, 3, 8 and 9
{ A:C only sample No.4
{ F,1, sample No.5 and 6
{ F,2, sample No.10, 11 and 12
{ E,1, sample No.7
{ E,2, sample No.13
b - it is assumed that pottery made of the same body1 and red in the same onditions should hange their olour in a similar manner with rising ring temperature.
If a sample originally red at a ertain temperature is red on e again, then, if the
original ring temperature is ex eeded, the olour of the sample should hange. If,
however, the original ring temperature is higher than the temperature of re ring
there will be no hange in the sample's olour. This relation an be noti ed only if
the ring onditions of the original ring and re ring are the same, i.e. the soaking
time at the peak temperature, the heating rate and parti ularly the gas atmosphere
inside the kiln.
If investigated samples were not originally red in air atmosphere hanges in
olour whi h an be observed after re ring at temperature of 600oC are not onne ted with ex eeding of original ring temperature but with burned of unburned
arbonized organi substan e or hanges in oxidation stage of iron.
On the basis of olour analysis original ring temperature an be estimated
(approximately, only ma ros opi examination) and together with results of another
analysis gave information about the probable original ring temperature range.

2.2.

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

X-ray di ra tion, rst of all, was ondu ted to he k if the investigated samples
ontain lay minerals or not. The absen e of lay minerals ould suggest that during
original ring the temperature of their de omposition was ex eeded. The presen e
of lay minerals ould help to speak about the type of raw material used. Another problem is the possible presen e of aluminium sili ates and al ium sili ates
phases. If their presen e in examined, samples would be on rmed, it will be possible to draw on lusions on erning the original ring temperature. It is however
ne essary to remember the in uen e of hemi al omposition of erami body on
the temperature at whi h parti ular phases appear. The possible rehydration and
rehydroxilation of lay materials, in the ase when sample ontains arbonates the
possible re arbonization also should be taken into a ount. The results of X-ray
di ra tion are presented in Table 2.
1

It should be explained that the term body des ribes a raw material prepared through a spe

for example weakening or washing (some times the raw material
additional treatment).

ial pro esses as

an also be used dire tly in produ tion without any
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Table 2
Sample number
1

Phases

Intensivity

quartz

major

ompound

alkali feldspars
hematite

3

maghemite?

tra e

ompound

sme tite

tra e

ompound

quartz

major

hematite

tra e

ompound

ompound

sme tite

tra e

ompound

tra e

ompound

monohydro al ite?
4

quartz
al ite
sme tite
monohydro al ite?

10

quartz

major

ompound

plagio lase
alkali feldspars
sme tite

tra e

ompound

sepiolite?

tra e

ompound

plagio lase

tra e

ompound

illite

tra e

ompound

illite or mi as
13

quartz
al ite

2.3.

TG, DTG AND DTA ANALYSIS

This analysis was arried out to he k if the analyzed samples show e e ts
of dehydration and dehydroxylation of lay minerals, de omposition of arbonates,
burning of organi substan e and growing of new phases. The results of TG analysis
are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3
TG analysis data
Sample
number

1

Bortni he

T[o C℄
dm/m

20-240
12,11%

240-600
6,97%

600-700 700-900 900-1000 20-1000
0,26%
0,21%
0,06%
19,61%

3

Evminka

T[o C℄
dm/m

20-255
11,11%

255-600
5,86%

600-750 750-900 900-1000 20-1000
0,41%
0,09%
0,09%
17,56%

4

Zazimye

T[o C℄
dm/m

20-255
5,02%

255-600
3,98%

600-700 700-910 910-1000 20-1000
0,39%
8,10%
0,07%
17,56%

6

Kr. Khutor

T[o C℄
dm/m

20-225 225-400
9,02
3,94

400-570 570-700 700-900 900-1000 20-1000
2,4
0,48
0,19
0,29
16,32

7

So evka

T[o C℄
dm/m

20-200 220-345
12,9
4,22

345-600 600-700 700-900 900-1000 20-1000
4,48
0,32
0,35
0,13
22,4

9

Chernin

T[o C℄
dm/m

20-255 255-360
13,12
2,88

360-580 580-700 700-900 900-1000 20-1000
3,36
0,32
0,16
0,16
20

10

M¡twy-5

T[o C℄
dm/m

20-225
7,71%

225-600
4,72%

600-740 740-900 900-1000 20-1000
0,43%
0,25%
0,03%
10,14%

13

M¡twy-5

T[o C℄
dm/m

20-235
3,07%

235-600
3,11%

600-685 685-905 905-1000 20-1000
0,53%
11,65% 0,26%
18,62%

All samples belonging to the emetery erami group have two e e ts of loss
of mass in the temperature range of a 200-600oC orrespond with wide exotherm
with several maxima. These e e ts are not observed in the rest of the samples. Only
for two samples thermal de omposition of al ite an be observed (sample No.4 and
13).
Gain in weight onne ted with the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ was not observed.
2.4.

ANALYSIS OF CERAMIC PROPERTIES BEFORE AND AFTER REFIRING
(APPARENT DENSITY, OPEN POROSITY AND WATER ABSORPTION)

This kind of analysis, rst of all, was made to determine the original ring
temperature. While during re ring the original ring temperature is in reased, in
the rst, there are hanges in the pore stru ture and after them hanges of the open
porosity and, therefore, of the apparent density and water absorption are observed.
Results of analysis of erami properties are presented in Table 4.
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Table
3

4

Cerami properties analysis (apparent density { g/ m , open porosity { %, water absorption { %)
before and after re ring
o

Sample

Temperature [

number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

C℄

20

400

600

700

750

800

850

900

950

1000

1050

1100

dv

1,42

1,49

1,48

1,47

1,43

1,46

1,53

1,51

1,53

1,52

1,53

1,57

P

48,1

44,6

45,9

44,3

44,2

43

42,9

42,6

41,5

40,9

40,7

39,1

N

34

29,8

31

30

30,9

29,4

28,3

28,2

27,2

26,9

26,7

24,8

dv

1,35

1,39

1,36

1,31

1,29

1,32

1,33

1,2

1,15

1,19

1,17

1,16

P

50,3

49,1

49,8

48,3

49

48,6

47,4

43,7

50,9

55,6

55,7

57,3

N

37,3

35,2

36,7

36,8

38

36,7

35,6

36,3

44,2

46,6

47,5

49,1

dv

1,28

1,29

1,29

1,27

1,27

1,29

1,32

1,33

1,34

1,35

1,37

1,36

P

51,7

52,2

53,2

52,7

52,3

51,9

49,2

48,2

48,2

47,9

47,2

46,4

N

40,3

40,4

41,2

41,5

41,1

40,3

37,4

26,3

35,9

35,4

34,5

34

dv

1,99

1,99

1,91

1,85

1,72

1,68

1,68

1,46

1,42

1,39

1,37

1,37

P

23,6

24

27,1

28,6

32,5

33,2

32,9

36,3

39,4

42,1

43,9

44,3

N

11,9

12,1

14,2

15,5

18,9

19,8

19,7

24,9

27,7

30,3

32,1

32,4

dv

1,19

1,2

1,2

1,19

1,15

1,18

1,19

1,19

1,16

1,21

1,21

1,24

P

55,6

55,5

56,2

55

56,9

56,3

56,2

56,6

57,7

56,6

56,1

56,6

N

46,7

46

46,8

46,3

49,7

47,6

47

47,4

49,9

46,9

46,2

45,7

dv

1,3

1,33

1,31

1,31

1,28

1,3

1,31

1,32

1,31

1,33

1,35

1,37

P

51,3

50,6

51,4

50,1

51,9

50,7

50,7

50

51,2

50

49,4

50,1

N

39,6

37,9

39,2

38,2

40,8

39

38,6

37,9

39,1

37,5

36,6

36,6

dv

1,37

1,45

1,44

1,42

1,57

1,51

1,42

1,4

1,43

1,45

1,45

1,47

P

47,6

45,3

46,9

46,2

47,1

41,3

44,2

44,4

45,8

44,7

44,6

45,1

N

34,7

31,2

32,7

32,4

33,3

27,4

31,1

31,7

31,9

30,7

30,7

30,7

dv

1,81

1,8

1,78

1,77

1,77

1,76

1,77

1,78

1,92

1,97

2,04

2,2

P

30,7

31,1

32,2

32,3

33

31,9

31,7

30,5

25,2

22,6

17,9

8,4

N

16,9

17,3

18,1

18,2

18,7

18,1

17,9

17,2

13,1

11,5

8,8

3,8

dv

1,82

1,78

1,74

1,73

1,69

1,67

1,69

1,71

1,7

1,71

1,7

1,82

P

30,7

32,8

34,2

34,2

36,3

35,4

35,7

34,1

34,5

33,9

34

30,1

N

16,9

18,4

19,6

19,7

21,4

21,1

21,1

20

20,2

19,8

20

16,5

dv

1,74

1,74

1,71

1,67

1,56

1,53

1,52

1,59

1,57

1,5

{

{

P

33,1

34,4

35,3

36,3

39,6

39

39

33,4

33,7

35,7

{

{

N

19

19,8

20,7

21,7

25,4

25,5

25,6

21

21,4

23,8

{

{

dv

1,76

1,75

1,71

1,61

1,67

1,51

1,48

1,46

1,43

1,41

1,39

1,37

P

33,6

34

35,4

38,7

38,9

39,8

41,6

41,4

43,1

44,3

44,1

46,8

N

19

19,5

20,7

23,9

24,8

26,4

28,2

28,6

30,1

31,1

31,7

34,1
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2.5. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Results of hemi al analysis give information on major and tra e elements of
the samples investigated. These elements are onne ted with the erami body, the
lay matrix as well as the lasti admixtures. The results of this analysis sometimes
is in uen ed by se ondary e e ts from burial. Results of this analysis are presented
in Table 5.
Table

5.

Chemi al analysis. Analyses were made in the laboratory of the Arbeitsgruppe Ar haometrie FU
Berlin by WD-XRF (Dr.Gerwulf S hneider). Analysis of ignited samples, major elements in per ent
by weight, normalized to a onstant sum of 100%. the original total is given in the olumn ÿTotal",
o
loss of ignition at 900 C is given in olumn ÿLOI", tra es are in ppm, elements in bra kets are
determined with lower pre ision

A. major elements
Sample SiO TiO
number
1 51,14 0,96
3 64,37 1,18
4 61,30 0,81
7 58,66 1,14
10 62,88 0,85
12 50,53 0,68

Al O Fe O MnO MgO CaO Na O
% by weight
23,60 16,01 0,050 0,21 2,32 0,07
18,59 7,30 0,032 0,28 2,40 0,04
14,30 4,64 0,043 0,29 17,18 0,22
26,41 12,43 0,042 0,17 0,40 0,03
17,45 7,72 0,085 2,23 2,78 0,65
17,42 4,90 0,054 1,44 21,41 0,22

B. tra es elements
Sample V Cr
number
1 220 174
3 149 112
4
97 90
7 254 181
10 114 116
12 142 114

Ni (Cu) Zn Rb Sr (Y)
ppm
40 24 43 13 228 17
44 31 111 20 205 25
19 5 26 26 232 16
47 22 28 17 24 16
44 21 112 150 211 35
52 28 108 107 299 32

2

2

2

3

2

3

2

K O P O (S) (CI) LOI Total
[%℄
0,30 5,34 0,02 0,01 19,55 99,71
0,11 5,65 0,00 0,00 12,20 98,57
0,54 0,68 0,04 0,01 17,40 100,40
0,11 0,60 0,02 0,00 12,68 100,84
3,78 1,58 0,00 0,01 10,11 99,57
1,94 1,41 0,04 0,00 17,39 99,66
2

2

5

Zr (Nb) Ba (La) (Ce) (Pb) (Th)
188
227
181
238
203
117

22
19
17
19
17
9

1972
1690
1150
217
1542
1223

7
10
9
9
42
60

31
44
38
31
82
125

42
18
19
22
23
23

27
22
15
22
24
18

It is lear that from only six analyses very preliminary interpretations an be
made. Due to the variation of omposition within one group of pottery, omparisons
must be made on a statisti al basis whi h needs at least about twenty samples for
one group to be ompared with another group of a similar size. Anyhow, some
observations are lear. All samples from Ukraine are made from a lay extraordinary
low in sodium and potassium and thus very di erent from the samples from M¡twy.
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One of the three samples from the settlement has a high ontent of al ium
whi h is explained by a di erent temper onsisting of al ite. This sample has also a
lower iron ontent onne ted with lower ontents of titanium, vanadium, hromium
and ni kel. This may indi ate a di erent lay sour e within the same area. Be ause
of the large variation within the four samples from Ukraine nothing an be said
about the di eren e between the samples from the settlement and the one from
the emetery. The high phosphorus ontents of two samples from the settlement, as
usual onne ted with elevated barium and strontium ontents, probably are se ondary e e ts from burial. The large variations in iron may be another typi al feature
of the lays used in that area.
The two samples from M¡twy are learly di erent in omposition from all
Ukrainian samples. The lay is lower in titanium and mu h higher in sodium, potassium and magnesium than the lay used at the Ukrainian site. One of the two
samples form M¡twy is high in al ium due to a di erent temper.

2.6. MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF THIN SECTIONS
Examination of thin se tions under polarizing mi ros ope was performed to
speak about type of matrix and rst of all to estimate lasti admixtures. It means type of minerals, their per entage, per entage of parti ular grain fra tions as
well as per entage of matrix and lasti material in sample's area. Results of these
analysis give information about formula. The term formula des ribes the spe i
ombination of matrix and lasti material whi h, for example, ould depend on the
fun tion of vessels. On the basis of the same lay material erami bodies with the
same matrix but with di erent lasti material an be formed (intentional admixtures of lasti material). The results of thin se tion analysis are shown in Table 6, 7,
8, 9, 9a and 10.
Table 6
Matrix and lasti material in parti ular fra tion

Sample
number

Matrix

1
3
4
10
13

57,8
62,5
59,5
68,6
53,5

Total
42,2
37,5
40,5
31,4
46,5

Clasti material
grains diameter [mm℄
[0,01{0,1℄
(0,1{0,5℄
% of area
9,8
32,4
2,7
27,4
1,4
28,9
12,9
18,5
1,1
12,1

> 0,5

{
7,4
10,2
{
33,3
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Table 7
Granulometri analysis data

Sample
number

[0,01{0,1℄

1
3
4
10
13

80
73
57
90
71

Clasti material
grains diameter [mm℄
[0,1{0,5℄
% of whole lasti material
20
25
40
10
25

> 0,5

{
2
3
{
4
Table 8

Maximum grains diameter

Sample
number

[0,01{0,1℄

1
3
4
10
13

0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

Clasti material
grains diameter [mm℄
[0,1{0,5℄
maximum grains diameter [m℄
0,3
0,5
0,5
0,15/0,4
0,5

> 0,5

{
0,6
0,8
{
2,0

Pseudomorphs after bio lasts an be observed in sample No.4 and 13. These,
however, seem not to be from the same origin. In sample No.1 and 3 the pores have
the same shape like the bio lasts in sample 4. At the rims of some of these pores
unidenti ed material (reli s from bio lasts or ontamination from burial ?) an be
observed.
Samples from M¡twy erami group are di erent from the rest (So evka type),
but are not similar to ea h other. Sample No.10 is very de isively di erent, without
any tra es after bio lasts, is very well sorted (only several well rounded grains of
quartz were added). In the next sample (sample No.13) admixtures of bio lasts are
observed.
Unfortunately for the samples of emetery erami group thin se tions ould
not be made.
2

2

The attribution of the

lasts is not quite

lear be ause of untypi al shape. It

ould be also

al areous shale.
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Table 9
Planimetri analysis data

A - 100% lasti material
Sample
number Q
PI
1
3
4
10
13

66,7
78,6
51,8
78,2
55,7

Clasti material
Bio Mus
% of area
0,6
{
{
{
{
{
{
1,2
{
3,0
{
2,0
6,3
{
1,0

Af

{
{
1,2
{
3,8

Car

1,3
{
{
1,0
3,3

B - 100% matrix and lasti material
Sample
number MATRIX Q PI Af
1
3
4
10
13

57,8
62,5
59,5
68,6
53,5

28,1
29,5
21,0
24,6
25,9

{
{
0,5
{
1,8

0,5
{
{
0,3
1,5

Q { quartz
Car { arbonates
Px { pyroxenes
Bio { pseudomorphs after bio lasts

Px

Om

Rf

Bio

{
1,6
{
2,0
{

16,0
6,3
22,3
9,9
7,6

{
2,4
{
3,9
1,0

15,4 *
11,1 *
23,5
{
21,4

Clasti material
Bio Mus
% of area
0,3 {
{
{
{
{
{ 0,5 {
0,9 { 0,6
2,9 { 0,5

Car

PI { plagio lase
Bio { biotite
Om { opaque minerals
* { pores after bio lasts

Px

Om

Rf

Bio

{
0,6
{
0,6
{

6,8
2,4
9,0
3,1
3,5

{
0,9
{
1,2
0,5

6,5 *
4,2 *
9,5
{
10,0

Af { alkali feldspars
Mus { mus ovite
Rf { ro ks fragments

T a b l e 10
Results of thin se tion analysis

Sample
number

[0,01{0,1℄

1

Q Om Af

3

Q Om

4

Q Om

Car

type of lasti material
Por

[0,1{0,5℄

B

Q Om Af

Mus

Por

13

Q Om Af PI Mus

Px Rf

Q Om
Car Px Rf

PI

Q Om Af
Q Om

Mus { mus ovite
B { biotite
Car { arbonates
Px { pyroxenes

> 0,5

Q
Q Om

10

Q { quartz
Om { opaque minerals
Af alkali feldspars
PI { plagio lase

grains size [mm℄

B
Mus

PI

Por

Q Por

Ps
Car Px Rf
Car

Ps
*

Rf Ps

Rf { ro k fragments
Por { pores after bio lasts
Ps { pseudomorph after bio lasts
* { grains diameter up to 0,15 mm,
only well rounded quartz up to 0,4 mm

Ps
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3.

CONCLUSIONS

1. For all investigated samples the olour is due to unburned arbonized organi
substan e and only to a less extend to Fe2+ . Firing was done in a more or less
redu ing atmosphere onne ted with fumigation.
There are two groups onne ted with learly(!) another type of substan e responsible for fumigation. All samples of the emetery pottery group belong to the
one group, to the se ond one the rest of sample.
2. In the ase of te hnologi al parameters samples were de idedly divided into
three groups:
{ sample No.4, the best parameters (lowest open porosity and water absorption)
{ all samples belonging to the emetery erami group (sample No.5, 6 and 7)
and three samples belonging to the settlement erami group (sample No.1, 2
and 3)
{ all samples belonging to the M¡twy erami group
3. In the ase of original ring temperature samples were divided into the
following groups:
{ 600-700oC sample No.13 and 4
{ 700-800oC sample No. 10, 12 and 1
{ 800-900oC sample No.11, 2 and 3
{ 900-950oC all samples of emetery erami group
4. Pseudomorphs after bio lasts only an be are observed in samples originally
red in lower temperature than the samples with pores after bio lasts3 .
5. Clearly di ers the formula of sample No.10. In the rest of samples, M¡twy
and settlement group, admixtures of bio lasts an be observed ( emetery erami
group ould not be studied). Samples M¡twy group are not of the same origin as
the rest.
6. Samples were buried in other onditions, learly another:
{ two samples of emetery erami group (sample No.1 and 3)
{ samples M¡twy group
{ samples No.7 ( emetery erami group) and 4 (settlement)
7. In hemi al analysis two samples from M¡twy are learly di erent in omposition from all Ukrainian samples.
8. It is very important to ontinue these analysis and to make all kind of analysis
for every type of erami group (and for more erami samples) to be sure that the
des ribed above results are representing parti ular groups.

3

It is the typi al behavior for bio lasts during ring [see Daszkiewi z, Raabe, Jelitto 1996℄.
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WEAPONS FROM SOFIEVKA TYPE CEMETERIES
There are three ategories of obje ts made of int, stone, horn, and opper
that an be unquestionably identi ed as weaponry, or rather as weaponry and
signs of so ial position (ÿinsignia"). These are: (a) small arrowheads (identi ed
here as a symptom of the bow-arrow, or possibly arrows-quiver set), (b) axes and
hammers, and ( ) knives and daggers. The present paper will deal with their typologi al and geneti hara teristi s. It will also o er a preliminary interpretation of
their so io-organizational fun tion [ f. also geneti and raw material hara teristi s
given in V.F. Petrougne, Petrographi al. . . in this volume℄.

1.

TYPOLOGICAL AND GENETIC IDENTIFICATION

Colle tion of int arrowheads from the emeteries in ludes 121
examples (Krasny Khutor - 48, So evka - 32, Chernin - 28, Zavalovka - 13). Most
of them are triangular in plan, with a straight on ave base (types 22111-22112
after Budziszewski) [ f. Budziszewski, Flint. . . , in this volume℄. Another type has
equilaterial triangular form (types 22121-22122 after Budziszewski). The third type
- with barbs, is new for the Tripolye ulture. Unique are the leaf-like arrowhead
from Zavalovka and the leaf-like arrowhead with haft from So evka.
There are between 1 and 10 arrowheads in di erent graves [a ording to the
interpretation of graves by Y.Zakharuk and others - f. Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . ,
in this volume℄. In one grave there are di erent types of int arrowheads. Su h is
typi al for Yamnaya and early Cata omb ultures of the Early Bronze Age. Later in
the Cata omb and the Corded Ware ultures the number of arrowheads in reased
to 15-20 examples in one grave.
At Krasny Khutor emetery, in grave 145 was re orded a hypotheti al small opper arrowhead [ f. in this volume: Budziszewski, Flint. . . and Klo hko, Copper. . . ℄,
an in idental form diÆ ult to interpret geneti ally.
Bow - arrowheads.
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Colle tion of stone axes - hammers onsits of 29 di erent examples found in So evka (15), Krasny Khutor (13) and Chernin (1) [ f. Videiko,
Ar haeologi al. . . , in this volume℄. In this olle tion, three types, markedly di erent
both in terms of form and origins, an be distinguished (1-2 - axes, 3 - hammer),
Fig.1.
Type 1 - ÿSo evka": with short proportions and separated blunt side (11 artefa ts
in So evka - graves 8, 12, 34, 44, 64, 111, 114-115-116 and from surfa e and 10 in
Krasny Khutor - graves 12, 33, 84, 105, 118-119, 123, 127, 167 and from surfa e).
Most of them display an imitation of the asting seam (Fig.1:2,3). One axe, from
Krasny Khutor (grave 12), has a fa eted body.
Type 2 - ÿBalkan": boat-like axes (2 in So evka, graves 19, 83 and 3 - in Krasny
Khutor, grave 120 and from surfa e), Fig.1:4.
Axes - hammers.

Type 3: hammer bean-like in plan (2 in So evka, grave 65 and 88), Fig.1:5.
This list an be supplemented with a single horn axe re orded in grave 80 in
Chernin whose fun tional identi ation, however, is not lear.
Axe-hammers most vividly display extratripolyan traditions of ÿSo evka" weaponry. This is espe ially visible in types 1 and 3.
Type 1. So evka type axes are the only form of a battle axe within the Tripolye
ulture that is absolutely pe uliar to it. However, its range of o urren e is restri ted to one regional group. Its typologi al de nition [ f. preliminary formulation:
Zakharuk 1952℄ needs spe ifying to guarantee a orre t geneti analysis.
Taking into a ount the 13 best-preserved forms from among those re orded
in ÿSo evka" emeteries, the morphologi al des ription of the type an be presented as follows: a pentagonal axe in horizontal proje tion, with a short (L1:L3 =
3.5 - 7.0, Fig.1:1) and wide (W1:W2 = 1.3 - 1.7) butt with a longitudinal ÿ asting
seam" along the ba k (75%) in the form of a ridge or rarely a ÿstrip" (two ases);
re tangular or slightly trapezoidal (isos eles trapezoid) in side view, with sometimes slightly marked asymmetry, a ÿdroop", at the utting edge (two ases) or the
butt-end (one ase). The main distinguishing feature of this type is undoubtedly
the horizontal proje tion orrelated with the symmetry of the side view. These two
hara teristi s best set apart the forms in question from the rest of battle axes of
the East European and Balkan-Central European provin es. This applies both to
the proportions and to the presen e of the ÿseam". These distinguishing hara teristi s are best visible in obje ts lassi ed as subtype A. The others, lassi ed as
subtype B, show a greater sus eptibility to extra-so evkian analogies (des ription of
the di erentiation Fig.1:1).
There are two dire tions of topogeneti identi ation of type 1 ÿSo evka": (a)
a dire t referen e to metal Balkan prototypes, or (b) a tentative referen e to the
Central European tradition of stone battle axes.
a. It an be argued that axes of type 1 appear as imitations of the opper axes of
the previous period. Axes of ÿSo evka type" are similar to the opper axes - types
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F i g . 1. Review of stone axe-hammer types from So evka type emeteries. 1 - Des ription of metri
identi ers of subtypes (A, B) of type 1 - ÿSo evka" (a - forms with a ÿ asting seam"; b - forms without
a ÿ asting seam"); 2, 3 - Type 1 - ÿSo evka"; 4 - Type 2 - ÿBalkan"; 5 - Type 3 - hammer.
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Szekely-Nadudvar, Handlova and Mezokerestes a ording to M. Novotna [Novotna
1970:23-24℄ of Bodrogkeresztur ulture. Axes from So evka are nearer to opper
prototypes than axes of the Funnel Beaker ulture [see types K-VII and K-VIII
after M. Zapoto ky, whi h have a atter body: Zapoto ky 1989℄. However, a weak
aspe t of the above identi ation is a striking time and spa e dis repan y between
ÿprototypes" and ÿemulations" i.e., ÿSo evka" forms. It also must be mentioned that
Polgar features identi ed in ÿSo evka" materials are related to groups la king any
substantial tradition of using opper axes [ f. Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . ,
in this volume℄.
The hypothesis under dis ussion o ers no guidelines for the assessment of the
formation hronology of the So evka type.
b. On the s ale of the main y le of hanges of Central European battle axes, set
by the lowland groups of the Funnel Beaker and Corded Ware ultures, ÿSo evka"
forms should be pla ed at the point of onta t between type X [fol. Ja»d»ewski
1936; f. Herfert 1962 - ÿdie a hen Knaufhammeraxte"℄ and Pan-European type A
[fol. Glob - Struve; Struve 1955℄, Fig.2:1.2. An in lination towards the forms of the
Funnel Beaker ulture is validated by the overall similarity of proportions of the
horizontal proje tion and the symmetry of the side view (as a positively dominant
feature). It an be added that in type X of the Funnel Beaker ulture ÿ asting
seams" are o asionally re orded [ f. Herfert 1962:1106 - ÿBrandenburgis her Typ
Variante mit Mittelrippe"℄. This, however, on erns areas very distant from the North
Ponti region, lo ated west of the Oder. The ÿseam" and rare ases of asymmetry
in side view ould suggest onne tions with type A of the Corded Ware ulture.
Looking at the So evka type from the perspe tive of the borderland of the
southeastern group of the Funnel Beaker ulture and the southeastern borderland
of the Corded Ware ulture, whi h is also justi ed by their assessment in terms of origins and raw materials made by V.F. Petrougne [ f. Petrougne, Petrographi al. . . ℄,
we noti e ertain analogies to its subtype 1B distinguished earlier [e.g., Gajewski
1953:161 - Sto ki Las, grave V; Broni ki 1991:340 - type III:14, 18℄. It also must be
noti ed that un nished axe of type 1 was found by N.M. Shmagliy in the Tripolye
village of Troyanov (Volhynia region). There were also found lay models of su h
axes [Arkheologiya 1971:Fig.54℄. This type of axe may have been widespread in different late Tripolye monuments - at rst of the Troyanov and So evka types. They
also often o ur in the southeastern group of the Funnel Beaker ulture [ f. B¡bel
1980:19-23; Gumi«ski 1989:109-113℄. It is hard to assess the geneti impli ations of
this observation; whether it is a symptom of:
{ a state of transformation leading to the formation of a ÿparagon form" (subtype
1A), or rather
{ a state of disintegration of the said ÿform".
The indi ated dire tion of sear h for the origins has ertain hronologi al onsequen es. The time frame of the hypotheti al onta t (state of transformation) of
type X of the Funnel Beaker ulture with type A of the Corded Ware ulture an be
put at 3150 to 2900 BC at the earliest. However, a single analogy to the form ÿwith
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F i g . 2. Central European range of possible ÿprototypes" of stone axe-hammers from So evka type
emeteries - types 1 and 3. a - eastern limit of o urren e of type X axes, fol. K. Ja»d»ewski (dense
hat hing marks type X on entration zone); b - eastern limit of o urren e of type A and B-J axes, fol.
K.H. Struve; - So evka type emeteries; d - examples of hammers of type 24.111, fol. A. Ko±ko, M.
Zaorski. Following the above mentioned authors and J. Ma hnik.

annelure" from Krasny Khutor ould be taken as a valuable indi ator of the upper
watershed of usage. The form was re orded in the layer of the Yamnaya ulture, in
the village of Mikhailovka whi h is treated as parallel to Ezero IV, i.e., ir a 2700
BC [2180±100 onv BC, Shaposhnikova 1985:340,351℄. This is onsistent with a relatively late 14C date for the said ÿSo evka" site [2190±110 onv BC, f. Kovalyukh,
Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology, in this volume℄. One should not forget, however,
about the omplex - ambiguous in ases of spe i observations - stratigraphy of
the Mikhailovka site [Lagodovska, Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1962℄.
The above remarks do not exhaust the subje t of the topogenesis of the axe
form under dis ussion. Future studies of the subje t ought to, in the rst pla e,
ondu t a full inventory and typologi ally identify stone materials from the northwestern part of the Ponti Plateau. Su h an inventory or artogram should ex lude
ÿpreforms" and give the a tual range of the So evka type.
Type 2. The origin of type 2 is onne ted with the Balkans. Su h axes appeared in
the period Tripolye A [Zbenovi h 1975℄.
Type 3. The origin of type 3 is not lear. Similar hammers were found in the Tripolye emetery of Vykhvatin y - grave 16(9/52), and in the mound - group ÿShakhta
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Pavlogradskaya", mound 1, grave 7; group 1 v. Sokolovo, mound 6, grave 7 [Dergahev, Manzura 1991:230, Fig.9; Kovalova 1984:31, Fig.5℄. In the times of So evka
type emeteries, hammers are not typi al nds for North Ponti ultural entres. In
ontrast, a onsiderable on entration of these forms is found in the ir le of Central European Corded Ware ultures or su essive ultures of the Danubian Early
Bronze Civilization. The hammer from So evka ts into the type des ribed here
as ÿloaf-like hammers, with the opening pla ed symmetri ally and of a round-oval
ross-se tion" [Ko±ko 1979:38-39; Zaorski 1989 - type 24, 111℄. From the eastern
part of the Balti Sea at hment area ( at hment areas of the Oder and Vistula Rivers), four examples of the type in question are known, none of whi h is pre isely
dated, however (Go zaªków Górny, prov. of Waªbrzy h, Zb¡szy«, prov. of Zielona
Góra, Skarbieni e, prov. of Bydgosz z, Sarniak, prov. of Cheªm), Fig.2:3.
It seems highly probable that the origins of the hammer ought to be pla ed in
a sphere spatially and ulturally oin iding with the hypotheti originating area of
type 1 ÿSo evka" axes (Fig.2).
Summing up, it an be suggested that Central European ultural entres made
a substantial ontribution to the development of stone weaponry/insignia forms
used in the Dnieper Tripolye ulture. This opinion is supported by onsiderable
eviden e of the analysis of design of ÿSo evka" pottery [ f. Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko,
Pottery. . . ℄ and presen e of amber beads in graves (Krasny Khutor - graves 8, 53,
170 and Zavalovka - graves 1).
Copper and int knives were found in So evka and Krasny
Khutor, opper daggers in Krasny Khutor [see Klo hko, Copper. . . , in this volume℄.
One dagger from Krasny Khutor was in a skin s abbard with a whetstone. A similar
whetstone ame from the Laznany emetery [Siska 1964℄ and Mayaky emetery
[Patokova et al. 1989:62,Fig.23:7℄.
Copper forms of knives/daggers appear in the Tripolye ulture (in So evka
and Usatowo types) as ÿimports", or rather e e ts of external inspirations from
the areas of the Carpathian Basin and Anatolia [ f. Klo hko, Copper. . . ℄. Whereas
int forms an be taken as their lo al substitutes, or ÿrepli as" [ f. Budziszewski,
Flint. . . ℄.
Knives and daggers.

2.

THE ISSUE OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION

Weaponry in ludes a stone axe (ÿbattle axe") - hammer, a bow with arrowheads,
and a dagger or a knife ( opper or int). Copper daggers were rare and may have
been used as parti ular markers of a so ial position.
There are various types of weapons in the So evka-type emeteries, onne ted
with various ultural traditions: Tripolye (triangular arrowheads), Carpathian (type
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2 of stone axes, arrowheads - equilaterial and with barbs, and leaf-like knives ),
Central European (type 1 and 3 of stone axes - hammers), Mediterranean ( opper daggers). This reveals the wide onta ts and ÿinternational" hara ter of the
So evka population.
The large number of weapons in the emeteries is unusual and may re e t a
ontinual war related to the onquest of the left bank of the Dnieper by the Tripolye
populations.
These ÿpoliti al relations" must have had so ial onsequen es. At the de line
of the Tripolye ulture, we nd lear manifestations of so ial strati ation on the
middle Dnieper, namely the emergen e of the stratum of hieftains. This is expressly
eviden ed by sepul hres that are parti ularly abundant in weaponry/insignia. The
examples are Krasny Khutor - grave 127 (adult man) and So evka - grave 19 [ f.
Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . ℄. Having analyzed su h data in greater detail, an attempt
was made to distinguish in the ÿSo evka ommunity" three inventory strata, or types
of sepul hres. A ording to this division 8.9% of graves would belong to tribal/ lan
ÿtop brass" [Kolesnikov 1993℄.
It is hara teristi that the manifestations of strati ation on ern only the
two emeteries named above (espe ially Krasny Khutor) that are ommonly believed to be older than others [ f. in this volume: Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin,
Chronology. . . , Kadrow, Absolute. . . , Budziszewski, Flint. . . ℄. In Chernin, only single graves with ÿ hieftain distin tions" were re orded (graves 80, 90) and only with
a stone and a horn axe. Zavalovka, in ontrast, is deprived of any signs of su h
distin tions.
Therefore, it is diÆ ult to assess to what extent ÿSo evka" so io-organizational
traditions were ontinued on the middle Dnieper after the demise of the Tripolye ulture, for instan e in the su essive Middle Dnieper ulture [Artemenko
1967:125-127; Klo hko 1994b:186-190℄.
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COPPER OBJECTS AND QUESTIONS OF ÿSOFIEVKA
METALLURGY"
Copper nds in emeteries are quite rare,whi h is typi al for the neolithi
period. But at the same time the grave goods presented here represent the wide set
of types known at this period in Europe [Klo hko 1994a:149-154℄.
Altogether, 202 opper artefa ts were found. Of this number 150 were found
in graves, i.e. in omplexes [ f. Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , in this volume℄.
In parti ular sites the proportion of opper items in graves was as follows:
Chernin - 8.51% (8 graves ontaining opper), Krasny Khutor - 22.94% (39 graves),
So evka - 9.59% (14 graves) and Zavalovka - 6.25% (1 grave).

1.

TYPOLOGICAL DIFFERENTIATION

Two typologi al groups may be distinguished in this olle tion: I - tools/arms
and II - ornaments. The share of artefa ts that were assigned to the above groups
(in luding hypotheti ally to group II those obje ts that have been poorly preserved
- a. 17 items) in spe i
emeteries is given below:
Chernin
I - 0%
II - 100% (19 artefa ts)
Krasny Khutor
I - 7.41% (6)
II - 92.59% (81)
So evka
I - 19.57% (18)
II - 80.43% (748)
Zavalovka
I - 0%
II - 100% (4)
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1.1.

TYPOLOGICAL GROUP I

In this group 9 units of lassi ation may be distinguished: types and subtypes
(Fig.1:1-9).
Awls (type IAw). Eleven awls were found in So evka (graves 14, 19, 71, 124
and from surfa e) and one in Krasny Khutor (grave 127). Their length ranges from
2 m to 7 m. So evka awls are tetrahedral in the ross-se tion (IAw1). The awl from
Krasny Khutor is short and round in the ross-se tion (IAw2). (Fig.1:1-2).
Flat axes (type IAx). Two axes were found in So evka (grave 19 and on the
surfa e), one of them broken. Axes were produ ed in asting forms, and are broad
and thin in the ross-se tion (Fig.1:3).
Chisel (type IC). One hisel ame from So evka (grave 2/1947). It is short,
with a riveted blunt side (Fig.1:4).
Knives (type IK). Four knives were found in So evka (grave 19 and on the
surfa e) and one (?) in Krasny Khutor (grave 103). They have leaf-like blades with
a delta-like haft - more (IK2) or less (IK1) noti eable and are lenti ular in the
se tion (Fig.1:5-6)1.
Daggers (type ID). Three daggers were found in Krasny Khutor (graves 127,
134, 167). They have triangular blades, and are onne ted with a haft by four (ID1)
or two (ID2) rivets. One dagger had a bone rivet (Fig.1:7-8).
Arrowhead (type 1Ar). One (?) leaf-like at arrowhead was found in Krasny
Khutor (grave 145) (Fig.1:9).

1.2.

TYPOLOGICAL GROUP II

In this group 7 units of lassi ation may be distinguished: types and subtypes
(Fig.1:10-17).
Bra elet (type IIBr). One bra elet was found in Krasny Khutor (grave 50). The
bra elet had ontra ted terminals and was produ ed from a opper strip (Fig.1:10).
A se ond bra elet, about whi h E.Chernykh has published [Chernykh 1966℄, is not
onne ted with the emeteries. It may be an a idental surfa e nd from an unknown pla e.
Cylindri al | spiral beads (type IIBe). They were found in all emeteries. They
were produ ed from a broad rolled opper strip. There are two types of ylindri al
beads: short (to 1 m - IIBe1) and long (> 2 m - IIBe2). Spiral beads (IIBe3) were
1
Compare the riterion of distinguishing knives on the basis of morphologi al hara teristi s of the handle
part with another riterion, namely the ross-se tion of the blade. The latter riterion was applied to the typologi al
assessment of int artefa ts [see Budziszewski, Flint. . . , in this volume℄. A ording to this riterion, the obje ts may
be in luded in the ÿdaggers" type (Editor's omment).
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F i g . 1. Types of opper artefa ts found in So evka type burial grounds.
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found in So evka, Krasny Khutor and some in Chernin. They were produ ed from
a narrow rolled opper strip (Fig.1:11-13).
Rings (type IIR). Eleven rings originated in So evka (graves 4, 84, 123 and on
the surfa e). They were produ ed from round opper wire or opper wire tetrahedral
in the ross-se tion(Fig.1:14).
Nails (type IIN). Two de orative small nails (h=4 m) were dis overed in one
grave at So evka (grave 8). They are tetrahedral in the ross-se tion, with amorphi
riveted nail-heads (Fig.1:15).
Sha kle-holders (type IISH). Two sha kle-holders were found in So evka (grave
30 and on the surfa e) and two in Chernin (grave 43). One holder from So evka
was made from a wire tetrahedral in the ross-se tion wire (Fig.1:16). It may be a
de oration of a haft of an axe-hammer. Small sha kles from Chernin may be used
for de oration of a skin strip (Fig.1:17).

2.

THE CULTURAL IDENTIFICATION

Awls. Su h types of awls (IAw1 - IAw2) were widely spread throughout the
Balkan-Carpathian region in the Copper Age. A given kind of artefa t is hardly
identi able from the ultural point of view. There is a great variety whi h ombine
a number of ultures and groups throughout the above-mentioned ir le.
Flat opper axes. Axes belong to the Altheim type, onne ted with the Carpathian region (Altheim-Vuedol-Mondzee-Kreis). Casting moulds for su h axes were
found in Vuedol [Novotna 1970:18-19℄.
Chisel. The form of the hisel is similar to hisels from Dabas (whi h were onne ted by P. Patay with the Bodrogkeresztur ulture) and grave 1 of the Rashkov e
emetery in Slovakia [Chernykh 1978:103-105℄.
Knives. This is the oldest type of the opper knives in Europe whi h have int
prototypes. Similar knives (IK1) are known in emeteries of the Bodrogkeresztur
ulture - Pushtaystvanhasa [Muller-Karpe 1974:Taf.754℄ and the Laznany group 
 ska 1972:140-143, Abb.35,1,4℄. A ording to S. Si
 ska, su h
Sebastovi
e and Bar a [Si
knives are typi al for Bodrogkeresztur ulture.
Daggers. Ussually the opper daggers from Krasny Khutor are ompared with
the daggers from Usatovo mounds [Zbenovi h 1966; 1975℄. The latter have Mediterranean prototypes. Metallographi - and spe tro-analyses of the ÿlarge" Usatovo
daggers show that they are similar to daggers from the Anatolia, whi h have been
dated ba k to the rst part of the third millennium BC. Daggers from the Usatovo
mounds may have been imported from Anatolia [Ryndina, Konkova 1982℄. All other
daggers - from Usatovo and Krasny Khutor - are of lo al produ tion, arried out
a ording to Mediterranean prototypes. In the third millennium BC those types of
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F i g . 2. Geneti ba kground of So evka opper metallurgy - spatial dimension of te hnologi al inspirations. a - extent of ultures (B - Bodrogkeresztur, T - Tripolye); b - extent of groups (L - Laznany,
U - Usatovo; - Laznany; d - Usatovo; e - representative sites of the So evka type; f - extent of the
So evka type.
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daggers were spread throughout Europe instead of the haft types [Goldman 1981℄.
Bra elet. This is very similar to examples from the Sebastovi e emetery of
the Laznany group [Siska 1972:140℄ and the Bran emetery of the Ludani e group
[Li hardus, Vladar 1964℄) in Slovakia.
Beads. The ylindri al beads (IIBe1-2) are of the widely spread type of de orations in the Copper and Early Bronze Age in Europe [IIBe2 - see Ko±ko, Klo hko
1991:130-133℄. Spiral beads (IIBe3) are typi al for the Balkans and the Carpathian
Basin and unknown in the present Tripolye monuments.
Rings. These were a widely spread type of opper de oration in the Copper
and Bronze Age.
Nails. Similar bronze nails are known from the mound graves of the Early
Bronze Age in Ukraine, where they were used for de oration of the hafts of stone
battle axes-hammers.
Sha kles-holders. Similar holders were found in the Tripolye emetery of Vykhvatintsy, ontemporary with the So evka type and the Early Bronze Age mounds
in southern Ukraine.
To sum up the presentation of ultural identi ation, one should point to the
main relations of the omplex of artefa ts studied with the stylisti traditions of
the Balkan-Carpathian metallurgi al entres, among them mainly of the Bodrogkeresztur ulture (together with the Laznany group). Mu h more modern is the share
of the indire t prototypes from the area of Anatolia (Fig.2).

3.

TECHNOLOGY

Spe troanalyti al investigations of opper were arried out by E. Chernykh
[Chernykh 1966℄. Results show us that most of the opper obje ts were produed from pure opper, ex ept for one bead from Krasny Khutor, produ ed from
As-bronze (Table 2). Whole group of metals is homogeneous, whi h suggests that all
obje ts were produ ed in one enter, using opper from one deposit. A ording to
E.Chernykh, it was a deposit from an ÿunidenti ed region in the Balkan-Carpathian
zone" [Chernykh 1970:26℄.
Today su h an explanation is unsatisfa tory. Balkan deposits have di erent
mi ro-admixtures [Chernykh 1978℄. This is why the homogeneous opper from the
So evka type emeteries annot be onne ted with the Balkans. Among the types of opper obje ts there are di erent examples, onne ted with the Tripolye,
Bodrogkeresztur, Mediterranean and other traditions, but they all were produ ed
from the same opper. A ording to spe ialists, the purity of the So evka opper
an be explained by its origin from minerals, onne ted with the oxidised top layers
of deposit. Usually su h a situation represents the beginning of mining.
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Table

1

List of opper artefa ts from the So evka emetery submitted to physi o- hemi al analyses of the
omposition of raw material. A ording to E.N. Chernykh

n. an.

obje t

emetery

368
369
370
371
374
376
377
378
379
381
382
383
384*
387
394

awl
hisel
at axe
at axe
knife
knife
bead
awl
knife
bead
bead
bead
bra elet
bead
knife

So evka
So evka
So evka
So evka
So evka
Kr. Khutor
Kr. Khutor
So evka
So evka
So evka
Kr. Khutor
Kr. Khutor
Kr. Khutor
Kr. Khutor
So evka ?

grave

year

surfa e
2
19
3
surfa e

1947
1948
1948
1947

19

1948
1948
1947

surfa e
50
surfa e ?

1948 ?

* Analysis n. 385, 386 | from bra elets, whi h are not onne ted with graves of Krasny Khutor.
They are surfa e nds from unknown pla e.

Table
Spe troanalyti al investigations of
Chernykh 1966

n.an. Cu
368
369
370
371
374
376
377
378
379
381
382
383
384
387
394

Sn

B
{
B
{
B
{
B <0,001
B
?
B
{
B
{
B 0,001
B
{
B
{
B
{
B
{
B 0,0003
B
{
B
?

opper from So evka and Krasny Khutor

Pb

Zn

Bi

0,001
0,001
{
0,0016
0,001
{
0,003
0,0017
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,0014
0,001
0,003

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

0,001
0,001
{
{
|
0,001
{
{
?
?
{
{
?
0,001
0,003

Ag

Sb

As

Fe

0,08
{
{
tr
0,04
{
{
0,001
0,01
{
{
tr
0,013
{
{ <0,001
0,055
{
{
0,001
0,027
{
{
tr
0,005
{
{
tr
0,015
{
{
tr
0,02
{
?
tr
0,08
{
{
0,001
0,033
{
{
0,003
0,016
{
{
tr
0,0063 {
{
0,007
0,008
{ 1,50 <0,001
0,01
0,01 1,90 0,0015

2

emeteries. After E.

Ni

Co Mn Au

P

{
0,002
0,0012
{
{
{
0,0009
{
0,001
{
0,001
{
0,001
0,002
0,42

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{ tr {
{ 0,001 {
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{ tr {
{ tr {
{
{
{
{ tr {
{
{
{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{
{
{
0,2
{
{
0,3
>1
{
<0,1
0,1
?
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The sour e of the So evka opper an be lo ated among deposits of the opper
sandstones in the Skvira metalbearing region of the Ukrainian Crystalline Shield,
whi h is not far from the emeteries of the So evka type [Metallogenia 1974:488℄.
Metallographi investigations of opper obje ts from So evka and Krasny Khutor, arried out by N.Ryndina, show that all of the obje ts were produ ed using
di erent opper-smithing te hnologies. Semi- nished at axes, knives and daggers
were produ ed in losed double-sided asting moulds [Ryndina 1971:138-139℄.
It seems that So evka shows us the produ ts of a lo al enter of metallurgy
and metalworking. This enter was onne ted with lo al deposits of opper (the
Skvira region) and di erent te hnologi al traditions (lo al - Tripolye; Carpathian Bodrogkeresztur, Laznany; Mediterranean - Anatolia), Fig.2.
Su h amalgamation may only be the result of immediate onta ts between the
arriers of those three te hnologi al traditions [Klo hko 1994a℄.
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GLASS BEADS FROM SOFIEVKA CEMETERY
The history of glassmaking has been studied for many years and from several
angles. Te hnologi al, typologi al, geneti and theoreti studies have been made. All
of them, however, aimed at de ning the pla e that in the life of prehistori ommunities was o upied by glass. Sometimes, however, we do not have enough data
to analyze sour es in so many aspe ts. This is exa tly what we have to deal with in
the ase of glass items from the emetery in So evka. To arry out a formal analysis
we are left only with the number of glass items found and their general des ription
and lo ation. Namely, four olour beads were found, two of them in a grave and
the other two on the surfa e. This data is insuÆ ient to ondu t a full te hnologi al
analysis, either. There is not enough data to determine the te hnique used to make
the beads. Despite so many gaps the beads deserve attention be ause they have
been subje ted to a hemi al omposition analysis. Spe troanalyti al investigations
arried out at the Ar haeologi o-Te hnologi al Laboratory of the Institute of the
History of Material Culture in Petersburg have given the following results (Table 1).
An attempt to omment on these results follows from their hronologi al plaement, namely in rst half of the 3rd millennium BC [ f. Kadrow, Absolute. . . ,
in this volume℄. The site's hronology resulting from radio arbon dating o ers us
interpreting possibilities for dis ussion on the origins of glassmaking. In the future,
we an expe t to have more radio arbon datings of individual sites where glass obje ts have been found. We an probably verify the hronology of spe i stages in
the development of glassmaking.
The beginnings of glassmaking are pla ed in the 5th/4th millennium onv BC
presumably in Mesopotamia. A dis ussion as to the origins of glassmaking, in whi h
Egypt ompetes with Mesopotamia as the radle of glassmaking, has been going on
among glass historians sin e the beginning of this entury [a review of opinions on
the subje t and a des ription of glassmaking entres in Mesopotamia an be found
in: Barag 1962:9-27; Moorey 1985℄. The rst millennium in the history of glassmaking is believed to be the period of formation of the industry in onne tion with
faien e manufa ture. Faien e, variously hara terized by resear hers, in its transitional phase leading to the development of glass is treated as a ategory of the same
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Table

1

Resultes of spe troanalyti al investigations of the glass beads from So evka emetery
gr. 123(125)

gr. 123(125)

surfa e

surfa e

287/26

287/27

319/40

?

Lab. No

light-green

light-biruse

wine-rose

bright-brown

SiO2

olour

base

base

base

base

Na2 O

13,0

16,0

6,0

11,0

K2 O

6,0

9,0

6,0

6,0

CaO

12,0

20,0

13,0

4,5

MgO

0,28

0,1

0,35

0,1

Al2 O3
Fe2 O3

0,8
0,35

0,75
0,75

1,4
1,1

3,2
0,5

MnO

0,04

0,06

6,0

0,016

PbO

1,2

1,2

0,05

0,09

CuO

0,9

0,75

0,035

0,006

TiO2

0,012

0,07

0,02

SnO2

0,005

As

0,35

{
0,27

0,01
{

0,01
{
{

te hnologi al pro ess. This makes it diÆ ult to separate entres manufa turing faien e from those produ ing glass. Working on this assumption N. Ven lova lists
together probable European and non European workshops manufa turing faien e
and glass in the Early Bronze Age [Ven lova 1990:421℄. The leading entres are
Mesopotamia, Syria with Palestine, the Cau asus, Egypt and Crete. The 3rd and
2nd millenniums BC witnessed also the formation of glassmaking entres on the
Crimea, the northern oast of the Bla k Sea and the Ukraine [Bezborodov, Zadneprovsky 1965:127- 142℄. In North Ponti tribes they began to appear at the turn of
the 3rd millennium BC. A ording to A. Ostroverkhov, in the southern distri t of
Kherson, in a kurgan of the late Yamnaya ulture, were found glass beads shaped
as stars [Ostroverkhov 1981:224-225℄. It is in this ontext that the re ording of four
glass beads at the emetery in So evka, near Kiev, dated to the 3rd millennium
BC, should be analyzed. Spe i ally interesting in this ontext are the two beads
oming from grave 123(125), a homogenous feature. The other two also ome from
the same emetery but it is diÆ ult to attribute them to spe i features. The beads were subje ted to a spe tral analysis. The results thus re eived were mat hed
to interpretation methods developed by M.A. Bezborodov [1975℄, Y.L. Sh hapova
[1973, 1983℄, M. Dekówna [1982℄ and T. Stawiarska [1984, 1987℄. The major guideline following from the works of these authors is to nd out the formula a ording
to whi h the glass in question has been made and then the types of glass based on
its ingredients. Among the ingredients are SiO2, Na2 O, K2 O, CaO, MgO, Al2 O3. In
the next stage a separate hemi al type is separated into subtypes depending on the
formula norm. The next stage of the analysis involves spe ial features of glass like
olouring, de olouring and fogging agents. The indi es al ulated below are helpful
in these investigations (Table 2).
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Table 2
Proportions and sums of glass ingredients

gr. 123(125)
287/26

gr. 123(125)
287/27

surfa e
319/40

surfa e
?

Na2 O
K2 O

2,16

1,77

1,0

1,83

N a2 O + K2 O

19,0

25,0

12,0

17,0

31,57

36,0

50,0

35,29

42,85

200,0

37,14

45,0

2,28

0,49

2,62

2,17

1,54

1,24

0,89

5,15

nN

K2 O
Na2 O+K2 O

× 100%

CaO
M gO
M gO
CaO+M gO

FN

× 100%

O +K O
= Na
CaO+M gO
2

2

The examination of proportions and sums of major glass ingredients justi es
the following on lusions.
1. The formula, or a re ipe for the kind and amount of basi raw materials
ons iously introdu ed to the glassmaking mix has been established. When determining the ratio of alkali ingredients to al ium-magnesium ones (Na2 O+K2O:
CaO+MgO) in nished glass a ording to Y.L. Sh hapova's method, we have found that in glass items no. 287/26, 287/27, 319/40 the ratio is lower than 3. This
means that the glass was made a ording to the three-ingredient formula (sand +
soda + limestone). For the unmarked bead found on the surfa e formula norm =
5.15, whi h points to a two-ingredient formula (sili o- al ium sand+soda).
Two- or three-ingredient formulas o-o urred in the period of their development. We believe that the use of a parti ular formula depended on the lo al
availability of raw materials.
2. The analysis of the alkali ingredients suggests that all the beads are made
of ash glass. In the glass under dis ussion it must be ash of ontinental plants
(plant ash is a sour e of sodium ompounds), whi h is eviden ed by the ratio of
Na2 O:K2O lower than 3:1. Beads no. 287/26, 287/27, 319/40 are of the sodium-potassium- al ium-sili on type (Na2 O - K2O - CaO - SiO2) while the unmarked
bead is of the sodium-potassium- al ium-aluminium-sili on type (Na2O - K2O CaO - Al2 O3 - SiO2). Plant ash was used as an alkali ingredient in the Middle
East, Mesopotamia and Central Asia [Sh hapova 1983℄.
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3. The proportion of al ium to magnesium shows that the glass is almost
magnesium-free and that the al ium omponent is very pure. The proportion of
CaO to MgO in the glass of bead no. 287/27 is 200:1. Su h a high proportion of
CaO to MgO is similar to that found in glass items from a settlement of the Veterov
ulture in Blu in, in Moravia analyzed by J. Ol zak. He found the ratio to be 120:1
and 130:1 [Ol zak 1993:279-291℄. It is highly probable that in Blu in the tra es of
the oldest glassmaking workshop in Central Europe were found. The proportion of
al ium to magnesium may be a reli of a glassmaking tradition brought to Europe
from the East.
4. The glass items from grave 123(125) owe their olouring to upri and lead
oxides (CuO and PbO). Glass item no. 319/40, however, displays a higher ontent of
manganese oxide (MnO), namely 6%. Depending on its on entration manganese
either olours or dis olours glass. A ording to M.A. Bezborodov [1956:82-83℄ manganese was a lo al te hnologi al hara teristi of glassmaking in the North Ponti
region in the Middle Ages. It may have been a remote vestige of an earlier tradition
whose tra e we found in the bead from So evka. This is even more probable when
one thinks of ri h deposits of manganese ore in the Cau asus.
Also worth noting is the presen e of few tenths of a per ent of arsen (As) in
the two glass items from grave 123(125). It may be a proof of a ertain relation
between opper- and glassmaking [Bouzek 1985; Klo hko 1994:135-166℄.
The above on lusions show that the four beads from the emetery at So evka,
dated at the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC, originate from two di erent
glassmaking traditions: a two- and a three-ingredient one. It is true that all of
them were made with the use of plant ash (the sour e of sodium), but in one
ase we have re orded ex eptionally pure limestone raw material. Of interest is
also an in reased on entration of manganese. All these elements pla e the glass
items under dis ussion in the Eastern tradition while suggesting that they may ome
from various entres, quite possibly from Anatolia as A.S. Ostroverkhov believes
[Ostroverkhov 1985:179℄. Attention should also be given to the referen e, through
the CaO/MgO ratio, to the glass from the Veterov ulture settlement in Blu in,
whi h may be eviden e of the movement of glassmaking tradition from North Ponti
areas to Central Europe.
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ORIGINS OF NEOLITHIC-ENEOLITHIC CREMATION
RITES IN EUROPE AND SOFIEVKA TYPE RITUALS

Cremation rites are not adequately identi able from the point of view of ar haeology. In pra ti e we register their spe i states, pla es of burial stri tly limited as
far as spa e is on erned - in the form of pit graves and in inerary urn graves. The
awareness of this fa t requires aution when we evaluate the European beginnings
of the omplex of funerary rituals in whi h we are interested.

1.

THE STATE OF SOURCE DOCUMENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE
GENETIC INTERPRETATION OF EARLY FORMS OF DEVELOPMENT OF
CREMATION RITES

The above remarks are parti ularly justi ed with referen e to the epo hs: Mesolithi - Neolithi - Eneolithi within whi h the beginnings of a given rite are observed
[Cabalska 1964; 1967; Kali z 1963:14-18; Voigt 1963; Ja»d»ewski 1981:147℄.
In this initial stage two periods were distinguished [Cabalska 1967:41℄: I - of
in idental appli ations of remation with respe t to a narrow ategory of the dead
(for example, in the form of ÿsize of punishment") and II - appli ations in the
hara ter of ÿa distin t burial rite".
PERIOD I - before a. 3600/3500 BC (2800/2700 onv BC). The oldest manifestation of rites in whi h we are interested is dated to the turn of the eighth
millennium BC and is onne ted with a Mesolithi ommunity of the Maglemose
ulture. The remated burial of the ÿlayer" type was found in the area of the Melsted
settlement on the island of Bornholm [Be ker 1951:100, 171℄. Of similar hara ter
are observations about the barely later Mesolithi settlements of the Komorni a
ulture of Wieliszew in Mazovia [Wi kowska 1975:418℄. The next dis overy whi h
was already onne ted with an agrarian population is dated to the se ond half of
the sixth millennium BC. Burnt human bones were found in an anthropomorphi
vessel (the so- alled Venus of Gorzsa) of the Koros ulture, un overed on a site
lo ated near the on uen e of the Tisza and Marusza rivers [Gazdapusztai 1957:12℄.
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A little bit more frequent, although many times more problemati , is the eviden e
of remation from the de line of the sixth millennium and from the rst half of the
fth millennium BC onne ted with the Vina ulture and the Linear Band Pottery ulture [Garasanin 1958:17; Kahlke 1954:90f; Ven l 1961:114; Ho mann 1973;
Kaufmann 1976:70-73℄. An intensi ation of sour e eviden e of given rites (mainly
in the form of inerary graves) is dated to the de line of the rst half and the se ond
half of the fth millennium BC. This on erns in parti ular the Northern zone of
the Balkan-Central European ultural provin e, to be more exa t, the areas o upied by the Stroke Ornamented ulture, and espe ially the Rossen ulture [S hranil
1928:46; Kaufmann 1976:70-73; Wol 1911; Stroh 1938:83-84℄. An important phenomenon of this period was the transmission of ÿthe agrarian version" of the ritual
dis ussed here beyond the areas of the loess uplands, among others, to the area
of the lowland [Kul zy ka-Le iejewi zowa 1979:161℄. This ÿversion" of remation
seems to have been adapted at that time in the environment of o- reators of the
ÿMegalithi ir le", the proof of whi h might be, for example, the inerary grave of
the Stroke Ornamented ulture from Kowal in Kuiavia that was pla ed in a stone
box and is dated to the middle of the fth millennium BC [Czerniak 1980:205℄. It
is possible that the phenomenon signalled here a tivated a long-term pro ess of
development of ÿthe Northern model" of remation rites (whose determinant would be non- inerary burials - in great measure ÿlayer" ones) whi h are do umented
by the more re ent studies of its Lowland manifestations; espe ially from the later
periods [re ently, Wierzbi ki 1992:86-87℄. However, in our evaluation here we assume that the primeval pre-sour es of the said ÿmodel" were surely inherent in the
endogenous ritual traditions of the Lowland ommunities of the Mesolithi epo h
(Fig.1:a).
At the turn of the fth and fourth millennia BC an important entre of the
development of the remation rite was lo ated in the basin of the Upper Tisza,
within the ir le of the Polgar ulture [ f. Siska 1968℄. The share of remation
graves as well as inerary and pit ones is dis ernable here sin e in the Polgar III
phase (the Tiszapolgar ulture) [Siska 1964:339-340℄ and the Polgar IV phase (the
 ska 1966:62; 1972;
Bodrogkeresztur ulture, Laznany group) it was intensi ed [Si
Nevizansky 1984:278-288℄.
About 35% of the graves in the Laznany group (generally dated within the
Hunyadihalom-Laznany horizon to a. 3650-3500 BC) [Ka zanowska 1980℄ ontained the remains of a remation [Nevizansky 1984:288℄. Both the pit and the inerary
graves, whi h were dominant, o urred here. The equipment of these burials was
reated out of pottery (one to three vessels) and, in individual ases, int artefa ts
and amber fragments. Along with the in uen es of the Polgar entre, remation
in ltrates beyond the ar of the Carpathians, e.g. into the basin of the Upper Oder
[Nowothing 1937℄. It seems that the phenomenon signalled here may be treated as
a prologue to the pro ess representative of period II (Fig.1:b).
PERIOD II - after a. 3600/3500 BC (2800/2700 onv BC). A ording to M.
Cabalska, in the middle of the fourth millennium BC two ÿearly entres" of rystal-
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lisation of the ÿ remation as a di erent funeral rite" may be distinguished: those
of the Baden and Middle Dnieper (whi h are later named So evka) [Cabalska
1967:45℄. In her interpretation, manifestations of the growth of signi an e noti ed
there would onstitue ÿa logi al and purposeful rowning of the ideologi al-ritual
attitude based on the spiritual on ept of God the Creator and immortal soul".
The pro ess would have external roots as a derivative of a new wave of in uen es
from the Near East: ÿalong the same trade routes whi h aused the dissemination
of the knowledge about opper and bronze" [Cabalska 1967:43, 45℄. An important
role in the onstru tion of this hypothesis was played by the studies of N. Kali z
[1963℄, who interpreted the Baden ulture as the Northernmost group of the early
bronze ultural omplex, in luding Anatolia and the Balkans. This on eption was
supported by later studies by V. Nemej ova-Pavukova [1981℄ on erning the internal stru ture of the said ÿ omplex" as well Z. So ha ki's [1991:14℄ studies on the
spatially similar ÿzone of in uen e". A ording to the latter author ÿthe origin of
the funeral rites [in the Baden entre℄ whi h appears ÿin waves" has not yet been
explained, but the parti ipation of South-Eastern impulses is most probable (. . . ),
Anatolian in uen es en ompassed (even though in varying degree) many elds of
life of the Baden ulture population (. . . ), they made it the then main transmitter of
a hievements and ustoms of the Near East within the Central European ultures
whi h were developing more slowly" [So ha ki 1985:49℄. In the ase of remation
rites a parti ularly onvin ing identi er of ÿthe Anatolian in uen e" was onsidered
to be a burial ground in the entre - and spe i ally the anthropomorphi inerary
 group whi h suggested the possibility of the ÿin lurn from grave 3 - of the Ozd
tration of a small group of Anatolian population on the Upper Tisza(?)" [Kali z
1963:7-14; So ha ki 1980:195; 1983:130; 1985:49℄.
However, Anatolia as well as the Tigris-Euphrates basin do not provide material for observations of onvin ing manifestations of the adequately early remation
rites whi h might have dire tly motivated the hypothesis quoted above [Ja»d»ewski
1981:171℄. The oldest ndings of this ritual are onne ted in the Near East with
the site of the late Neolithi ulture Halaf Yarim Tepe II, dated to the early enturies of the sixth millennium BC (a bi-ritual burial ground with 5 remation graves
ÿwhi h were a ompanied by remains of the intentionally broken vessels, among
them anthropo- and zoomorphi vessels" [Bieli«ski 1985:234℄). However, in the
next millennia inhumation de isively prevailed in this region. A good illustration of
this may be the burial rite of Mesopotamia of the early dynasty time ( a. 2800-2340
BC) where ÿinhumation was still the rule on all sites"; only sporadi ally was there
found ÿa partial remation" of the dead bodies [awe ka 1989:61-62℄. It is diÆ ult
to say how mu h this pi ture may be hanged as a result of further investigations
on sites, for example in relatively poorly re ognized Anatolia.
At the same time one should note that the above observations may reate a
good ba kground for the revision of the hypothesis of the ex lusively Anatolian
roots of growing importan e of remation in the middle of the fourth millennium
BC. Su h an attempt has re ently been presented by L. Nikolova [Nikolova 1993℄.
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A ording to her, the genesis of the Baden entre should be looked for to the
north, in the Central Danube zone where the oldest obje ts may be found that
are typi al for it. She indi ates the old remation traditions in Central Europe
( f. earlier remarks on erning endogenous development of the ÿnorthern model"
of remation), exposing as the oldest links of the Baden entre the settlement
environments of the Laznany and Ohrozim groups. The remation rite was spread
from this area to the areas of the western part of the Lower Danube basin (the
Kostola and Cotofeni ultures) - Fig.1.

2.

THE BADEN CENTRE | THE DANUBE RITUAL MANIFESTATIONS OF

THE LATE ENEOLITHIC PHILOSOPHICAL AND RELIGIOUS TRANSFORMATION

The range of the initial area of the entre may be identi ed with the territory
of the Boleraz group (horizon) [Nemej ova-Pavukova 1981; 1984; So ha ki 1980;
1985℄ and the Funnel Beaker ulture groups whi h developed similarly to an Ohrozim type in Moravia [Medunova-Benesova 1967℄. Therefore, these would be the
areas between the Danube and the Drava, river basins of the Wag, Morava and
Upper Oder (Fig.1:b, ). Within the area o upied by the above-mentioned group
the ÿ remation funeral rite appeared suddenly"; in a not very lear geneti and
developmental dependen e on ÿthe ontemporary or almost ontemporary" entre
of development of the remation rite from the Upper Tisza whi h is onne ted
with the Laznany group [Nemej ova-Pavukova 1970; f. Siska 1972 and the earlier
remarks℄.
The area in whi h this phenomenon has been studied most thoroughly within
the barrow burial grounds of the Ohrozim type (generally dated to a. 3650-3350
BC) [Pleslova-Stikova 1987:418℄ is Moravia. There, only remation graves of the
inerary urn type were found. ÿBurnt bones, without ashes were deposed in pots
and more seldom in bowls, beakers and in single ases into an amphora or a jug".
ÿIn most ases the inerary urns were reversed whi h pla ed the burnt bones in their
upper part" (in four ases holes were found in the bottoms). Also, the vessels that
a ompanied them were turned down. Their number might have been as many as
six (most often we an nd two or three of them in the graves). In graves there were
also found, apart from pottery, stone axes as well as int tools and a fragment of ÿa
spiral" and a fragment of opper wire. The whole of the burial pottery was very badly
burnt (ÿte hnologi ally di erent"); hen e, it was also sus eptible to destru tion.
Cinerary urns were pla ed either in shallow ÿpits" or on the earth surfa e and
many of them were ÿse ured" with stones whi h either overed or surrounded the
pla e of the burial. Over a single grave or a luster of graves rather low (up to
0.8m) oval earthen mounds were ere ted whose dimensions in proje tion were:
from 4 to 21m x 2 to 9m [Medunova-Benesova 1967: 366-370℄. The Ohrozim model
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F i g . 1. Balkan-Central European ultural regions (areas) with parti ipation of the remation rites in
the fourth-third millennia BC. Legend: a - southern boundary of "the Northern model of remation
rites" (of Funnel Beaker ulture and the "forest"-East European subneolithi ultures); b - the oldest
entres of " remation as a distin t funeral rite" south of the ar of the Carpathians (L - Laznany group,
O - Ohrozim group); - entres of early Baden ulture; d - the So evka entre; e - So evka type sites;
f - dire tions of transmission of the remation rites in the Balkan zone a ording to L. Nikolova [1993℄;
g - dire tions of transmission of the Balkan remation rites in Central Europe.

of remation rites was also found north of the ar of the Carpathian Mountains,
among the Funnel Beaker ulture on the Upper Oder [Bukowska-Gedigowa 1975℄.
Within the ÿpure" obje ts of the Boleraz group the burial rites are not so well
re ognized and it is diÆ ult to present a reliable assessment of the extent to whi h
remation was applied there [Nevizansky 1985:251, 257℄. Attempts at transferring
observations from Moravia to other territories [ f. Nemej ova-Pavukova 1970:185℄
are premature [So ha ki 1980:195℄. Also due to these reasons the hara teristi s
available on ern a wider hronologi al perspe tive, namely the early (Boleraz)
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and lassi al horizons of the Baden ulture (dated roughly to a. 3600-2800 BC
[Nemej ova-Pavukova 1981:286; So ha ki 1983:137℄). This attempt is also motivated
by the multi-phase development of large Baden burial grounds, also those whi h
on entrated ex lusively on remation burials. An analysis, arried out in su h a
manner, may lead one to on lude that ÿ remation was se ondary in the burial
rites of the Baden ulture population" [So ha ki 1980:194-195℄ and this sounds too
general.
Corre ted in su h a way, the Baden entre in its range would also in lude,
apart from the territory mentioned earlier, the river basins of the Tisza and Upper Elbe. These two areas demar ate at the same time two potential dire tions of
the transmission of remation rites. Of the 725 graves of the Baden ulture listed
by G. Nevizansky, 225 (i.e. a. 31%) were remated burials [Nevizansky 1985:258℄.
They were found on 22 sites whi h were on entrated in three areas: in the basin
of the Upper Tisza, in the region of the bend of the Danube and between Lake
Balaton and the Danube. The largest site in whi h remations were found ex lusively was the burial ground in Pilismarot-Basahar , lo ated within the latter of the
above-mentioned ÿregions" and lassi ed as Boleraz [Torma 1968, 1970, 1971, 1972;
Nevizansky 1985; f. So ha ki 1980:194℄. Between the Danube and the Drava there
were also lo ated other large burial grounds whi h either ontained only remations (Fonyod) or the number of remations was signi ant (Budakalasz). Neither
the s ope of the publi ations nor their form in some ases are satisfa tory. This
on erns in parti ular the la k of publi ations on the Pilismarot-Basahara burial
ground whi h was most important for the evaluation of the Baden model of remation rites. It is generally known that in the Baden ulture both inerary urn and
pit burials o urred, often utilising a stone over. Amphoras, pots and bowls were
mainly used as urns, sporadi ally jugs were used and in one ase an anthropomorphi vessel (Center - f. earlier remarks). In the graves there were also found some
other vessels (one to three).
Sin e a. 3200/3100 BC the s ope of the entre began extending towards the
area between the Sava and the Drina and in luded ultures whi h were lose to
Baden su h as Kostola and Cotofeni [Nikolova 1993 - also see more literature
there℄, Fig.1:f.

3.

SOFIEVKA CENTRE | RITE MODEL, GENETIC INTERPRETATION

In spite of the onsiderable interest that the dis overy of So evka type burial
grounds was a ompanied by [ f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , in this volume℄, there
exists no thorough analysis of the (a) morphologi al stru tural and (b) geneti
aspe ts of the So evka model of remation rites in the literature on the subje t.
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a. All the interpretations of the ÿSo evka" rites o ered so far were determined
on the basis of a la k of a omprehensive analysis of data olle ted on site, i.e.
a riti al analysis of norms of identi ation applied during ex avations of: (aa)
obje ts (graves) and (ab) their shapes or hara ter of sequen es of ritual behaviour
onsolidated in the llings [ f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , in this volume℄.
aa. Starting with J. Zakharuk's ex avations in 1948, every vessel lled with bones (ashes) was identi ed as a grave as well as every luster of bones [Zakharuk
1952; Danilenko, Makarevi h 1956; Kanivets 1956, Kruts 1968℄. On this basis a
ÿ lassi al" image of the So evka burial grounds was shaped and this image exists
both in the literature whi h deals dire tly with the Tripolye ulture and in more
general studies on demography and so ial organization [e.g. Arkheologiya 1971;
Kolesnikov 1993℄. However, attention should be paid to the fa t that already at that
stage ar haeologists were aware of the possibility of other interpretations. We an
ite as an example here the appli ation of more omplex multi-aspe tual identi ation norms by I. Samoylovski (during his studies of the So evka emetery in 1947)
[Samoylovski 1952:121-123℄. The present analysis of all the premises - re ordings
in the diary, plans, photographs - reveals falsi ations of the a tual pi ture of the
ne ropolis. As an illustration of this, we may use a s hemati division - into separate graves - of groups of inerary urns whi h were lo ated in a distan e of 10-30
m from one another. In many ases they were re orded against the ba kground
of ÿbone on entrations" or over su h ÿ on entrations" whi h was interpreted as
symptoms of verti al stratigraphy. The above-mentioned groups of ÿgraves" were
identi ed as sites of multiple ÿfamily burials" whi h, onsidering ÿthe sedimentation
properties" of the dune environment is diÆ ult to imagine in pra ti e.
ab. In the ase of obje ts that were dug into the dune and badly damaged
as a result of eoli pro esses as well as later settlement pro esses, there is an
obvious diÆ ulty in establishing the ranges of the grave ÿpits". This also on erns
the above-mentioned type of burial grounds where their outlines have not been
established. For instan e, it is not possible to onsider as su h the statements that
bones - ashes of ÿnon-urn" burials - were inserted in the round pits of small dimensions: 18-30 m wide and not less than 40-60 m deep (V. Kanivets's observations in
the Chernin burial ground). Formation of su h a pit on a dune foundation was simply impossible. Due to these reasons, all the previous attempts at hara terization
of the So evka remation rites require a re-analysis. As a point of referen e su h
re ent (now holding) attempts as those by V. Kruts [Kruts 1977:120-121℄ should be
mentioned. Kruts revealed the following features:
{ the presen e of both inerary urn burials and pit ones (round pits);
{ appli ation of fabri ontainers in the ase of the latter;
{ deposition of equipment both before and after remation of the body;
{ lo ation of graves in groups whi h may be interpreted in ategories of family
relations.
We think that apart from the possibilities of a re-analysis inherent in the doumentation available from eld investigations and the materials themselves (e.g.
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spa e analysis of glued obje ts - artefa ts), it is worth paying attention to the information value of observations of remation burials of the Polgar ultural ir le.
Of spe ial importan e here is the module of the biritual rites of the Tiszapolgar
 ska 1964℄ whi h was ontemporary of the BI/BII phases
burial ground in Tibava [Si
of the Tripolye ulture. The Tibava burials were lo ated in re tangular pits, from 70
to 170 m x 50 to 100 m dimensions, East-West oriented. In the ase of remation
burials, the bones were pla ed in inerary urns or in ÿ on entrations". Sometimes
both these forms o-o ur in graves. What is also worth noting is the presen e
of o hre. Among the equipment, apart from pottery (between 2 and 37 vessels)
there were also found int, stone, opper and gold artefa ts. The inventory was
lo ated by the dead person's head or legs; this prin iple was also observed in ase
of remation graves. The geneti relation of these burials with the rites of the
Laznany group, hronologi ally loser to the So evka type emeteries, seems to be
obvious. However, in this latter ase the quality of observations of the rite features
is mu h worse. These fa ts justify rea hing for ÿthe Tibava module" whi h seems
to be one that yields good ognitive results in spite of the possible methodologi al
doubts.
The above-outlined ÿmodule" of remation burials transferred to the So evka
type burial grounds indu es us to de rease the number of graves: Krasny Khutor before re-analysis 170 graves = a. 39 graves after re-analysis; So evka - 147 = a.
30; Chernin - 94 = a. 16; Zavalovka - 16 = a. 4 [ f. Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . ,
in this volume℄. In all, instead of 440 burials found in the literature, a. 89 burials
should be suggested. The set of equipment hanges orrespondingly. An example of
this type of orre tion may be the re onstru tion of one of the Chernin burials whi h
ombined nine ÿgraves" (39, 40, 41, 45, 46, 47, 52, 62, 63) in luding four inerary
urn and ve non- inerary urn ones. Its inventory onsists of four vessels whi h were
used as inerary urns, 12 arrowheads and 20 other int artefa ts (fragments of
int artefa ts from ÿgraves" 62 and 63 are glued together!) and a fragment of a
opper obje t. In the ase of the above-mentioned ÿgraves" 62 and 63 the area plan
situates them in stratigraphi relation: the inerary urn ÿgrave" (62) stands on the
non- inerary (urn) ÿgrave" (63). Also in a similar relation o ur ÿgraves" 45 and 46.
This arrangement may be onsidered a model for the So evka type burial grounds
[ f. Videiko, Ar haeologi al. . . , in this volume℄.
b. The geneti lo ation of the Tripolye ulture, its onne tion with the Balkan-Central European ultural provin e as well as the general knowledge of geography
of ivilisational urrents in the middle of the fourth millennium BC justify ombining
the So evka model of remation rites with the pro esses of its development dis ussed above (Fig.1:d, e). Taking into onsideration the absolute hronology of the Soevka emeteries [ f. in this volume: Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . ,
Kadrow, Absolute. . . ℄, it means on entrating attention on three possible identi ations of the generator of the ÿ entre": (ba) (the early Tripolye, middle Tripolye
or early-late Tripolye) lo al roots, (bb) relations with the ÿNorthern model", or
(b ) indire t borrowings from the ir le of the Carpathian Basin (re eption of the
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following models: b a - Baden or b b - Polgar). Evaluation of the reliability of the
hypotheses that have been pointed out above should take into onsideration not
only the results of omparative analyses, but also typologi al-geneti features of
grave inventories.
ba. In V. Kruts's work [1977℄, as well as in that done by his prede essors,
the dire t relations of the So evka ÿtype of reli s" with the older link of the
Dnieper Tripolye ulture Lukashi ÿtype" and to a smaller degree the Volhynian
Gorodsk-Troyanov ÿtype" have been well-do umented [ f. Derga hev 1980:142 and
Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , in this volume℄. This ontext of the ÿgeneti ba kground"
justi es extension of the sear h area of the potential endogenous inspirations of remation in the dire tion of ÿthe Eastern Tripolye ulture" [Tsvek 1985℄, where the
initial zone for its Dnieper fa tion should be lo ated. In all the above-mentioned
entres of the Tripolye ulture there are no manifestations indi ating that a remation rite was used. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the set of
sepul hral observations that is spatially or hronologi ally most related to the So evka on erning the Tripolye ulture from Chapayevka gives eviden e of inhumation,
to be more exa t, of supine burials, laid on the ba k and geneti ally identi ed as an
expression of onta ts with the Dnieper-Donetsk ulture or with the Funnel Beaker
ulture [Movsha 1985:26℄. Thus, we an state that the remation emeteries of the
So evka type are the rst obje ts of this kind within the Tripolye ulture. So the
remation rites whi h we study here may not have been derived from the lo al,
early- or middle-Neolithi traditions.
bb. As far as a omparative analysis of the features of the ÿSo evka" rites with the Northern model is on erned, one's attention is drawn to its mostly
ÿnon- inerary urn" hara ter. ÿThe Northern motive" is also emphasized by the
developmental position of the Tripolye ulture ommunities of the So evka stage
[Kruts 1977℄. This is a period of their extreme loseness with the ultural environment of the forest zone, and at the same time, of the development of ties with the
Neolithi peoples of the Central European Lowland [ f. Dolukhanov, Tretyakov
1979℄ where the ÿnon- inerary urn" remation rites are more and more often seen
[Wierzbi ki 1992:83 .℄. It should be remembered that the So evka type emeteries
were registered in a lands ape whi h was very untypi al for the Tripolye ulture
- the dune areas of a vast valley, north of the forest-steppe (loess) boundary of
the Upland; it was representative for the ÿforest ommunities". Also, in the grave
inventories of the Ne ropolis people we are dis ussing here northern in uen es
be ame distin t in the following versions: forest-East European as well as Central
European [ f. in this volume: Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . , Klo hko, Ko±ko,
Weapons. . . ℄. Therefore, it annot be pre luded that in the development of the ÿSoevka entre" some role might have been played by the impulses from the ultural
ir le of a long-lasting tradition of remation (taken from the Mesolithi ?) whose
best-known entres were found in the Central European Lowland.
This interpretation is weakened, however, by the formal and quantitative shortage of adequate manifestations of remation from the spatially indire t areas (Vol-
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hynia, the Lublin Upland). On the other hand, it is possible to refer to observations
of s attered ases of the appli ation of remation within the Volhynian group of the
Globular Amphora ulture [Sveshnikov 1983:12-13℄ of a similar, late hronology
after ir a 3150 BC [Szmyt 1996℄. Another indire t authenti ation of the said oneption may be found by drawing attention to the dire t ontinuation of the So evka
remation traditions in the spatially and hronologi ally su essive Middle Dnieper
ulture [Artemenko 1967:72-99℄ whose geneti relations with the ir um-Balti ir le
are obvious [re ently Ko±ko 1994a:156; as well as the most re ent investigations by
M. Kryvoltsevi h - personal ommuni ation℄. We should also remember that it was
just at the beginning of the third millennium BC that in this ir le grew the number
of sour es proving the use of remation [ f. Voigt 1963; Wierzbi ki 1992:83 ℄.
b . The motivation for sear hing for geneti referen es in the ir le of the
Carpathian Basin is provided by typologi al-geneti analysis of grave inventories:
int artefa ts, pottery, opper artefa ts and arms [ f. in this volume: Budziszewski, Flint. . . , Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . , Klo hko, Ko±ko, Weapons. . . ,
Klo hko, Copper. . . ℄, whi h, among other things, reveals the heritage of the Polgar
ir le. In the ase of a omparative analysis of the So evka remation rites with similar rites in the area of the Carpathian Basin we an noti e a general asyn hronism
of the similarities observed: ritual features and inventory features, i.e. typologi al
spe i ity of equipment in parti ular graves.
b a. If large, ex lusively remation burial grounds are found in the Baden
entre (the Ohrozim-Boleraz ÿhorizon"), then this similarity is not manifested in
the most numerous group of elements of grave equipment, namely in pottery. It is
diÆ ult to see the early Baden features among the vessels from the Dnieper burial
grounds as is the ase with late Tripolye features among the sepul hral pottery of the
Baden ir le. The only general plane of analogy is the dissimilarity (ÿpe uliarity")
of the te hnology of manufa ture of this group of ritual obje ts; it is found both
among the materials of the Ohrozim type as well as those of the So evka type
[Medunova-Benesova 1967:374; Bukowska-Gedigowa 1975:15-17; Kruts 1977:121℄.
In a non-pottery group of grave inventories one's attention is drawn by the presen e
of stone axes, although these forms are di erent from the So evka type.
b b. However, while in the Polgar environment no large, ex lusively remation
burial grounds have been found (Tiszapolgar ulture, Laznany group), Polgar features are still learly legible in the vessel stylisti s from the So evka emeteries [ f.
Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . ℄. The similarity also on erns the non-pottery
inventories, and in parti ular the presen e in both ases of opper daggers [Siska
1972:140-143℄. Previously we also indi ated the similarities in the sphere of funerary
ritual (ÿTibava module").
The Polgar inspirations in the development of the Tripolye ulture have been
observed many times. In ase of materials of the Gorodsk-Troyanov or Brynzeny
ÿtype" the Tiszapolgar ÿimports" have been found (Brynzeny-Tsyganka, Kosteshty
IV settlements) or stylisti borrowings (Troyanov et al.) [Titov, Markevi h 1974℄.
The Polgar ÿin uen es" were expli itly re ognized in the region of the ÿEastern
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Tripolye ulture", simply as ribing to them the fun tion of one of the generators
of this group [Tsvek 1985; 1989℄. This impulse would be legible here already at
stage B of the Tripolye ulture (4200-4000 BC), be oming pronoun ed in numerous
ÿimports" and imitations of Tiszapolgar pottery.
The above-mentioned groups of the Tripolye ulture, lo ated in the eastern
border zone of the s ope of its ommunities, should be onsidered to be an indire t
sour e of transmission of the Polgar tradition into the region on the Dnieper. These
traditions might have also referred to the ideologi al ritual models, in luding remation rites. However, at least thus far, this has not been do umented by observations
of the funerary rites of the middle Tripolye and early-late Tripolye ommunities
stages B/CI).
***
Our observations as outlined above justify our on lusion that the unequivoal (dire tly on rmed by sour es) identi ation of the geneti ba kground of the
So evka remation entre is impossible at present. Within the Dnieper Tripolye ulture remation appears as an exogenous ritual that also ontinued to exist after the
ulture's disappearan e. Neither is the so ial-ideologi al ontext of this adaptation
known. In the so ial organization dimension a ertain indi ation may be a simultaneous appearan e of the stone battle axes, re ognized as a sign of the emergen e
of a leader stratum (ÿinsignia").
The main diÆ ulty in solving this puzzle lies in the state of re ognition of the
losest ultural hinterland of the So evka ÿagglomeration" as far as forms of funerary ritual are on erned (on the basis of more general experien es of a onsiderable
redu tion of observations of remation in the pra ti e of area, ar haeologi al prospe tion may be assumed). In su h a situation of the two admissible on eptions of
the genesis of the So evka remation entre: ÿNorthern" ( f. the ÿNorthern model"
of remation) or the Polgar, the former seems to be better justi ed on the grounds
of general knowledge (Fig.1).
This opinion has a wider foundation in the presently revised on eption of the
dire tions of adaptation of remation in Europe. When we reje t the mono entri
interpretation whi h is ontradi tory to the available sour e do umentation and
whi h indi ates extra-European inspirations (Anatolia, the Near East), we onsider
justi ed paying more attention to the poly entri intra-European interpretation,
ontained in the hypothesis of the ÿNorthern model", i.e. to the ar heometri and
multi-aspe tual analysis of all the manifestations of remation in the area of the
Central European Lowland and the western part of the forest zone of Eastern Europe [ f. on the question of relations between these areas: Ko±ko 1994b℄. When
we look at the problem from this perspe tive, both Eneolithi remation entres
- the Baden and the So evka - should be interpreted as results of the re eption
of hronologi ally di erent, and spread over large areas, in uen es of the North
(Neolithi -subneolithi ultures) whi h in given ases o ered qualitatively new states of symboli ulture (Fig.1). It may be assumed that the main reason for this
phenomenon was the ideologi al reinterpretation of remation in the ir le of the
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Eneolithi ulture, as ribing to it the ÿexternal" ideologi al valorization whose roots might have been in the ir les of the Anatolian and Near Eastern ivilisation
[ f. in this volume: Klo hko, Ko±ko, Weapons. . . - geneti identi ation of daggers,
Klo hko, Stolpiak, Glass. . . ℄.

Translated by Andrzej Pietrzak
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